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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
,

BEFCRE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

)
In the Matter of )

) ,

Louisiana Energy Services ) Docket No. 70-3070
)

(Claiborne Enrichment Center) ) ,

)

AFFIDAVIT OF ARJUN MAKHIJANI ;

1) My name is Arjun Makhijani. I am President of the |

Institute for Energy and Environmental Research. I am an expert
in the fields of nuclear engineering and atmospheric protection
in relation to the stratospheric ozone layer. A statement of my
professional qualifications is attached.

2) I am familiar with the proposed design of the Claiborne
Enrichment Facility in Homer, Louisiana. .

3) I assisted in the preparation of Citizens Against Nuclear
Trash's Contention T, " CEC Design Relies on Use of Illegal CFC."
The factual statements in that contention and its basis are true
and correct to the best of my knowledge. If Contention T is
admitted to this proceeding, I intend to testify on CANT's behalf
regarding the the illegality of CFC-11 as a referigerant for the
centrifuges at the Claiborne Enrichment Center.

4) I also assisted in the preparation of Citizens Against
Nuclear Trash's Contention W, "The DEIS Is Inadequate Because It
Fails to Address the Impacts, Costs, and Benefits of Ultimate
Disposal of DUF6 Tails, or the Cumulative and Generic Impacts of
DUF6 Tails Disposal." The factual statements in that contention
and its basis are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

|
If Contention W is admitted to this proceeding, I intend to
testify on CANT's behalf regarding the inadequacy of the DEIS'
discussion of LES' plans for disposing of DUF6, and the potential |
adverse environmental impacts of DUF6 conversion to U308 and i

long-term disposal. / ;, ,
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Arjdh Makhijani '

Subscribedandsworntobeforemethis[j(dayofJanuary, 1994.
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43 .O INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY ANC '

y ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCE <

Washington, D.C. Office; f

6935 Laurel Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912

,

Phone: (301) 270-5500
FAX (301) 270-3029

r-

ARJUN MAKHUANI
-

-

Education:

Ph.D. (Engineering - dissertation area: controlled nuclear fusion), University of
California, Berkeley,1972.

M.S. (Electrical Engineering - thesis area: ionospheric wave propagation),
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington,1967.

Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical). University of Bombay, Bombay, India,1965.

Cwrent Positions:

President, Institute for Energy and Emironmental Research, Takoma Park,
Maryland.

U.S. EPA Science Advisory Board, Radiation Advisory Committee
U.S. EPA National Advisory Council for Environmental Policy and Technology

(NACEPT)

*

ProfessionalSocieties: ,

American Association for the Advancement of Science
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
American Geophysical Union
American Institute of Physics

Awards:

The John Bartlow Martin Award for Public Interest Magazine Journalism of the
Medill School of Journalism, Northwestern University,1989, with Robert
Alvarez.

European office: Wdheim Blum-Str '214 6930 Heiceiberg. Germany 'el (01149) 622147670. Fax (Ot14916221-476719
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Comulting Experience,1975-Present

Consultant on a wide variety of issues relating to technical and economic analyses of

portions of the nuclear fuel cycle; alternative energy sources; electric utility rates and
investment planning; energy conservation; analysis of energy use in agriculture; energy
policy for the U.S. and for the Third World.

Among the institutions to which I am or have been a consultant (since 1989 through

IEER) are: I

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment
;

Native Americans for a Clean Environment
Lnwrence Berkeley Laboratory
Tennessee Valley Authority
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
Lower Colorado River Authority

Ford Foundation i

United Nations University
Federation of Rocky Mountain States

,

Edison Electric Institute >

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
i

International Labour Office of the United Nations
United Nations Environment Programme
United Nations Center on Transnational Corporations
Environmental Policy Institute
Economic and Social Comuussion for Asia and the Pacific
United Nations Development Programme

National Association of Atomic Veterans
The law firm of Waite, Schneider, Bayless and Chesley

.

Other Employment

1984-88: Associate Professor, Capitol College, Laurel, Maryland. '

1983-84: Assistant Professor, Capitol College, Laurel, Maryland.
1977-79: Visiting Professor, National Institute of Bank Management, Bombay, India. '

Principal responsibility was the evaluation of the Institute's extensive pilot rural
development programme.

1972-74: Project Specialist, Ford Foundation Energy Policy Project. Responsibilities -
included research and writing on the technical and economic aspects of energy
conservation and supply in the U.S.; analysis of Third World rural energy .

'

problems; preparation of requests for proposals; evaluation of proposals; and
the management of grants made by the Project to other institutions.

.
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1969-70: Assistant Electrical Engineer, Kaiser Engineers, Oakland California.
Responsibilities included the design and checking of the electrical aspects of
mineral industries such as cement plants, and plants for processing mineral ores i

such as lead and uranium ores. Pioneered the use of the desk top computer at
t

Kaiser Engineers for the use of electrical design calculations.

Professional Reports and Publications

"Further Comparison of Spread-F and Backscatter Sounder Measurements," with G.L
Hower, Journal of Geophysical Research, vol 74, no.14, July 1,1969; p. 3723. ,

" Multiple Mirror Confinement of Plasmas," with B. Grant Logan and others, Physical
Review Letters, vol. 28,1972; p.144.

An Assessment of Energy and Materials Utilization in the U.S.A., with A.J. Lichtenberg, |
'

University of California Electronics Research Laboratory, Berkeley,197L Also
published as " Energy and Well Being" in Environment, June 1972.

!" Plasma Confinement in Multiple Mirror Systems: Theory," with A.J. Lichtenberg and '

others, Physics of Fluids, vol.17,1974; p.1291.
'

One of several co-authors of the final report of the Ford Foundation Energy Policy Project,
A Time to Choose: America's Energy Future, Ballinger, Cambridge,1974.

Energy and Agriculture in the Third World, with Alan Poole, Ballinger, Cambridge,1975. ;

I
Investment Plannmg in the Energy Sector, with Ed Kahn and others, Lawrence Berkeley '

Laboratory, Berkeley,1976.
'

Energy Policy for the Rural Third World, International Institute for Environment and
!

Development, London,1976.

" Energy Policy for Rural India," Economic and Political Weekly, vol. XII, Special Number,
Bombay,1977.

" Solar Energy for the Rural Third World," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Chicago, May .

1977. $

Some Questions of Method in the Tennessee Valley Authority Rate Study, report to the
Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga,1978.

.

The Economics and Sociology of Alternative Energy Sources, Economic and Social :

Commission for Asia and the Pacific,1979. ;

1"An Evaluation of the January 1982 TVA Review of Load Growth and Capacity," report
submitted to the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley

*

Authority, Knoxville, February 17,1982.

Energy Use in the Post-Harvest Component of the Food Systems in Ivory Coast and
Nicaragua, Food and Agriculture Orgamzation of the United Nations, Rome,-

-

1982.

.
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Oil Prices and the Crises of Debt and Unemployment: Methodological and Structural |

Aspects, International Labour Office of the United Nations, Final Draft Report,
'

Geneva, April 1983.
)The Irradiation of Personnel at Operation Crossroads, with David Albright, International

Radiation Research and Training Institute, Washington, D.C., May 1983. j

Heat, High Water, and Rock Instability at Hanford, with Kathleen M. Tucker, and with an
Appendix by Donald E. White, Health and Energy Institute, Washington, D.C., 4

!February 1985.

Target: Japan - The Decision to Bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki, with John Kelly,
translated into Japanese by Hajimei Seki, and published under the title Why :

Japan 7 by Kyoikusha, Tokyo, September 1985. |

Experimental Irradiation of Air Force Personnel During Operation Redwing - 1956,
Environmental Policy Institute, Washington, D.C., November 1985.

" Restructuring the International Monetary System," with Robert S. Browne, World Policy
Journal, New York, Winter, 1985-86. |

Deadly Crop in the Tank Farm: An Assessment of the Management of High-Level i

Radioactive Wastes in the Savannah River Plant Tank Farm Based on Official
;

Documents, with Robert Alvarez and Brent Blackwelder, Environmental Policy ,

Institute, Washington, D.C., July 1986. '

"' Relative Wages and Productivity in International Competition," 1987 College Industry |
Conference Proceedings, American Society for Engineering Education, .

Washington, D.C., February 1987. i

An Assessment of the Energy Recovery Aspect of the Proposed Mass Burn Facility at .

Preston, Connecticut, Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, |

Takoma Park, Maryland 20912, March 1987. t

!Evading the Deadly Issues: Corporate Mismanagement of America's Nuclear Weapons
Production, with Robert Alvarez and Brent Blackwelder, Environmental Policy ;

Institute, Washington, D.C., September,1987. j
'

Release Estimates of Radioactive and Non-Radioactive Materials to the Environment by
the Feed Materials Production Center, 1951-85, Institute for Energy and :

Environmental Research, July 1988. ;

"The Hidden Nuclear legacy", (with Robert Alvarez) Technology Review, Cambridge, i
Mass., August / September 1988. :

Saving Our Skins: Technical Potential and Policies for the Elimination of Ozone-Depleting -

Chlorine Compounds, with Annie Makhijani and Amanda Bickel,
Environmental Policy Institute and Institute for Energy and Environmental
Research, Washington, D.C., September 1988.

Reducing Ozone-Depleting Chlorine and Bromine Accumulations in the Stratosphere: A |

Critique of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Analysis and i

Recommendations, with Annie Makhijani and Amanda Bickel, Institute for |
Energy and Environmental Research and Environmental Policy i

Institute / Friends of the Earth, Takoma Park, April 1989.
.

1
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Reducing the Risks: Policies for the Management of Highly Radioactive Nuclear Waste,
Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, Takoma Park, May 1989.

Managing Municipal Solid Wastes in Montgomery County, Prepared for the Sugarloaf
Citizens Association, May 1990 |

To Reprocess or Not to Reprocess: The Purex Question - A Preliminary Assessment of
Alternatives for the Management of N-Reactor Irradiated Fuel at the U.S. !

Department of Energy's Hanford Nuclear Weapons Production Facility, (with
Scott Saleska) July 1990.

The Sources of Risk of Explosions in High Level Waste Storage Tanks at U.S. Department ;

of Energy Sites, (with S. Saleska & M. Ospina), Presented to the American
Chemical Society, August 1990. ;

1

Bhopal Tragedy's Health Effects: A Review of Methyl Isocyanate Toxicity, (with P.S. |
IMehta, A.S. Mehta, & SJ. Mehta), JAMA, December 1990.

Radioactive Heaven and Earth: The Health and Environmental Effects of Nuclear
Weapons Testing In, On, and Above the Earth, (co-author with many others),
Apex Press, New York,1991.

High Level Dollars Low-Level Sense: A Critique of Present Policy for the Management of
Long-Lived Radioactive Waste and Discussion of an Alternative Approach (co-

'

author Scott Saleska), Apex Press, New York,1992.

From Global Capitalism to Economic Justice: An Inquiry into the Elimination of Systemic j

Poverty, Violence and Environmental Destruction in the World Economy, Apex
'

Press, New York,1992. ,

' Plutonium: Deadly Gold of the Nuclear Age (with IPPNW) International Physicians Press,
Cambridge,1992.

Mending the Ozone Hole: The Causes and Consequences of Stratospheric Ozone
Depletion and Policies for Restoration and Protection of the Ozone Layer (co-
author Kevin Gurney) Report,1992

f

Languages: English, French, Hindi, Sindhi, and Marathi. . |
1
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION Materials may be inspected from 8:30 much later). Finally. EPA has taken
AGENCY a.m. until noen and from 1:30 p.m. until steps to provide nouce of this final

3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. A action to the reguleted industry upon
40 CFR Pert 82 reasonable fee may be charged by EPA signature of the rule and prict to

for cepvin:: dociet materials. publication. Fct these reasons. EPA
[F RL-48 W7] Inform 5 tion cn this rulemaking can also believes that the amount of time

~

Prote: tion of Stratospheric Ozone be ol-tained from de Stratospheric provided before the rule becomes
Protection Informatwn Hotime at 1- effectis e is reasonable.

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 800-296-1996. EPA notes that the general
A gency (EPA). FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: The requirement under 5 U.S.C. 553(d) {the
ACTION: Nouco of final rulemaking. Stratospheric Protection Information Administrative Procedure Act), that

Hotline at 1--800-296-1996 or Peter publication or service cf a substantive
SUMMARY: With this acticn. EPA is Voigt. U.S. EPA. Stratospheric rule be made not less than 30 days
amending the schedule for the phaseout Protectien Divisicn. Office of before its effective date does not apply
cf ozone depleting chemicals that is Atmospheric Programs. Office of Air here. Section 307(d)(1) cf the C'ean Air
specified in section 604 of the Clean Air and Radiation. 6205J,401 M Street. SW., Act specifically applies to regulations
Act, cs a:nended in 1990 (the Act). This Washington DC 70460. (202) 233-9185. under utle V cf the Clean Air Act and
acdon respcnds to several petiuons and provides that "[tlhe provisions of

SUPPLEME NTARY INFORMATION:comments submitted by environmental sections 553 through 557 and section
cr;;aniza* ions and industry groups Additional Inforrnation on the Effective 706 of title VI shall not, except as
seeking an accelerated phasecut of Date expressly provided in this suosection,
ozone-depleung subst nces, as

The effective date of this rule is ap y to actions to which this
au6crizca under section 606 of the Act
Today's action also establishes January 1.1994. Methyl bromide and su section apphes."howhere das

the HBFCs are added to the list of class subsection 307(d) expressly provide that
regulation s implementing the

. . I substances as of the date of section 553(d) of title V apphes. Even it
amendments, edjustments end dects2cns
adcpted by the Parties to the Montreal publication. Section 602(d) of the Clean section 553(d) were to apply, EPA

Protoco. on Substances that Deplete the Air Act specifies that extension of the
believes that, for the reasons described

phasecut schedule for a newly listed above, there is good cause under section
0:ene Layer at their November 1992 substance may not extend the'date for 553[d)(3) of tit!s V to provide less than
meeting. In tha action. EPA adds
tre&y1 bromide to the list of class ! termination of production for any class 30 days notace following publicatica.

substarcos,in response to new scientific I substance to a date more than 7 years
The contents of today s preamble are

information, a petition subrnitted under after January I cf the year af:er the year
listed m the following outline:

in which the substance is added to the L Bad poundsection 602 of the Act, and the decision
list of class I substances. EPA believes II Accelerated Phasecut of Class ! ControMed

of the Protocol Parties to classify methyl
brcmide as a controlled substance with Congress intended the seven years to be S'D5t'LC'5

A "**"U U P * *,' ,tolled from no later than the date ofan ozone-depletmg potential (CDP) of publication of the listing, and that 30 $ 3$5##'P '''
*

O n, EPA is also adding
ayrchromofluorocarbons (IIBFCs) t days notice before the listing becomes DI L al Au$o y

e6ective for this purpose is neither EL Accelerated Phisecut of C' ass nthe hst of class I substances. In addition,
repriate. Controued Substances

necessary nor spkat the time betweenin attordance with trade provisions in EPA believes t A. Statutory AuthorityArucm 4 cf the Montreal Protocol, EPA
7publication and January 1,1994 is B Ccpenhagen A=endments to the

is banning specified trade between the sufficient for industry t'o comply with Montreal Protocol
U.S. and foreum states not pany to, nor the annual production and consumption C. CAA Petitions i

complying with the Protocol.1inally, limits beginning January 1,1994. The 1. NEDC/FCE/EDF
this reFulat:en modites several 2m Amana NmnAgency believes this is a reasonablerecordieepmg and reportmg

. amount of notice for this kind of
$:ne

*
, osed Actionrequirements to streamline the repodmg regulation Compliance with the annual ense [o Irra pen:3burden. and facilitate compliance. production period controls necessitates 6 To av's Final Action

1cn

EFFECTIVE DATE: The effective date of less advance notice than regulations for PL Addition of Methvl Ero=ide to List of {this rule is January 1,1994, except that which compliance is measured over a Class I Substances and Phasecut '

cppendix A of subpart A of 40 CFR part shorter period. Also, since title V1 Schedule
82, sections E. & C. (the addition of controls of production and consumption A Summan'

Methyl bromide and the HDFCs to the are implemented on an annual basis,~ ^
,

B l'8"' ^'th ".7 '

list of c!:ss I substances) is effective implementation on January 1,1994 is
December 10.1993 and 9 82.4(d)is necessary to avoid delaying the C. Ea k ounde ffectis e January 10.1994. See the implementation of control until January 1. Indial Identficaton cf Pasks of Methyl

'

$UPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section of 1,1995. EPA believes that the B:omide
'

I
this document forreesons why a 30 day environmental benefits associated with 2. Petition to List
notice is neither necessary nor the 1994 controls warrant this acticn. 3. Montreal Protocci Actwns
appropnate. Moreover, the Agency notes that 1994 4 Dcmestic Regulatory Acncn
ADDRESSES: Matcrials relevant to the restrictions on class I substances (other D. Tcday's Final Action

rulemaking are centained in Air Docket than methyl bromide) are necessary for 1 5"*U
2 c to tNo. A-92-13 at: U.S. Environmental compliance with the Montreal Protocol.

e s Ee'ed m Md%Protection Agency,401 M Street SN Other regulatory provisions in th:s ru!e Em ede
.

Washington, DC 20460. The public are tied to the production and a. Faster Formanon cf HODr ldocket room is located in room M-1500 consumption phasecut. (The class Il b HBr An~hes
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;

d. Natural and Man.made Emissions the stratospheric ozone layer will lead nations. Instead cf a reduction of 50% ',i ~ ~
'

e Summary of ODP D:se:.:suon to increased penetration of harmful UV- in CFCs by 1998, the Protocol now calls
ti4. l'ses and Substnutes for Me'hyl Bromide B radiation to the earth's surface, for a phaseout in 1996 with the possible f%g

*

a The NAPIAP Study resulting in potential damage to human exception for critical uses. In the case of
h C-ts health and the envircnment. The risks halons, the Prctocol calls for their M
I Co yYmigat:c n from ozone depletion include increases phasecut by the end of 1993. In addition {' d

in skin cancer and cataracts, to the originally controlled compounds, 2c. Structural Fumiganon
5. Analysis of Costs and Benef.ts suppression of the human immune additional compounds were added first ;
6 Group Assicmer_t and Baseline Year response system, damage to crops and in 1990 when methyl chloroform end ,j

7. Intenm Reducuons e i Phasecut aquatic organisms, increased formation carbon tetrachlcride were added by the s. J
basecut. The 2

*f
Senedule of ground-level smog, and accelerated

Parties and scheduled for hese 1a. Lebencg weathering of outdoor plastics. phasecut date for both of t #

ioIal f$ydmbromofluorocarbons Several national and international compounds is now 1996. In addition, et
, , }

essessments have been conducted over their meetmg in 1992, the Parties .}vA ;,

(HEFCs) to the List of Class ! Substances *the past years and provide useful adopted an amendment calling for .

and to the Phasecut Schedule
summanes of the Information controls and the eventual phasecut of 4 1

,

VI Trade Restnctions
A. Descripuon of Preposed and Final supporting the linkage between HCFCs and a freeze on production and I ! 1

Requirements emissions of certain chlorine and consumption of methyl bromide (except .{
B. Response to Major Coraments bromine-containing substances, quarantine and preshipment uses). 5

'

C Legal Auttonty depletion of the earth's protective ozone The accelerated phaseout and i
D. Def.niticr.s layer, and damage to human health and expanded scope of compounds covered i
E. Foreign 3:ates not Party to the Protocol the environment. See for example, by the Montreal Protocol were in l

VII. Changes Jn Definttmn cf Producuon " Assessing the Risks of Stratospheric response to a series of reports from the #

Ozone" EPA (1985); "ScientiSc scientific community stating that ozone e
T a

a. Chegesin Treatment of Transformanen Assessment of Ozone Depletion" WMO/ depletion in Antarctica appears to be .

b. kecordkeeping and Reportirg Changes UNEP (1989 and 1991);" Health and directly the result of increased q ,

Re'ative to Transformat2cn Environmental Effects of Ozone concentrations of man-made chlorinated 1
'

2. Destruction Depletion" UNEP (1989 and 1991), rnd and hrominated compounds, that the !
a Eliminat on of Coincidental Uoavoidable " Methyl Dromide:Its Atmospheric potential exists for more significant I

Evproaucts Provisica Science Technology, and Economics." depletion in the Arctic region, and that }
While considerable uncertainties mid-latitude concentratio'ns of ozone

]i
b. Destruction-Background

.

ramain in fully understanding the have also been reduced over the past
n tion of1 $ u aD c mplex reactions that occur in the decade er so. A more detailed 4

d. Tn'atment of Destruction

d@
atmosphere that cause depletion of the description of recent scientific evidence L,c. Response to Major Comments

f Degme of Exemption / Credit Afforded for ozone layer, scientific research has is included in EPA's March notice cf :

Destruction made remarkable progress since 1974 in proposed rulemaking (NPRM) (March
g Standards for Destruction understanding the atmospheric 18,1993,58 FR 15014). !s
b Comments on Reporung and processes that lead to depletion of the The most recent scientific reports on i

Recordkeeping Associated with ozone layer both in the polar regions ozone depletion were completed after
'

'
Destructwn and globally. In response to the growing the publication of the March proposal

3 Spills body of evidence that links and show that czone values over mid-
* chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other latitudes have been substantially lower i

$ "," "*II" * chlorinated and brominated compounds in the winter of 1992 and spring of 1993
2. Transfers cf Pmductacn Rights Between to ozone depletion, the international than had been previously recorded for

,

Natons community reached agreement in 1987 these times of the year. On April 23,
D. InsigmScant Qaantines on a landmark treaty. 1993, a paper by Gleason et al. was

-j

t. insigmficant Quantities of Substances The Montreal Protocol on Substances published in Science and included data j

Otter than Methyl Bromide that Deplete the Ozone Layer (Mon +real from the Total Ozone Mapping i

2. Ins:gnincant Product;on of Methyl Protocol) initially called fcr a fifty Spectrometer (TOMS) instrument on- 1

Bmmide percent reduction in CFC production board the Nimbus 7 satellite which .}
*vlII. Other issues and consumption by the year 1998 and showed that global ozone levels were 2-

a freeze in halon production and 3% lower than any previous year for :fTra og Essen al ses consumption. When originally these months and 4% lower than J
,

C. Addition of HCFCs to the EPCRA
Sectmn 3t3 List negotiated in 1987, it had been signed normal. Ozone levels for the northern

'

D. Enytronmental Impact Statement by 23 nations and the European mid-latitudes were about 10% lower
E. Recycled and Used Contm!!ed Community, than historical everages for this time of

J t
substances in the six years since its initiation, the the year for this region and appear to

F. Transhipments Protocol has evolved rapidly in have continued at these low levels
G. Pubhcatica of the Regulatory Text response to new scientific and through the early part of the summer.

IX. Changes from the Proposal and Current te.chnology developments. As new While the precise cause of these low
P 87'* evidence was developed suggesting that ozone values cannot yet be determirad,

the risk of ozone depletion from CFCs it may well prove that they are the result
i al nform on and other compounds was greater than of the mdirect effects from the eruption

A. Executive Order HB66
R Regulatory Fleobihty Act had previously been thought, nations of of Mt. Pinatubo in June 1991. These !
C. Paperwork Reducuon Act the world reponded by strengthening effects could result from the injec!jon of | ;

herethe Protocol first in 1990 and again in aerosol particles into the stratosferated f1. Back ground 1992. which provide surfaces for acce ,

A broad scientiEc consensus has , As the treaty currently stands. the depletion of ozone by ch,lorine or
,

_
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stratespheric tcmperatures and, reduction schedules, the Parties also percent of baseline cuts for rnethyl
therefore, lead to faster reactions established criteria fer exempting chloroform kr those years.
involving th!crinated and brominated essential uses from th- production
species resulting m more da pletion phasecut. B. Comments on Proposd f

-

Investigaticcs continue into better In msoonse to the two petiticns and EPA received eight comments
defining the exact role of the sulfur the agre'ement reached b the Parties in supporting the proposed accelerated3
particles from the volcano in the recent Copenhagen, the Agency pmposed in schedule with the modified 1995 limit
in~.rease in depleticn the March 13 STRM to cut CFC of 25% baseline prodccticn and

IL Accelerated Phasecut of Classi prde n and consumption to 25 censumptien. These comrnenters,

Controlled Substances pcreent of baseltne m 1994, with a pnmanly CFC and methyl chloroform ,

;
subsequent cut to 15 percent by 1995. users, beheved the proposed schedule

A SummaryofPreposal The Agency pmposed to phase out CFCs feasible, and that many were on the way
EPA considered several schedules in by 1996, with no production extending to completing the phasecut. However,

the March la proposal to accelerate the beyond that date to service existing several of these companies wamed that
phasecut of class I controlled equipment, as had been requested by any furtheracceleration would
substances. The Agency had received the Alliance, but discussed criteria ieopard.re phseout plans and would
prior to the proposal two petitions to established under the Montreal Protoco; possibly force tne use of unsafe
accelerate the phasecut, as well as for granting essential use exernptions, substitutes. Many agreed that the United

,

,

severalindustry comments on thnse Since the publication of the March is States must adhere to the international
petitions, submitted under section GOG hTR%f,the Agency came to believe that phasecut dates set in the Montreal<

of the Clean Air Act Amendments. the 15 percent leval it had proposed for Protocol, but that it should not
These two petitions laid out 1995 would be too stringent for the unilaterally expedite the phasecut,
recommended schedules to completa sectors that rely on CFCs. Although CFC Two envircnmental groups objected
the phr.secut sooner than the year 2000, use has dropped significantly over the to the proposed scheduling, both

'

;

the date requind under section 004 og last few years, a reduction to 15 percent arguing that a faster accelerated
the Clean Air Act.The Alliance kr a of baseline levels for CFCs in 1995 schedule was possible and that CFC
Eesponsible CFC Policy (the Alliance) could hu:t certain sectors, where production should cease as cf January 1 |
petitioned the Agency to ccmplete the altematives are not yet feasible (e g. 1995.One commenter cited DuPont's
phasecut by 1996, allowing for a limited metemd dose inhalers,possibly and the European Community's i

volumn cf CFC production until 2000 to household refrigerators), or where CFCs announcements to stop production as of ;

sersice existing refrigerator and air. are required for servicing equipment that date as proof that such a phasecut i
conditioning system's.The Alliance with long usefullifetimes such as the is possible. Both cornmenters believa ! .i

suggested a cut of 50 percent of 1986 cutamobile air conditioner and comfon that methyl chlorefarm cnuld be phased
production levels for 1993, with cooling sectors. Since retrofits for out in 1995, and that cntbon
subsequent cuts to 40 percent and 25 existing equipment are still being tetrachloride could be phased out by i

percent in 1994 and 1995, respectively, evaluated and tested for several large January 1,1994. |The Naural Resources Defense Council, use sectors, the Agency believed that the In addition. EPA received several | <

the Friends of the Earth, and the pro osed level of 15 percent in 1995 comments orr the issue of Dupont's ;

Environmental Defense Fund (NRDC/ cc I deleteriously affect censumers decision not to produce CFCs in 1995. f
FOE /EDF) requested more drastic and these user groups. EPA asked for Several major industry groups stated i

reductions in 1992,1993 and 1994 of 40 comments at the public hearing on that full production of the 25 percent ! '

percent,25 percent and 15 percent, changing tha 1995 limit to 25 percent allowance is criticalto the smooth
respectively, with a complete phasecut and published a separate notice transition out of CFCs and that without
by the end of 1994 for CFCs.The requesting comment an this issue (58 FR this quantity available in 1995 severe
environmental groups also requested 25793, April 28,1993). shortages are likely to exist and
that the production of halons and After its proposed regulation was significant ecencmic hardship to
carbon tetrachloride stop as of 1992, initially signed by the EPA consumers and equipment owners is
wi'h a 50 percent of baseline cut for Administrator DuPont announcedits likely to result. One commenter
methy1 chloroform in 1992, and its intent to phase outits production of opposed any Agency action on thfs
complete phasecut by 1993. CFCs by the end 011994. Since DuPorrt issue, suggesting that DuPont's decision

In November of 1992, the Parties to has historically been allocated about is better for the enviromnent. DuPont in
the Montreal Protocol met and agreed to half of all allowances (based on the 1986 its comments reiterated that it believes
a set of "adiustments", or changes to the base year), its decision to stop that demand will drop off to such a
phaseott schedules for the existing production a year aheadof the schedule degree in 1995 thatits allocation will
controlled substances.The Parties proposed by EPA has potentially not be necessary,but that if the Agency
agreed ta phase out all CFCs by 1996, significant conseq-ns. EPA also believes that production of the full 25
allowing for production and requested cmunents at the public percent of baseline levels for 1995 is ,

consumption of 25 percent cibaseline hearing on the possible hnplications of necessary it would not object if the '
level in 1994 and 1995. The Parties also DuPont's action en sectors requiring Agency were to take action to facilitate
agreed to cut carbon tetrachloride to 15 CFCs. this production. '

percent of baselinelevels in 1995, and With respect to classI substances Based on its current view of the ;

to complete its phasecut by 1996. other thanCFCs,the Agency proposed marketplace, EPA expects that abnost
Methyl chloroform was to be eliminated to phase out production of carbon all major uses of CFCs in new
by 1996 also, with a cut to 50 percent tetrarhiAa and methyl chloroform by equipment will have shifted by Jannary i

ci baseline in 19M and 1995.The January 1.1996 also, with interim 1,1995, with the possible exception of
Parties agreed to phase out the reductions of 50 percent and 15 percent metered dose inhalers and some lines of *

production of helons by the end of 1993. of baselina for carbon tetrachlorfde in home refrigeraters. Thus, the major
In order to facilitate these expedited 1994 and 1995, and 50 Dercent and 30 sourra ef damand forCFCs in ice win :
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be to service existing refrigeration end below, this is the schedu!s that the useful lifetimes well exceeding the 1595 j?air-conditioning equipment. Parties agreed to in Copenhagen in phasecut is substantially more 6To reduce future demand by those November of 1992. The Unitsd States complicated. In many cases, owners cf h (t,
sectors EPA hasinitiated a number of agreed to this schedule at that time, and existing equipment must make t*activities to implernent its mandstory believe that the schedule approoriately modincations to accommcdate pcssible M e
recyclin ; and recove y end dispou! reflects the fastest technological and alternatives. This problem is -!rules, to rainimize leaks from economically feasib!e reduction complicated by the large amount cf air-

~ ;
equipment, and to encourage retrefus schedule. The United States, as well as conditioning and refrigeration ~ _

, 2and replacements of existing air- the majority of the Parties, belies es that equipment in existence. EPA and 7j jconditioning and refrigeration systems. a 1996 phesecut is possible, but that an industry estimates that over 100 millien j- 3llowever,in the absence of a drop in earlier phasecut would exceed mobile air-conditioners currently 4
c} j

refrigerant to service existing CFC-12 technological capabilities and result in require CFC-12 as a refrigerant. Seme }vehicles, the Agency has determined excessive economic costs. Without percentage of these will need to be ? 3that the Protocol allowable production international commitment to a phasecut retroStted if CFC-12 is not available j f,and consumption 6f 25% in 1995 is date, this unilateral acticn by the United past the phasecut. Although refrigerant { tnecessa y to minimize economic States to phase out earlier would pose recycling and recovery at disposal sites [ ~Idisruption and to facilitate a smoother significant costs, but would yield few will supply this sector some CFC-12 -

transition out of CFCs on the accelerated benefits. It is true that despite the past 1995, the required volume of fschedule adopted today. Furthermore, agreed-to 1996 phasecut, the European refrigerant will exceed the supply of fas explained below in the section on Community and several other countries recycled CFC-12, even with 1995 i
essential uses. EPA denied several such party to the Protocol have decided to Production at 25% of baseline. (EPA L
applications related to servicing air phase out of the class I chemicals one could not allow production at greater iconditioning ind refrigeration year earlier (i.e., January 1,1995). than 25% level, however, because the 8-

equipment otl the assumption thc! steps However. EPA understands that the Protocol establishes the level of 25% for
,;d ,will be talerr to ensure that full European Community and other 1995.) ;

production of CFCs is permitted in 1994 countries pursuing an earlier phasecut For stationary refn,geration sectors, ;y
and 1995 to provide additional supplies are not as dependent on CFCs for EPA estimates that more than 67,000 Mbey ond 1995 in order to minimize the refrigeration e'2d air-conditioning as the CFC chillers, as well as 7,000 industrial ij jcosts of the phasecut to vehicle and United States. Consequently, the Precess chillers are currently operating Qjequipment owners. As a result, the financial cost of such a phasecut by the in the United States. This equi ment yn jrulemaking contains the legally European Community is not nearly as has a usefullife of 30 years cr onger. k ,
permissible 25 percent allowable great as it would be for the United States Ahhough owners are beginning to j| j
production level in 1995 and the (see cost implications below). EPA retrofit and replace these chillers, the p ,,

Agency intends to follow-up on the believes that the schedule set in pace of these activit2es has been slow, 4 tissue t'o ensure that this level of Co enhagen is sufficient to allow an and,it is not clear that there wsil be
, g -production is made available. or erly transition out of class I sufficient recycled refngerant past 1993.

C. Fino! Schedule chemicals without significantly further E.etrofits are available, but costs va ,y
degrading the ozone layer. However, sgnincetly by sector and even wi .m yin today's rule, the Agency has EPA believes that a faster schedule for sect rs by type of equipment., , . q ;

finalized the following schedule for the the reduction in 1995 of methyl The Agency had proposed m its g jaccelerated phasecut of the class I, dloroform in the United States is both March 18 N to hmn production and
3groups I through V controlled technically and economically feasible basehne m, on to only 15 percent ofc nSumPti

substances. This is the schedule 1995. However, EPAand environmentally desirable. As aoriginally proposed in the March 18 result. EPA proposed and is today requested comment on whether the less 4
notice, with the exceptica of the 25 finalizing the p posed reduction to 30 gent rWuctim to 25 percent
percent level for CFCs in 1995, which is percent of base e levels for this baseline would be more a propn, ate (58 1

the level on which the Agency compound compared to the 50 percent 25% In Way s nn a m n. M g
requested comment in its April 28, reduction required by the Montre,) 8 AU W n8 Pemendaselme 3

1993, Federal Register Notice. Protocol for 1995* I D *
provisions of the Copenhagen egreement

FINAL SCHEDULE FOR CLASS i CON- Recent analysis indicates that by the Parties, and because consumers
o

TROLLED SUBSTANCES, GROUPS |- s bstantial costs to U.S. industry and and equipment owners would face ,

consumers would occur if the U.S. were signiacant retro 5t costs if production!!, Ul, N AND V
to accelerate further the phaseout for levels were further reduced in 1995. The[ Percent Anowable of Basehne Producten and CFCs to 1995, rather than 1996. Much need for full allowable productionConsumpton)
of this cost would fall on consumers and under the Montreal Protocolin 1995 is
equipment owners in the refrigeration even more critical given the limi'.ed

hea Memyt and air-conditioning sector. Unlike essential uses likely to be granted underCFCs -

cNoro-Habns
gin- (Grou egg, other sectors, such as solvents and foam the Montreal Protocol for production ~ rn ng iand 'P rice blowing, the switch to alternatives has after that date. IJan. m) (Group been complicated by the search for EPA is limiting carbon tetrachloride1) tv) y)

refrigerants that could be used ta service to 50 percent of baseline in 1994, with
1996. 25 0 50 50 existing equipment and would not a subsequent cut to 15 percent of u
1995. 25 0 15 30 diminish the efficiency and capacity of beseline in 1995, and no production in $.
1996. 0 0- 0 0 existing equipment, and by the search 1996, consistent with the Protocol.

int refrigerant-compatible lubricating Environmentalists, in their comments
,
'

The Agency has decided on this oils. Although alternatives have been on the proposal, requested a carbon
accelerated schedule for several reasons, developed for new equipment, the issue tetrachloride phasecut date of January 1First, with one exception discussed of servicing existing equipment with 1994. In response the Acency baHaw=
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that sis;nifiant steps have been tden to environmental groups' sched ulo limited of benefits varies depending on the
eliminate the uso of this chemical for peak concentrations to little over 4.0 rssumed value of hfo.while costs reflect
both health and environmental reesons. ppb by the tum of the century, with the social costs and not necessarily the
However, the remaining uses are often concentrations under the schedules actua'. costs faced by companies.
unique applications for which th9 e.nnounced here also peaking at this flowever, despite these uncer ainties,
industry continues to search for time, but at approximately 4.1 ppb. The the analysis does provide a range of net
subtitutes. EPA believes that this chlonne loadings for the industry benc5ts for the phasecut cf class I
remaining 15 percent of production and schedule rose to about 4.2 ppb, but chemicals. and indicates that these net
tensumpuen for carbcn tetrachloride is peaked at a later date bn either the incre:nental benents range frorn
necessuy to assist the industry in the hnal rule schedule or the approximately $37 to $192 billion.The
uansitica to a complete phasecut. environmentalists' schedule. Under a.11 NP.DC phasecut achieves the highest net

EPA intends to hcut methyl scheduks, chlorine concentrations benant under one set of benefit
chlcroform to 50 percent of baseline would decrease from the peak level assumptions,but tbs lower end of its
allowances in 1994, and to further several years after the ' 25 phasecut net benefit range is below the range for
reduce consumption and productian of and again following the HCFC ban. both the Almnre and the fmal rule
this chemical to 30 percent of baseline Although chierine concentrations under schedule.Thisisbecause of the
in 1995, w?h a compkte phaseout in the environmentalists' schedules do relatively high cost of the NEDC
1995 also. Environmentalists peak at the lowest level of the chlorine phaseout. (The Agency analy:nd the
commented that EPA should phase out concentrations of the three schedules, reduction schedule suggeste'd in NROC's
this chemical in 1995. In response, EPA EPA believes that the total volume of response to the proposed rule. EPA's
believes that the 1996 phasecut is more additional chlorine loading from the analysis indicates that, although rests

apl.yropriate. This user sector has beenfinal rule schedule over the earlier ere l'owered,the net incremental
n. dected to more im nediate and drastic F asecut of environmentalists' schedule benefits are approximately the same ash
reN .gns than the other maicr is not significant, especially when thosa of the schedule proposed in their
con " ed substances over the last three considered over the next century. petition.) Both the final rule schedule
years.a.d to phase out one year eather EPA calculated the benefits for the and the Alliance schedu!e have sirnilar
than required undes the Montreal various accelerated schedules and not beneSts,but the upper range of the
Pmtocci wcald place an undue burden compared those benefits with their benefits of the finalrule schedule
on a sector thc t involves many small correspondmg costs through a more exceeds the benefits rance fcr Se
users and has faced continually traditional cest-bene 51 analysis. In past Alliance schedule. For these reasons.
chanamg reduction scheduies. Despite analysis of the benefits of reducing the Agency believesit appropriate to set
this. EPA is only allowxng production production and consumption cf ozone- the reduction schedules as specified in
and cor.sumption equal to 30 percect of depleting chemicals, the Agency has this final rule,
baseline, due to the advancements mada monetized many of the health and in performing this analpis, the
by the user sectcr rather than tha 50 environmental benefits (skin cancer and Agency examined the necessary
percent allowed under the Protocol... cataract cases avoided, crop loss. reductions to meet the production and
EPA believes that this level is a feastule materials damage, etc.) due to the consumption targets of this rule.For

pmmti n ideoz nelayudocial CFCs. the final rule schedule requires a.
A performed a ccmprehensive

c sts reflect the expenses incurred from 75% reduction in the 1986 byeline 6revicw cf ail costs and benefits of the the trans: tion to ahematzves. bcth 1994 and 1995. For the air.phasecut of class I chemicals associated The tablebelow presents the costs conditioning and refr geration sectors.with the s arious proposed schedules. and benefits for the phasecut schedules EPA assumes that there is full
Ilow over, the quantification of benefits enalyzed for the rulemeking. implementation of recovery ofis difficult. in the past. scientists have refrigerant at servicing and disposa!.generally underpredicted the extemt of OSM APO BENEFITS Also.the Agency assumes that allnewcrone depletion caused by these

CF THE ACCELERATED CLASS I equipment in these sectors contain such,thendcals. For this reason, scientists
and policymakers have relied mors on PHASEOUTS OVER THE 2000 alternatives as HFC-134a, HCFC-123

thlorine loading calcslations as a PHASEOUT (METHYL BRCMDE NOT ternary blends and ammonia, and that
surregate far risk of ozone depletion INCLUCED: COSTS AND BENEF1TS high-efficiency purges have been
than predictions of ozone depletion. D:SCOUmED AT A 2% DtSCOUW installed on half of the existing chillers
Policymakers have sot a target RATE)

by the end of t995.

. 'C U# ""concentration of 2 parts per billion
[In Esons of Dollars-Cumu!atNe Costs:

*
the A ency estimates that more than(ppo) of chlarine a.S the level that 19w2075 in 1985 Dol!ar,} E

existed prior to the Antarcticozane 23% of the rigid polyurethane
hole. All policias are directed toward Net boardstock market will have shifted to

B*7 cos:s t.one- product substitutes, and that thereducing the peak chlorina levels and scenario ,
fits remaining share of that sector will shiftminiminngthelength of timethat

to IICFC substitutes. One commenterconcentrations exceed 2 pph Finar ruta ' 48-189 7 41-182 did note that the apphanceEPA examined the impact on chlorine NRDC 5&221 29 27-192 manufacturers would not completelylevels under the scheduies proposed by %c. , . _. .. M2 1 38-151
the environmental groups and by shift to IfCFCraplacements by the end
industry as well as their suggested iThe Amanca is the hce for a Re- of 1993, as had been noted in the

,"$N $@*7,"M@h Q proposal. All other foams have shiftedschedules submitted in their comments
on the proposal. According to this cherrJcals, to water blown foams or product
analysis, all three sched des would substitutes. WIth the exceptien of
retum chlorina concentrationa to below The table doas not reflect thelarge appliance focm. EPA expects all uses of
2 ppb at the sama time over the next 100 number of uncertainties associated with CFCs in this sector will have been
years. A= for " peak" concentrations, the such an analysis.The numerical value eliminated by the end of 1993.
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'EPA expects that both the solvent and halons during training, and increesed recycled or recovered sources or from
sterilant sectors will continue to use recycling through the recent production allowed in 1995 or before, s

enpineering and bousekeeping controls establishment of halon banks. EPA that might be available for use in 1996
to limit use of CFCs and shift to commends the balon user sector for and beyond. To the extent that supplies
alternatives or process changes. their efforts in the elimination of their are available from any of these sources,

,

Aqueous, semi-aqueous cleaning, and use of new, virgin halon. Efforts to then the criteria of"no a~ailable
"no t!ean" technologies continue to establish halon banks are now supply'* necessary for granting an
penetrate the new equipment market, underway and should provide adequate essential use would not be sausfied.
while existing equipment adopts drop- supplies of recyc!cd halons for all The United States Government
in replacements. Many of the aerosol critical uses well into the future. The reviewed these applications and
products have already moved to cooperation of this industry and its forwarded to the Protocol's Secretariat i7
alternative propellants and delivery resolve to minimize emissions nominations for production after 1995 ,

systems. EPA expects that all uses of represents a model for the remaining for use in: Metered dose inhalers and . I

CFCs in these sectors will be eliminated sectors to achieve the same results, other specified medical applications; a f

by the end of 1995. In the March proposal. EPA also bcnding agent for the Space Shuttle: C

By the beginning of 1996 all CFC use discussed in detail the essential use aerosol wasp killers; a limited use in a ,,

sectors, except for certain essential uses, provision provided for in a decision specified bonding application and O
will have made the transition to taken by the Parties to the Montreal specified polymer application: and a d
alternative chemicals and products. Protocol at their 1992 meeting in general nomination for laboratory uses i
liowever, as noted earlier, existing air- Copenhagen.The proposal discussed under specified limitations. The United -

conditioning and refrigeration the critena established by the Parties for States did not forward applications,

equipment will require utilizing some granting essential uses, noted that any submitted in the area cf servicing
combination $f existing CFC uses granted under domestic rules must automobile air conditioners and
inventories, rnaximum recycling and be consistent with actions taken by the building chillers. These were rejected
recovery at disposal, retrofits, ections to Parties, and stated that EPA would be because the government believed that by -

minimize leaks, and replacement of requesting essential use nominations taking all economically feasible steps
older, less energy efficient equipment. through separate Federal Register including shifting to alternatives, 4

The final rule schedule calls for a announcements. initiating retroSts, reducing emissions J
50% reduction in 1989 baseline use of EPA has published two such and utilizing 1994 and 1995 5 '

methyl ch!croform in 1994, with an announcemen*a in the past six months. productions of CFCs, adecuate supplies 7
additional 20 percent reduction in 1995. The initial announcements dealt with would exist for servicing 70r 1996 and /

,

The Agency believes that this sector essential use nominations for halons fer for the same period beyond. Ifowever, I
rney accomplish these reductions in 1994 (58 FR 6788). Following that, EPA in putting forward its nominations, the ?

1994 through implementation of issued a second announcement (58 FR United States discussed its continued _

^
engineering and housekeeping controls 29410) covering CFCs, carbon ccncern about the potential costs if a
in all solvent equipment, and by tetrachloride, methyl chloroform, and significant number of expensive retrofits i

industry beginning to use aqueous IIBFCs for production in 1996, are required. It reserved the right in ,

cleaning in cold cleaning and in the case of halons, EPA received a future years to submit nomination in h
conveyorized vapor degrensers. The number of applications for essential areas other than those submitted for 3

!

adhesives sector will continue uses, but was able to cooperate with 1996. The decision by the Parties on b
implementation of water-based each of the applicants to address their essential uses for CFCs, MCF, carbon E
adhesives, and begin to use hot melts short-term needs, and therefore the tetrachloride and IIBFCs for 1996 will "I

#and other solvent based adhesives, United States did not nominate any be taken at the 1994 Meetin~ ef the
while the coatings and inks sector will essential uses for halons for 1994. Parties. EPA will periodicalIy inform

'])
continue to use powder coatings, and Nominations were, however, submitted the public throu ,h Federal Registere ,

expand use of water based coatines. by about a dozen other nations. As a notices of the schedule for future
The 1995 target of 30% of baseline first step in the review process, these essential use nominations and the O

may be achieved by implementation of nominations were examined by the outcome and decisions by the Parties of 'I:
additional alternative solvents in new halon committee of the Technology and past nominations. i
and existing cold cleaning, Economic Assessment Panel under the N

conveyorized and open-top equipment. Montreal Protocol. This panel D. Lega1 Authority

in addition, rnethyl chloroform aerosol concluded that either adequate Section 600 of the Act provides the
,

producers and users will begin to adopt substitutes existed for each of these Administrator with authority to
petroleum distillates and water based applications or adequate supplies accelerate the phasecut of ozone- jh 3

,

applications. The industry will existed in the halon bank, and therefore depleting substances.That section b J if Jcompletely phase out of methyl recommended against any additional authorizes the Administrator to
chloroform by the full penetration of production in 1994 for halon essential promulgate regulations that " establish a 3f J
these technologies by 1996 except uses.This recommendation was schedule for phasing out the production

M(1
,

possibly for limited essential uses. unanimously supported at the Open- and consumption of class I and class II u
The schedule in today's final rule Ended Working Group which met in substances (or use of class Il substancvs) N D

requires the complete phasecut of August 1993 in Geneva.The final that is more stringent than set forth in

3)
y

halons by January 1,1994. Indeed the decision will be taken this year by the section 604 or 605, or both, if:
"}Agency understands that all Parties at their meeting in Thailand. (1) Based on an assessment of credible

manufacturen in the United States will In the case of the other compounds, current scientiEc information (including ' , ' 1
'

soon have stopped production of these EPA received approximately twenty. In any assessn.ent under the Montreal j
compounds. The fire prevention evaluating whether additional Protocol) regarding harmful effects on t

community has successfully completed production would be needed in 1996, the stratospheric ozone layer associated j;

the transition by adopting alternatives one important consideration is whether with a class I or class 11 substance, the ',
'

e

as well as minimizing the emission of adequate supplies will exist, either from Administrator determines that more
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stringent schedale may be necessey to With respect to araendments
'

f

protect human health and the
approved by the Parties to the Protocol " consider the status cf the period

environment a;;ainst such effects,
that accelerate the phasecut of remaining under the applicable

(2)Ihsed on the aval! ability of
, substitutes for iisted substances,is substances listed under the CAA. such schadule." This connotes that EPA is to

Adm nistrater determines that such a as HCFCs, section 606(a)(3) pros idos censider the practicality of an

rnare s'2ingent schedula is practiccble, edditional authority for the acceleratien r,ccelerated schedu*e, including the
taking into account technological of their phasecut schedules once the availability of substitutes,

Even apart from the language at the
achim.ble, safety, and other relevr.t amendments have been ratified by the

end cf section 006f 3), which was addedfactors, or necessary 20 Pardes; eli that remains is
during the Hcuse-Senate Conference en

>

(3) The Montreal Protocolis modified the passage of time before the
to include a sctedule to control or amendments enter into force. the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments,

l~PA believes it has the authority to take i

reduce production, consumption, or use EPA also notes that section 614(b) of i

of any substante more rapidly than the the CAA provides that in the case of a into account the technological

applicable schedule under this title. In conflict between title VI of the CAA and achievability of a specific schedule in
making any determination under the Protocol, the tnote stringent accelerating a phasecut schedule on the

paragraphs (1) and (2), the provision shall govern Thus, the Act basis of scientific findings. Congress 1

i

Admmistrator shall consider the status
requires the Agency to establish itself recognized the linkage between

the need to phase out the productionof the period remaining under the phasecut schedules at least as stringent
and consumption of ozone-dep!cting

.

applicable schedule under this tit!s." as the accelerated ones agreed to by the
As explained above, section 606(a) of Parties. The phaseout schedules that the chemicals to protect the environment!

the Act sets forth the criteria on which Agency is establishing today are at least and human health and the availability

EPA is to base a decisico to accelerate as stringent as those required by the of substitutes for those chemicals. Eun ,

the phasecut schedule for ozona- edjustments to the Protocol. The final though Congress understood that any

depleung substances. The accelerated phaseout dates that ere required for all delay in phasing out ozone-depleting
e

!

schedules established today are justified Class I substances are the same as those
substances wou,d delay a return to

under both sections 606(a)(1) (necessary in the new adjustments. The interim
normal ozone levels, Congress did not

to protnct human and the environment) reductions required for CFCs in 1994 require an immediate phasecut. Instead,

end 006(a)(2)(technologically feas61e). and 1995, for methyl chloroform in Congress established a schedule phasing
*

Recent scientific evidence, including 1994, and for carbon tetrachloride in out the chemicals over a period of

1993 are also identical to those
several years to allow time for

the latest of the Montreal Protocol
assessments, provide amolo " credible" contained in the edjustments. The other substitutes to be developed and for
evidence of the need for further required interim reductions are mere affected industries to adjust.

The Senate Environment and Publicreductions. As discussed above, the stringent than those contained in the
Works Committee noted that thelatest scientific evidence provided by adjustments. These are being
"importance of accelerating theNASA, NOAA. and the UNEP established under the authority granted phasecut schedule is reflected in the i

asussment demonstrates that ozone in section 606(a) (1) and (2), as
estimate, presented by expert witnesses,depletion is occurring at a far more explained in the NPRM (58 FR 15021-

221. that a three to five year delay in therapid rate than was thought to be the phaseout deadline translates into en i

case at the time of the enactment of the EPA believes that an acceleration of additional 20 to 30 years of elevated t

1990 Clean Air Act Amendments.This the phasecut can be justified under
evidence clearly warrants an either paragraph (1) or paragraph (2) of chlorine levels in the atmosphere. An ,

acceleration of the phaseout schedule. section 606(a), but that even if EPA additional 20 years of elevated chlorine
'

With respect to section 60c(a)(2), the determines that an accelerated schedule levels presents an unacceptable risk that
.

|

substantial reductions in production of is warranted based solely on an must be avoided ifit is at all possihte

class I substances highlight the progress assessment of credible scientific
to do so " (S. Comm. Rep. No. 101-228

i
being made in shifting to alternatives. information under paragraph (t). It can at 394). Furthermore, with respect to a
Furthermore, the latest UNEP take into account the availability of provision concerning the phaseout of |

i

Technolegy Assessment provides substitutes in determining the specific HCFCs,the Committee Report stated

adequate documentation of the accelerated schedule that it that it must be recognized "that tbe goal
;

!

technological availability of accelerating promulgates.
of eliminating the potent, long-lived

}
EPA believes that this view is CFCs as rapidly as possible is, to somethe phasecut of these chemicals. *

extent, dependent on the near term
Section 606(a)(3) also provides reasonable and supported by both the

availability of HCFCs as intermediate !
language and the legislative history ofauthority for implementing the !

adjustments to the Protocol agreed to at the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. substitutes * * *,"(Id. at 395) Thus, the

the Fourth Meeting of the Parties,i.e., The last sentence of section 606(a)
Senate clearly recognized that the

'

the acceleration of the phasecuts of provides that in making any availability of substitutes had to be

CFCs, halons, carbon tetrachloride, and determination under paragraphs (1) and taken into account in determining how
methyl chloroform. Unlika (2), the Administrator shall consider the quickly CFCs could be phased out,

,

'

amendments, adjustments do not need status of the period remaining under the notwithstanding the environmental
to be ratified by a specified number of applicable schedule under this title. benefits that would result from an even i

Parties before they enter into force. The implicit in the sentence is the notion more rapid phasecut,

adjustments entered into force on that EPA will consider both Moreover, in explaining the provision |

September 22,1993, prior to the environmental need and technological of the Senate Committee Repon
1

promulgation of this phaseout rule. achievabihty in making "any" concerning the acceleration of the
phaseout schedule, which provided for

Thus EPA believes that section determination to accelerate the phasecut EPA to accelerate the schedule if any ofj
schedule. On its face, the sentence606(a)(3) provides additional authority
provides that even when making a

those in the Amendments were met, thefor accelerating the phaseout of class I
three criteria substantially identical to |

!
decision regarding acceleration !substances at mis time.
pursuant to paragraph (1), EPA is to Committee stated that "lijn keeping

!with the national * d A-"
i

-. .. i
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the production before the year 2000,to The final category cf HCFCs would be 1992, the Parties agreed to amend the
the maximum extent practicable, the phased out by January 1,2030. Protocol to include a control regime j
Administrator is directed to determine The Agency has not established a restricting the consumption of HCFCs.
to less often than every 18 months baseline year or corresponding levels for The measures adopted by the Parties
whether any of three cond:tions these HCFCs at this time. EPA will place an overall cap on consumption of j
requiring acceleration of the schedule continue to monitor the production and these compounds based on their ozone- ,

has been satisfied." (S. Comm. Rep. No. consumption of these chemicals to depleted weights, end gradually reduce 3

101-223. Dec. 20,1989, at 393., determine the appropriate baseline to the permissible amount allowed under
"

emphasis added). The Committee's use ensure that the requirements of the this cap. The regime also calls for a f
cf the terms,"as rapidly as possible" Copenhagen Amendments and the phaseout of consumption in 2030. The | !

and "to the maximum extent Clean Air Act are met. Although a consumption cap for each of the
practicable," degnonstrates its baseline level may be required in order developed countries is equal to the sum ,

recognition of the role of considerations to establish the appropriate freeze levels of 3.1 percent of the country's 1989 i

ether than strictly scientific ones in the in 2010 and 2015 as required under ODP-weighted censumption of CFCs in '

,

application of section 606(a). section 605(d) of the Clean Air Act,the Group 1 of Annex A and the ODP- ,

I.In taking the availability of substitutes Agency believes that action so far in weighted level of HCFCs also consumed
advance of these dates is ne.ther in that year. The HCFC restrictions are jinto account, the Administrator may

consider the future pctential for rmcessary nor desirable. to begin in 1990, assuming that the

{Gsubstitutes, es well as the cost of the A. Statutcry Aurlority Copenhagen Amendments have entered
int f rce by that date. The amendmentssubsututps, and adopt a phasocut Today's final rule accelerates the further call for a 35% reduction underschedufs that will be technology-forcing

Produ n "d :
by inducing the development of hIs

" the cap in 2004, followed by a 65%
r n {,p ed HCFCs.The reduction in 2010, e 90% reducten insubstitutes on a more accelerated pace revised chedule for phasing out these 2015, a 99.5% reduction in 2020, and a

j
than would otherwise have been the compounds modifies the schedule ,

case. This is confirmed by the same contained in section 605 of the CAA, total phasecut in 2030.
,

j
Under a separate Federal Register :Senate Committee Report that indicated which states: "(a) That effective January

a role for technological factors in the 1,2015* it shall be unlawful for any n tice (58 FR 40048), EPA has requested j
the 1989 HCFC and CFC data it needs jestablishment of a phasecut schedule. pg73c3 to introduce into interstate t establish the exact level of the cap'n:e report notes that a unilateral commerce er use any class II substance that would be applicable to the United ,

, ,

acceleration of the phasecut schedule by unless such substance--0) has been ,

States under the Protocol amendments.the Administrator may be necessary "t
used, recovered, or recycled: (2) is used Once EPA has calculated the United ,

accelerate technological developments." and entirely consumed (except for trace States basehne,the Agency shall ,

(Id. at 393). quantities)in the production of other publish in the Federal Register the 4
, 1

EPA believes that the accelerated chemicals; or (3) is used as a refrigerant c nsumpti n basehne for the purposesphaseout schedules for class I in appliances prior to January 1,2020, e MontreaWrotocol
,

substances are fully justified and within and [b) that effective January 1,2015, it
its authon,y. shall be unlawful for any person to C. CAA Petitions
IH, Accelerated Phasecut ofClass H Produce any classIl substance in an*

WRDCFOE/EDF
Controlled Substances annual quantity greater than the

quantity of such substance produced by The NRDC, TOE /EDF petition
,

in tocay's final rule, EPA accelerates such person during the baseline year. requested, among other things, that the
the phasecut of production and Effective January 1,2030, it shall be Agency accelerate the phasecut of
consumption of HCFC-22. HUC-141b unlawful for any person to produce any certain HCFCs, with the earliest "

and HCFC-142b. thme relatively high class H substance " phaseout dates proposed for those
ODP-weighted HCFCs.The Agency The authority to accelerate the compounds with the highest ODP.
believes that this approach will meet the phaseout of HCFCs is contained in Specifically, the petitioners requested
requirements of the Copenhagen section 606 of the CAA. which has been that the production and consumption of
Amendments, as well as comply with discussed above in the context of the HCFC-22. HCFC-141b, and HCFC-142b d
the requirements of the Clean Air Act. accelerated phasecut of class I be prohibited from use in new
SpeciScally, the Agency will ban the substances. As part of the petitions equipment by January 1,2000. The
production and consumption of HCIC- submitted to the Agency under section environmentalist would allow these =
141b as of January 1,2003. The 606 of the CAA, both NRDC/ FOE /EDF compounds to be available for en j
production and consumption of HCFC- and the CFC Alliance proposed additional 5 years, until January 1,2005, $142b and HCFC-22 will be frozen at modi 5ed dates for the phasecut of to service existing equipment. J
baseline levels in 2010, with a complete certain HCFCs. In addition, the Agency 2. CFC Alliance Petition

(!
phasecut of these chemicals by January received a third petition dealing with
1,2020. Production and consumption of class H substances submitted by the The CFC Alliance Petition proposed
these chemicals between 2010 and 2020 Institute for Energy and Environmental an acceleration of the same compounds 6
can only be for the purpose of servicing Research (IEER). The Agency responded identified in the NRDC/ FOE /EDP y
equipment manufactured prior to to the fast two sections in the March 13 petition, but requested different -

January 1,2010. Production and proposal while the Agency's response to phasecut dates. It suggested a January 1, [
consumption of the remaining HCFCs the IEER petition is discussed in detail 2010 ban on the production and use of

*

will be frozen at baseline levels below. HCFC-22. HCFC-141b, and HCFC-142b
beginning January 1, 2015, with all uses in new equipment, with a total phasecut
of virgin production of these materials B. Copenhagen Amendments to the of these compounds in 2020.The
banned except for use as a feedstock or Afontrec1Pmtocol petition submitted by the CFC Alliance
.. ..< u..... u .. a , - . a,.w. m . w u ... u .,,.c u - . a . . . . .,u - .a u ~. ..
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Appliance Manufacturers and the Air Copenhegen Amendments, but instead fact that these compounds will

-

Conditioning and Pefrigeration Institute. contained specific timetables for the
contnbute substantially less to the risis3. LEER Petition phasecuts of each compound that EPA of ozone depletion.

IEER also submitted a petition dated npects will result in full compliance The Agency's proposal also explained
April 23.1992 that relates to the issue with the phased reductions called for by in detail the rationale behind
of centrols on class U substances. IEER the Prctocol Amendment.

The proposal set forth the following
implementing a regulatory scheme that

requested that EPA: (1) Reclassify
schedule for HCFC reductions: by differed in approach from that adopted

HCFC-22, HCFC-141b, IfCFC-142b as
chss I substances; (21 recalculate the January 1,2003 all production and by the Protocol. The Agency explained

ozone depletion potential of any consumption of HCFC-141b would be that the cap approach adopted in the

partially halogenated substance with an eliminated; by January 1,2010,
Protocol could create unworkable
administrative problems in allocating

atmospheric lifetime of six months or production and consumption of HCFC- allowances and that its proposed regime
more based on its peak contribution to 22 and HCFC-142b would be frozen at built on activities (e.g., HCFC
atmospheric chlorine relative to CFC-11 baseline levels and virgin material could production and use plans) already well
following an instantaneous release of only be used only as a feedstock or as

underway and would be less disruptive
each; and (3) survey all chlorine- a refrigerant in appliances manufactured and provide greater certainty for
containing substances with an prior to January 1,2010; by January 1, industries moving aggressively out of
etmospheric lifetime greater than one 2015, baseline production .;nd

class I substances.
month and list as c class Il substance

consumption of all otherHCFCs would Most importantly, d:e proposal
any such compound that contributes be frozen and all uses of virgin explained the basis for the Agency'sproduction of these matuials would be belief that its regulatory scheme wouldgreater than three parts per trillion to banned except for use as a feedstock or ensure compliance with the Unitedatmospheric chlorine.

The IEER petition argues that the use es a refrigerant in appliances States' obligations under the Montreal
of " steady state" ODPs are an manufactured prior to January 1,2020; Protocol. The Agency presented
inappropriate basis for dealing with the by January 1,2020, production and detailed, sector.by-sector, analysis of
risks associated with various consumption of HCFC-22 and HCFC- likely uses of HGCs and determined
compounds. The calculation of an ODP 142b would be prohibited; and by that based on conservative assumptions,
is based on its contr:bution to ozone January 1,2030, production and

total use within the United States un6r
depletion compared to that of CFC-11 consumption of all other HCFC its proposal would not exceed the limits
over a period of roughly 200 years, substances would be banned. established in the Protocol.In this to osal,the Agencywhich is based on the lenF,th of time discusse at ength the basis for 5. Response to IEER Petition
that CFC-11 would contribute to czone
depletion. This is referred to as the accelerating the phasecut of HCFCs to While EPA's March 18,1993 proposal
" steady state" ODP. Since the HGCs respond toincreased risks of ozone
have a considerably shorter atmospheric depletion. It also described its rationale on class II substances addresses many ofi

lifetime, their contribution to the risks for rejecting the earlier phasecut dates
the issues raised in the IEER petition,
the Agency did not explicitly respond torequested in the NRDC/ FOE /EDF the petition in the context of thatof ozone depletion occurs over a period petition. EPA's rationale focu>ed
Proposal. In doing so here, the Agency

!

of a few years to several decades, a
period far shorter than that of CFC-11. primarily on the fact that alternatives to believes it is important to address
The IEER petition argues that using the many ci the HCFCs have not yet been directly the issues raised by IEER
" steady state" period of roughly 200 developed to the point that the Agency concerning the listing of several HCFCs
years for analyzing sba 6pect of the could determine that commercialization as class I substances and the method of
IICFCs is inapproWo t A masks their would be feasible on a faster timetable. calculating ODPs.
near-term impact TU.R ratends that, The Agency views HGCs as important As discussed above, the IEER petition

interim substitutes that will allow for requested that the Agency shift itsmost importanthh as risks of
the earliest possible phasecut of CFCs methodology in calculating ODPs fromcrone depleti~n v greatest over tia
and other Class I substances. However, the "eteady state'' calculations that havenext decade e,r m s hca 4tmospheric the Agency believes that the use of traditionally been used by EPA underchlorine and bromina hels are likely to HGCs should be limited to only thosethe Clean Air Act and under the

<

peak and then begin to decline. EPA ah Nations where other
should alter its method of calculating Montreal Protocol to a calculation based
ODPs to that proposed by the petitioner enviementally acceptable alternatives on the ODP at the time of a compound'sdo not axist. EPA has proposed peak contribution to atmosphericand list compounds as class I or II
substances based on this modified

limitations underits section 612 chlorine or bromine. The rationale
approach. rulemaking (Significant New behind this proposalis that an ODP

Alternatives Policy Program) to calculated in this manner better4. EPA.s Proposed Action Implement this approach. 58 FR 28094 represents the risks of ozone depletion
in its proposal, EPA addressed both

(May 12,1993),

the Copenhagen Amendments and the By distinguishing between HUCs associated with compounds that have

issues raised in the NRDC/ FOE /EDF and based on their relative contributions to
relatively short atmospheric lifetimes
and that this approach is particularlyozone depletion, the Agency has also appropriate given that atmosphericCFC Alliance petitions. The proposal sought to minimize risks associated chlorine levels, and therefore health andincorporated several key concepts with the use of HGCs. In particular, the

contained in these petitions, including early phasecut date for HCFC-141b was environmental risks, are likely to peak
distinguishing among HCFCs based on
their ODP and phasing out use in new

proposed because its ODP is around the turn of the century. The

substantially greater than any other of -table below contains ODP calculations
equipment prior to use for servicing the HCFCs. Similarly, in allowing until

for different periods of time that have
existing equipment. The proposal did 2030 for the phasecut of HCFC-123 and recently been published in the scientific
not explicitly follow the cap approach other HCFCs with very low ODPs, the literature. It demonstrates the general
adopted intemationally under the Agency's pronowd we + d ' point made in the IEER petition that~ * *
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substantially higher over the short than anset of the Antarctic ozone hole.To contribution of different halocarbons to
cvar the longterm. achieve this goal, it is necessary to also the amount of chlorine in the

reduce the use cf the compounds with atmosphere over the next decade and , ,

SEurEMPIR: CAL POLAR OZONE longer atmospheric lifeumes and very bevend.").
DEPLETION POTENBALS high ODPs, including the CFCs and The second reason the Agency has

carboo tetrachloride. To the extent that elected not to modify the way it
Time horizon (yrs ) the availabihty of HCFCs allows for the calculates ODPs is that section 602(e) of

accolerated phaseovt of CFCs, their use the CAA requires that the ODPs used by
10 20 100 500 contributes to this important objective. the Agency be consistent with the

(Fct several important uses of CFCs. Montreal Protocol. The Agency, ,

HCFC-22 . 0.17 0.14 0.07 0 C5
HCFCs are currently the only available therefore, beheres the steady state > '

HCFG-141b . 0.45 0 33 0 13 0 11
HCFC-123 . 0.19 0 08 0 03 0 02 altematives.) Changing the method for approach must be used to assign ODPs

HCFC-142b. 0.16 0.14 0.09 0 07 calculating ODPs could limit the undar the CAA in order to be consistent .2
Agency's flexibility to allow continued with the steady state approach used .ji

Source: Solomon and Afbmton (1992). use of certain HCFCs as transitional under the Montreal Protocol's "i
~'

substitutes for the CFCs.
,

Copenhagen Amendments, at least
The Agency believes that the need to Furthermore, the Acency has decided when those Amendments to the ij

consider the short term impacts cf not to modify its method for calculating Protocol enter into force (likely Ij
~

HCFCs on ozone depletion is important ODPs because of two potentially sometime in 1994). Even before the j
in its decisions to set various control imp rtant inconsistencies that such a Amendments enter mto force, the !measures for controlled substances change would create. First, the 0.2 Agency beheves it would be -

required for phasecut. The decision to threshold m section 602 for listmg a inappropriate for EPA to adopt one set

accelerate thef to require a fasterclass I substance was specified by of values now only to have to changebasecut of Class U 7,1
substances'nn Congress on the basis of a steady state them within the next several months ;;

,

phasecut of those HCFCs with a higher CDP. Since this level is fixed in the when the Copenhagen Amendments [[ODP reDects the Agency's response to CAA, shWng to short-term ODPs for entered into force for the United States. ,;
this cencern. Indeed EPA's modeling determmmg whether a com ound ~hort term ODPs were discussed as g: ,analysis accounts for short term effects. should be bsted would pro uce part of the Scientific Assessment te

to the Montreal Protocol Parties an[ ortfi'Thus this consideration supports the unintended results. While the Agency
therefore were before the Parties as an t4,Agency s decision to phase out HCFCc- always has the flexibihty to add

~

141b before anv ether HCFC- substances to the class I list based on option to be adopted. However, neither j( 2, While recogi2izing the importance of significant contribution to ozone the Scientific Assessment Panel nor the t *

di letion, considering all relevant Parties themselves recommended or N,snc-t term impacts on ozone depletion

information.the Agenbold wasbelieves the 0.2 even considered any pro osal to shift Im its regulatory decisions, the Agency
mandato listing thre the calculation of ODPs om a steady- [has decided not to modify the manner

in which it calculates ODPs for the establish with a steady-state ODP state to a short-term basis. Despite being 5t|
purposes of regulatmg compounds concept in mind. Congress itself explicitly included in the Scientific 9
has adequate authon, Agency believes itassigned steady state ODPs in section Assessment report the Parties tejected a hunder the CAA. The

ty to consider a 602, Table 1. While the Agency is shift to short-term ODPs primarily h.
compound s short-term impact in authorized to adjust the Table 1 ODPs. because they view as the objective of the A
shaping its regulatory pohey without The numbers Congress assigned Protocol both the near-term reduction of ,, j
such a change. F or example,in indicates that the 0.2 threshold was risks and the longer-term return of the H r
calculating the nsks associated with intended to represent a steady state atmosphere to pre-Antarctic ozone hole k p
different phasecut schedules and ODP. Furthermore, Congress explicitly conditions. A shift to short-term ODPs j 1
intenm reduction targets, the Agency,s called on the Agency to use steady state might compromise the Icnger-term ; ,

analytical tools (e g., modeling of . ODPs as the basis for evaluating impacts objective. 1 ;

chlorine and ozone depletion) take int instead of using chlorine loading EPA b6 eves, for the reasons { - -

consideration both the near-term and potentials, even though the concept of discued above, that to adopt an
longer-term impacts associated with chlorine loading was recognized at the approach to ODPs that the Scientific ,

each compound. Indeed publication of time the legislation was adopted and Assessment Panel end the Parties
an atmospheric lifetime and halogen EPA is required to publish a rejected would be " inconsistent" with
loading potential reveals those impacts, compound's chlorine loading potential the Montreal Protocol and therefore in ';

~

when considered together with the under section 602(e). these circumstances in conflict with
'

:steady state ODP.The Agency has Congress' understanding that ODPs section 602(e)J
authenty under section 602 to add are calculated as a " steady state"is While EPA has rejected IEER's reauest
substances to the class I and 11 lists clearly reflected in the legislative for modifying the way it defines and !|
based on their overall harm to the ozone history, as is Congress's intent that calculates ODPs for assignment under
layer and under section 636 to chlorine and bromine loading potentials the CAA, the Agency notes that if it had

2(accelerate the phasecut of class 11 be published to allow analysis of done so, very little would change in its '
substances in the light of these impacts. " future peaks and rates of increase or regulatcry program. Of the three

Tce Agency beheves that changing decline." See Senate Committee Report, compounds that IEER requested be A

the calculation methodology for ODPs Report No. 101-228,101st Cong.,1st shifted to class I status (HCFC-22, 7

as IEER suggests would conflict with the Sess., at 389 (December 20,1989) -141b. -142b), cnly HCFC-141b would f
Agency's gcals in protecting against (hereinafter " Senate Rep ort") appear to exceed 0.2 based on the 10- A

ozens depletion which reach beyond ("ODPs * * * reflect the relative 20 year lifetimes calculated in the .f
simply reducing the nect term risks. chronic ozone destruction * * * of a scientific literature and based on the

'

The Agency and the MontrealProtocol substance after nearly constant calculations made by m using its Q
r.lso have as an important goal restoring emissions for a century. " peak" approac,h.Thus,if the Agency . u

- -
. , - , . ~s. . . . .u ,
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!!Cr G-141b and allowed the full seven the HCFCs. These commenters argued epproach since it would represent ayears extencion ti:ne pennitted under that EPA's proposal would allow too significant depanure from the proposal,sec f oa 602(dl lacod en what is long a period for the use ofIICFCs. For w._ch dealt with both production andattainable. it would require a phasecut example, these comments suggested that consumption.In 2002, cnly one year earlier than HCFC-141b could be phased out earlier Moreover, EPA notes t!nt,today's final action provides. The cther in foam and HCFC-22 could be notwiths.anding the producticacompounds (HCFC-22 and -142b) have eliminated at an earlier date in phaseout, section 605(d"2) of the CAAshort term CDPs below 0.2 based en the refrigeration applications. Other allows for continued expo-t of HCFCc tocalcu?ction contained in the scientific commenters argued that while developing countries that are Party tolitercure and therefore would not have alternatives might be feasible by the the Protocol for their basic domesticto be added to the class Ilist based on proposed dates, it was still too early to needs through 2040. While the sectionthe assigned ODP alone. tellif they would be and that the
EPA also does not believe that the Agency should build in additional provides a cap on the amount beyond

the baseline permitted for such experts.addition of these HCFCs to the class I flexibility to ellow se to continue for
as noted earlier, EPA is deferring forlist can be justified independently on a longer period of time in the event
now the establishment of any specificthe baris that they ''contnbute

a!ternatives do not become available. baseline levels for HCFCs.significantly" to orone depletion. EPA While EPA intends to monitor closely EPA proposed quarterly reporting ofbelieves that the use of these HCFC the development of alternatives,it has all HCFC production and use in order to
+

comnounds will allow for the
acceIerated phaseout of CFCs in several decided against either r= quiring an monitor compliance with the Montreal

earlier phaseout date for these HCFCs or Protocol. Several commenters objectedimportant sectors and therefore
facilitain rather than increases allowing greater flexibility by extending to quarterly reporting, stating that suchthe dates. The Agency believes that
reductica in both short-term and to a critical research into alternatives, reporting was ourdensome. However,
greater extent long-term risks of ' particularly for liCFC-141b in foam and EPA continues to believe that quanerly
depletion. in limited solvent spplications end reporting is necessary. EPA has '

The fmal request in the IEER petition HGC-22 in refrigeration ano developed an approach to limit HCFCs

halogencted substances to determine if airconditioning is currently on-going by targeting for phasecut the high ODP-involves a review of other partiaily
weighted HCFCs. By accelerating the

they cen ribute to czone de'letion and and should result in the availability of phasecut of HCFC-141B, HCFC-1429substitutes by the dates contained in theif they should be listed as c. ass II HCFC phasecut schedule. While and HCFC-22. EPA believes it will moet
rubstances. While EPA has not promising alternatives for these its ob!igations to the Montreal Protocol.
conducted an exhaustive review,of all

compounds are currently in early stages However, the Agency must receiveother halo 6enated compounds,it of evaluation, considerably more HCFC production and censumptic a data -

believes that the limited data available
for such bigh-volume chlorinated product testing and energy efficiency (i.e., imports and exports) quarterly to '

evaluations are required. Any ensure U.S. compliance. Ifit should
compounds as pemhloroethylene and conclusions conceming earlier appest that the United States is to
methylene chloride support the view availability or commercialization of exceed its limits, EPA may act to ensure
that those compounds have very short
atmosphent lifetimes (e g., much those alternatives would currently be

that compliance is mainte'ined,
premature- Although there may be several

shorter lifetime than any of the HCFCs)
Issues related to HCFCs are also approaches that EPA may use to control

and therefore do not contribute in any undergoing further review by the Parties production and consumption under
signiEcant way to ozone depletion. to the Protocol. A new scientiSc and these circumstances, it is likely that
6. Today's Final Action techmcal assessment of relevant issues EPA would resort to rulemaking during

should be available in late 1994 and will this period, including the use,ifHUC restrictions and the a proach
be used by the Parties in reviewing its necessary' of a direct or interim final

included in today s final rule ave not
changed from those proposed b the current HCFC limitations in 1995. EPA rule. For this reason, EPA will require

quarterly reporting of roduction
Agency in Masch. EPA receive believes that any further actions

regarding HCFCs should await the imports and exports ofHCTCs. With this
comments from several groups on data EPA can monitor national
difterent aspects of its proposal. In outcome of that process

.

general, these comments su F!nally, m tne proposed regulation. consumption of these data. [ EPA does

general approach taken by tbported theEPA restricted both the production and - n.ote that to date companies have alwaYs -

e Agency consumption of the specific flCFC s .ficantly underproduced their !

in implementing the Montreal Protocol's compounds at s eciSed dates.The 'Ij[t
restrictions on HCFCs. These comments Agency receive comments statmg that ug e March 18 Notice stated
supportad the Agency's pro osal to, the Montreal Protocol provision on that EPA proposed to require use data,
phaso out compounds base on their HCFCs restricted only consumption of the Agency will not require information
relative ODPs with the compounds with HCFCs, defined in the Protocol as the on use from the user sectors. EPAhighor ODPs phased out earlier than amount roduced plus the amount blieves that only data on production
tnose with lower ODPs. Comments also impone minus the amount exponed imports and e* Ports are required at this
genem!1y supported the decision to and that EPA should similarly restrict time.
phase out consumption in new only consumption. IV, Addition of Methyl Bromide to Listequipment prior to that for servicing Section 602(c) of the Clean Air Act of Class 1 Substances and Phasecut '

;

existing equipment. Cornments strongly requires that EPA restrict production Scheduleopposed using an allowance allocation and consumption of class 11 substances
or auction to more directly implement on the same schedule. Furthermore, A. Summmy
the cap eppmer.h adopted in the EPA believes that, even if authorized by Based on recent scientific usessmentsFretaccl the Act,it could not adopt final rules and the most recent actions by theSeveral commenters, however, argued tastricting only consumption without

Panies to the Montreal Protocol. EPAfar earlier phmut dates fer several of reowine + ~ ~ - A ' ,

_ . .
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i!}''methyl bromide as a class I substance products for which methyl bromide is authorizes EPA to promulgate
|

under section 602(c)(3) of the Clean Air used thus need not be labeled under regulations providing for production
Act; and to phase out production and section 611. and consumption allowances of class I i|j

substances. ,, ;consumption of this substanceby the B. Legal Authenry Under section 602(d), for a newly iyear 2000. This was in response to a
petition filed on December 3,1991 by 1. CAA Legal Authority listed class I substance (such as methyl '?
Natural Resources Defense Council. Undar section 602(a). EPA is to add to bromide),the Administrator may extend ,i

F the list of class I substances any any schedule or compliance deadline f l'
h,nends of the Earth, and the

,

contained in section 604 if that schedule ?nvironmental Defense Fund (hereafter substance that the Administrator finds
-]-

,

referred to as NRDC/ FOE /EDF petition). causes or contributes significantly to is unattainable considering when it is ,

As part of,that proposal, EPA rejected harmful eUects on the stratospheric added to the list. But the provision i
$the more strmgent phaseout schedulo ozone layer, including all substances specifies that no extension under that .

proposed by the ptitioners, based on that the Administrator determines have subsection may extend the phasecut to (
the lack of avaitaale substitutes in the an ozone depletion potential of 0.2 or a date more than 7 years after January * (. ,

near-term. Instead, EPA proposed a 1 of the year after the year in which the O 4

freeze in production and consumption Under section 602(e), simultaneously ' substance is added to the class I list. As ( '}E7 ester

of methyl bromide begmning on January with any addiuon to the class I list, th ' EPA is adding methyl bromide to the j. -

L 1994 at 1991 levels, no interim Administrator shall assign to each listed class I list in 1993, the phasecut date i !
treductions, and a phaseout by the year substance a numerical value may not be extended beyond January 1, {

.000, In addition, the Agency proposed rePresentin8 the substance's ozone g
2001. ,

that ozone depletion warning labels deplet:en potential. In addition, the 2. Public Comments on legal issues
.

1

required u!ider section 611 of the Clean Administrator shall publish the chlorine Y 3
t

>

|
Air Act for,produtts " manufactured and bromine loading potential and the While many commenters argued that

7 ;4
; mtn z no-depleting substances does atmospheric lifetime of each listed EPA should delay action until scientific
| not apply to agricultural products, such substsnce. Section 601(10) of the Act uncertainties are resolved, the Agency I2

dehnes ODP as "a factor established by received few comments specifically 3i4'

n en : tio 611l ig
the Administrator to reflect the ozone quest onmg its legal authority to act e

under title VI of the CAA. f3 k
Ekr e ved 560 comments on the depletion potential of a substance on a

mass per kilogram basis, as compared to The Methyl Bromide Working Group 4
methyl bromide aspects of its March chlorefluorocarbon-11 (CFC.-11)," and (MBWG) provided the only extensivo 7
16th preposal. The large majority of comments quesuonmg the Apency,s j,
comments were from members of the goes on to state that "such factor shall legal authority to list methylUromide. -;3

. agricultural community and generally be based upon the substance's

| raised scientific issues regarding the atmospheric lifetime, the molecular Its comments stated that EPA's only [
czone depledon potendal (ODP) of weight of bromine and chlorine, and the nondiscreuonary action was to respond {3methyl bromide, the lack of altematives, substance's ability to be photolytically

to the petition by NRDC/EDF/ FOE and r

and the economic impact of phasing out disassociated, and upon other factors
that a more appropriate response would 7,

the production of this compound.
deterrr*.a to be an accurate measure of be to deny the petition on the basis of ,

Today's fmal aedon examines in relative ozone depledon potential." scientinc uncertainty and mstead to j ,|

detail the issues raised by these Section 602(e) also states that
issue a " tentative, non-binding ODP r i

!

comments, and adopts an approach that, "!wihere the ozone depletion potential range for methyl bromide-without J|
consistent with the ozone layer of a substance is specified in the listing it as a class I substance". : 3

! E
protection requirements of the Clean Air Montreal Protocol, the ozone depletion la making this argument, the MBWG

Act, responds to the current state of potential specified for that substance argued that the ODP listed in the report , _
; >

|
scientific understanding concerning this under the subsection shall be consistent issued by the Montreal Protocol

l compound. The regulatory schedule with the Montreal Protocol." When the assessment panel (Methyl Bromide. Its 9 ;,'

*

'

Ureere without interim reductions Copenhagen amendments to the Atmospheric Science, Technology and
#

followed by the required phaseout of the Montreal Protocol, which include the Economics, Montreal Protocol

ODP for methyl bromide as 0.7, enter Assessment Update, June 1992; } -
combound), fully utilizes the limitedn 5

flex ility permitted by the statute. into force for the United States, this hereafter referred to as Assessment t

metbecifically, today's final action lists
statutory provision will apply for Update) should not be the basis for U.S.

'

S*
yl bromide as a class I substance methyl bromide. domestic regulatory action and that EPA :

with an ODP of 0.7 as specified in the Under section 602(c)(3), any person' is required to undertake its myn L i
latest Montreal Protocol international may petition the Administrator to add a evaluation of this compound's ODP. bI ,

U L

scienufic assessment and as agreed to by substance to the list of class 1 EPA has thoroughly reviewed the
! >

the Parties to the Protocol at their substances. Such a petition is to include issue of whether a range of values for I[ (,meeting in Copenhagen in November a showing by the petiuoner that there the ODP would be more appropriate
1992. The final rule does not require are data on the substance adequate to than the 0.7 value contained in its $ .
any interim reductions and provides the support the petition. proposal. As explained in detail below, 6 ;
longest possible period (7 years or until Also, section 604 authorizes EPA to in the context of this review the Agency '{ [
January 1,2001) allowed under section promulgate regulations phasing out the has considered the statutory language Nt,

'

602 for the phaseout. Finally, for the production of class I substances from and treatment of ODPs, the actions

reasons explained in the proposal EPA baseline levels, in accordance with the taken by the Parties to the Montreal ;| )
'

is interpreting " manufactured with" in schedule specified in that section. The Protocol, the Scientific Assessment
section eli to mean "the mechanical or " baseline year" is defined in section Update, and other relevant scientific gi
chemical transformation of materials 601(2)(C) to mean a representative information. Based on this review, the -

into new products or to assemble calendar year selected by the Agency has determined that a listing of h'.
.

!

?
component products" and to exclude Administrator in the case of substances methyl bromide with an ODP of 0.7 is

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ . _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . ._
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Section 00Me) cf the Clean Air A;t ratified the amendments by that time. Assessment Update Report reflects this
|addresses the impact of the ProtocoPs Oierwise, the amendments will enter persaective:ODP on EPA's regulatory obilptions. irito forca 90 days after the twentieth "'l'hese model results sugest that |

When it 3 Protocol enters intiforce, innrument of reti5catien is deposited anthro mgeme emissions cf (methyl I
4

EPA muc asmgn an CDP " consistent
by a Pany. As of September 1993, seven bromi e) could have accounted forwith the Mont:eal Protocol." Tha Parties have deposited their instrurnents about one-twentieth to one-tenth of tho }

com<ncter aqued that a range of values of ratificaticn. -

current observed ozone loss of 4-6%,ir.cluding the caa adopted by the
EPA ciso believes that the best and could grow to abcut one-sixth of thePrctecol would bo legdly va!!d. The

scientiSc evidence currently available predicted Icss by the year 2000 ifApncy notes, however, that the Perties
to the Montres! Protocol expressly supports assigning methyl bromide an emissions contmus to increase at the
considered adopting a range of vslues ODP cf 0.7. This evidence is addressed pmsen,t rate of abou,t 5-6% per,yoar."
for the ODP of methyl bromide and in the Scientinc Assessment PanePs Whue uncertainties affect this and
rejectad this epproach. EPA bellaves updated assessment report on methyl any model calculations about ozone

that adoption of such a range weuld. bromida. The world's leading experts on depletion, this statement further
under thase circumstances, be this issue preparad and peer reviewed suppons the conclusion that, absent-
incensistent with their action, this report, and it represents the best steps under the Protocol to limit

The PrctocoPs Scientific Assessment available scientiSc ana! ,is for EPA emissi ns. man-made methyl bromide
Update on methyl bromide also evaluation a'id a sound 3 asis for EPA plays a signincant role in ozone layer
considered a range of values (from .25 act on. A detailed discussion of the damage.

to 1.11) for the CDP but offered in their scientific issues surrounding methyl The MBWG next contends that *, prior
report a single value for the ozone bromide's ODP is presented below. to impostng any ban EPA is obligeted to

depleting potential for methyl bramide,
.

; demonstrate. with a high measure of* " *

While both the experts involved in the cig3,Iy t e sc e tific i ** Y * * * *""k"* "s sed by the *
assessmant panel and the Pirties to the MBWG and others in the comments and pr duct will be attatcable,, but '

Protocol reco die that the calculation addresses these concerns in detai1 Provides no legal basis for this

of ODPs for a controlled substances below. Based on this review and for the obligation. As discussed in the preamble

involves some deg es cf uncertainty, the reasons stated above, EPA has rejected to the March 18 proposal, EPA believes

Parties have nonetheless alwaks
the idea of usin a range of value for th" that the Clean Air Act requires that all

adopted a single value for eac specific ODP of methyl mmide. substances that the Administrator
compound. This apprecch has The MBWG contends that EPA has determines have an ODP of C.2 or above
historically been used because of the failed to demonstrate that methyl be added to the class I list, without

need to use the " calculated level" of bromide " contributes signiScantly to regard to whether a phaseout is

production and consumption for a harmful effects on the stratospheric attainable. The Clean Air Act separately
group of compounds, but has also been z ne layer" under section 602(a)- allows EPA to extend the phasecut

adopted in the case of methyl Section 602(a) of the Clean Air Act schedule under section 602(d) for a
chloroform and carbon tetrachlorfde, speciSes that the Administrator shall seven-year limited time if the otherwise
which are single compounds in distinct add to the class Ilist all substances apphcable phareout scbedule is

groups similar to methyl bromide. having an ODP of 0.2 or greater. Smce unattainable, considering when the

Sec* ion 602(e) of the CAA also EPA has concluded that methyl substance is added to the list. Indeed
provides single values for the ODP of bromide's ODP exceeds this threshold, the specific limitation of the extension

authority to seven years confirms thateach listed substance in Table 1 and application of the less objective
the issue of whether a phaseout isstates that the Agency shall assfgn "a " contributes signincantly" standard is
attainable is not relevant to EPA'snumerical value representing the

unnecessary. In any case, however EPA decision whether to add the substancesubstance's ozone depletion potential." believes the best current scientific to the class I list.(Emphasis added) Scientific uncertainty evidence clearly supports adding
The MBWG further states that EPA'sis inherent in assigning any ODP, and methyl bromide to the class Ilist under

failure to consider the availability ofEPA has concluded that scientific this standard, as well It is noteworthy substitutes in s.etting the phaseout dateuncertainty in the case of methil that, because methyl hmmide has a
bromide does not warrant a different relatively short atmospheric lifetime makes EPA's decision " legally flawed."

spthe Parties to the Protocol will relative to CFC-11, the 0.7 ODP As discussed extensively in theoroach to assigning ODP,

understates the near-term damage preamble to the proposal, the Agency
reconsider the ODP of methyl bromide methyl bromide causes in com believes that, under section 602}c),
at their 1995 meeting based on an the CFCs. As explained below,parison to rnethyl bromide's significantthe 0.7update by the scientific assessment ODP reflects the comparative damage of contribution to stratospheric ozonedepletion, and its ozone depletion
panel and could at that time recommend methyl bromide and CFC-11 over a 200- potential, constitute a sufficient basismodification. Should such a change year time period. Over a 10-year time for adding this substance to the class Ioccur, EPA would also rectmsider the Period, the best estimate of methyl list. While the ultimata phaseout ofODP assigned to methyl bromide under bromide's ODP would be 7. This short-

methyl bromide is a consequence of thisthe Clean Air Act,
term ODP is vastly higher than anyEPA's legal obligaticn under section other substance not currently on the

listing, the Agency does not believe it
602(e) to assign an ODP to methyl class Ilist, and thus suppc-ts different

has authority to consider the economic
bromide consistent with that specified

treatment than that accorded such other whether to add methyl bromide to the
impact of the phasecut in determining

in the Montreal Protocol technically substances (See discussion ofIEER list.will not arise until the Copenhagen
Amendments to the Montreal Protocol

petition and ilCFCs above.) Therefcre, At the same time, bewever, themethyl bromide's near-term
enter into forte. Those amendrnents are contribution to ozone depletion over the Agency believes that economic impacts
to enter into force on January 1,1994, are relevent to its decision whether to
n., w a % #....-.. %.o-,t . near-term is much hicher than eran tha wa~4A~" " "*

---
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explained in the proposal, the Agency decisions under subchapter VI actions action granting the petition to add

may extend the secuan 604(a) phasecut do not result in increased risks to heal'h methyl bromide to the class I list. d 3
2 '

schedule within specified limits if it is and the envuonment." Section 612(a) 3. Montaal Pmtocol Actions ;.

unattainable, considenng w hen the new requires EPA "to the maximum extent
substance is added to the class I list. practicable" to take steps to ensure that The Montreal Protocol Parties at the 1

-i

The economic impact of a phasecut is more harmful substances are not used to April 1992 meeting of the Open-Ended e

integral to the question of whether a replace class ! and II substances. But the Working Group began discussions on i
phasecut is " unattainable." Based on Agency's decision to list a substance possible changes to the Protocol based
the unavailab!1ity of substitutes for which is to be determined solely based on the 1991 assessment repods. At this 2

methylbromide EPA has concluded on the criteria specified in section meeting.the United States first ii f
27 4that near-term reductions are 602(a), which does not include such a proposed adding methyl brornide to tha

unsttainable and that a freeze on general risk standard. Mentreal Protocol based on the ! I $
tIconcerns raised in the Scientific dproduction and consumption is the C. Background Assessment Report. The U.S. proposed 'd ,most stnngent interim reduction

schedule that can be established. As 1. InitialIdentification of Risks of to phase out production and
2 i

section 602(d) specifically limits EPA's Meth yl Bromide consumption by the year 2000. In an
eff n to provide more detailed I~ i

authonty to extend the phasecut Action to list meth l bromide as a inf rmation for the Parties to consider,
,[.schedule to seven years following the class I substance can e traced back to the Open-Ended Working Group calledyear methyl bromide is added to the 6 intemationd scienunc assessment n the Chairman cf the Assessment ?'class Ilist EPA may not extend the prepamd in 1991 for the Padies to de Panels to provide additional |phasecut date past January 1,2001

Montreal Protocol. Article 6 of the . information on both scientific and g
(assuming listing in 1993). EPA does not Montreal Protocol calls for a period 2c

technical! economic issues related tobelieve it has discretion to further assessment of scientific, economic. A }l bromide- sk 1,extend this phasecut date based on technical, and environmental issues n

- g c In response to this request, the Panels 3 ft 3
. repo dt extend the schedule related to ozone depletion. The 1991 prepared an update of the scientific j {Scientific Assessmeat Report issued in

unt 1 January 1,2000, raier than December 1991 first identified methyl assessment report that focused g

3,p *
i

January 1,2001. EPA gave two reasons bromide as a potential significant specifically on methyl brom2de. The

h y(explained that it did not beliive t' e centributer to ozone depletion and report drew extensively from materialfor this position. First, the Agency p

phasecut should be extended beyond
listed the ozone depletion potential of presented at a two-day scientiEch

workshop organized by the Methyl . j; gthis cc.mpound at 0.6. Bromide GlobalCoalition and held onthe January 1,2000 final termination.1
o -

M f.date specified in section 604 for class 2. Petition To List June 2-3,1992 in Washington, DC. it
substances absent an affirmative basis to Foll wing the publication of the The resulting Protocol Assessment g .

believe that termination will be assmment, NRIX'/FOFJEDF petitioned Update report concluded that, while :w

EPA on December 3,1991, requesting substantial uncedainties exist, the ,]
,

unattainable at that time. Second, EP A
explained that it would not have had among eier things that the Agency add current best esumate cf the ozooe , g ;
authonty to extend the phasecut beyond methyl bromide to the list of class I depleuen potential of methyl bromide g y
January 1,2000, had the Agency substances under section 602(c) and was 0.7 (revised upward from 0.6 g g
ccmplied with the statutory schedule phase out its production and contained in the imtial Scientific . g g
for resnonding to the petition to add

consumption on an accelerated basis Assessment Report). Furthermore it fg e
methyl bromide to the class I list.

Several commenters urged the Agency under section 60G. It also mquested that concluded that if man-made emissions
B;

to extend the final phasecut date until the Agency take emergency action under continued at current rates ofincrease, i>i
R :

january 1,2001 as allowed under section 303 to reduce methyl bromide atmospheric models predict that man-

section 604. These commenters stated production in 1992 by 50 percent, with made methylhromide would account .{
that the additional year is important a total phasecut by January 1,1993. for 5-10 percent of current depletion j ;

gisen the limited time currently Because sectinn 602 provides a and one-sixth of depletion in the year p |

available to develop alternatives and to timetable for responding to petitions 2000. The report identified as key areas (
'

have these alternatives approved for use and because no imminent hazard was
of uncertainty such factors as the 3 ,

"

by the required regulatory agencies. EPA involved. EPA rejected the petitioners'
potential for additional sinks for methyl

agrees with these commenters that the request for emergency action under bromide and the possibility of the

Agency cannot now conclude that these section 303 and otherwise responded to compound breaking down in the
co'nsid'etations will be an y less the petition in its March 18,1993, atmosphere inta less reactive species.

-

important in the year 200'O than in the Federal Register proposal. These uncertainties are discussed in the

years prior to that time. Thus. EPA now Section 602(c)(3) specifies that within section on scientific issues below.
believes that these considerations justify 180 days of receiving a petition. EPA A workshop to review technical ,

A !extending the freeze until the 2002 shall either propose to add the issues ccncerning the use and - j' '

phasecut. Of course, as noted in the substance to the list of class I or II availability of sufistitutes for methyl d
proposal. EPA will, in cooperation with substances or publish an explanation of bromide was held from June 16-18,
the Office of Pesticide Programs and the the reason for denying the petition. If 1992, also in Washington, DC. The J. ,

'

USDA, monitor the availability of the decision is to propose listing, EPA workshop was attended by over 90 -

subsututes and could accelerate the is given one year a.fter receipt of the experts from 20 countries and included

phasecut or establish interim pettion to add the substance to the list sessions on each of the key areas of use

reductions,if justifiable based on future by rule, or make a final determination of this compound. It conciuded that use .f |

information. not to add the substance to the list. EPA of methyl bromide could be reduced j |

The MBWG also stated in its comment proposed to add methyl bromide to the substantially, but that no single !I I |
'*

4 wt% M2fd of the Act "recuites class I list on March 18,1993 (58 FR altemative exists as a substitute for all j

_ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ __ -__-_ _ __________________--_ - _ - -_-
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siternatives for some impor snt uses do by the Parties to be taken at their Sixth and its evaluation of the CDP on thenot current!v eust. Meeting in 1995. recommendations of the Protocol's -A report s'ummarizing the findm;s cf
both the scientmc and technical 4 Domestic Regulatory Action Scientific Assessment report and its

update, and the action taken by theworkshops was prepared, tharoughly As prt ofits efforts to develop Pa-ties to the Montreal Protocol. Aspeer reviewed, and issand by the information to respond to the petition stated above, the Protocol's assessrnent
Chairman of the Assessment' Panels (Dr. by the environmental groups to list update report represents the mostRobert Watsen), "W6yl brcmide; Its methyl bromide as a class I substance, authontative rmcw of scientificAtmosphmc Scienco Techno!cgy end en July 27,1993, EPA issued a request evidence related to medyl bromide's
Economics"in June 1992 (referred to f or information under section 114(el cf impact on the ozone layer. While thehere as Assessment Update). The report the Clean Air Act. This letter was sent report of that group recognized thatserved as the basis for continued to Ley industry and ovemment important uncertainties related to the

-

E
d!scussions among the Parties to th, organizations that potentially had useful compound's ODP remain, they
Protocol conceming the possibility cf information on the uses of methyl nonetheless provided an estimate of the
action to restrict production and bromide, emissions from those uses, the CDP of methyl bromide as 0.7, The

4

consumption of methyl bromide, evailability of altematives,and Agency evaluated eli the evidence
,

At the Fourth Meetmg of the Parties scientific information conteming the available to it at the time ofits preposcl
, to the Montreal Protocol held in ozone depletion potential and impact of and determmed that no new or
; November 1992 in Copenhagen, the methyl bromide on the ozone layer. additionalinformation existed that was' issue of what action,if any, to tale on EPA received responses from a broad not available and considered at the timemethyl bromide was widely debated. A spectrum of the agricultural community of the assessment and that supported'

number of nations, including Israel and which provided usefulinformation on . reaching any altemative conclusion.
; many developing countries, maintained the uses of methyl bromide and the The Agency believes the ODP providedthe position that the scientific evidence difficulties in identifying viable for by that assessment represents the
t

I was so uncertain and the economic alternatives. Many of the respondents best current scientific evsluation of1 impact potentially so great that any also questioned the scientific basis for methyl bromide's ODP. Further
! action at this tirne to add this compound linking their use of methyl bromide to discussion of the scientific basis for thei to the Protocol was premature. They ozone depletion and urged the Agency 0.7 ODP is contained below.! advocated that the Parties should egree to delay action pending greater In proposing to move forward tot only to undertake additional studies to scientific certainty, regulate methyl bromide based on thej evaluate the need for and the nature of On March 18,1992. EPA responded to 0.7 ODP, the Agency fully recognizesI any future action. In contrast, the the NRDC/EDF/ FOE petition in the that uncertainties remain and that'

United States and many developed context ofits proposed rule. The key additional information will becomej nations argued that action to restrict elements of that proposal as it related to available over the next several years andmethyl bromide would make a methyl bromide are the following: could alter the ODP contained in future
rignificant contribution to global efforts -Methy! bromide would be added to assessments. To address this issue. EPAto protect the ozone layer and that the list of class I substances and its clarified in its proposal that it believes
restrictions now on the production and ODP would be listed as 0.7. it has the authority under section
consumption of this compound with an -Production and consumption of the 602(cl(1) to delist methyl bromide as a

,

exemption for essential uses would be compound would be frozen at 1991 class I substance in the event that newthe appropriate course of action. The levels beginning on January 1,1994 information or future action taken underUnited States proposed phesing out the and phased out by January 1,2000. the Montreal Protocol shifts the ODPcompound in the year 2000 while other -No interim reductions in production below 0.2 and other wise demonstrates*
nat2nns favored either a near-term freeze and consumption were included in that methyl bromide does not contribute
or freeze with a reduction step. the proposal. significantly to harmful effects on theThe Parties to the Protocol reached a -Methyl bromide was established as stratospheric ozone layer, includingconsensus decision with the adoption of the only compound in a newly near term effect. EPA explained the

.

a . a'tendment calling for a freeze on created group six within the list of rationale behind this position at legth(ibroms. groduction and Class I substances. In its proposal (58 FR 15037).Consumption beginning in 1995 at 1991 -The labeling provisions under section Essentially, the Agency believes that the
g levels with an exemption for quercntine 611 would not apply to agricultural restriction on delisting class I *

i and preshipment applications. The products for which methyl bromide is substances contained in section! Parties also agreed that in adding used need not be labeled under 602(c)(4) applies only to substances& methyl bromide to the list of controlled section 611. explicitly hsted in the Act itself by'

substances as Annex E, that it should be EPA believes that its proposal would Congress and contained in section
listed with an ozone depletion potential minimize the impact on the egricultural 602(a). EPA is adding methyl bromide toof 0.7.

community of listing methyl bromide as the class I list under subsection (c) of
1}) In addition, the Parties unanimously a class I substance. EPA proposed to section 602, and methyl bromide is thus

adopted a non-binding resolution urging exerciseits authority to extend the not explicitly " referred to"innations to take all steps to reduca phasecut schedule under section 602(d) subsection (a). EPA believes it would
emjssions of methyl bromide and urE ng to a freeze as the most stringent not be covered under the prohibition,

-

i'
the Parties to take further steps to agree

schedule for phaseout it could profule.{ on reductions and an appropriate contained in section 602(cl(4), againstose '

in place of the section 604(a) sche removing a substance from the list.
.t phasecut date based on the next round This extension would provide The Agency reasons that without the

of Protocol assessments. The scientific maximum flexibility for the agricultural ability to delist a substance. EPA would
and technical assessments have already community to identify and shift to hesitate to add a substance to the classbeen initiated and are due to be alternatives. I list until all uncertainties are resolved.completed in November 1994. They will With regard to the CDP of methyl despite much evidence of the

o

} serve as the basis for further decisions bromide,the Agency based its proposal substance's dancer. The chillirm afM
_
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f
within the list of class I substances

decide when and how to regulate
icf requiring absolute certainty prict to rather than addmg it to a previously compounds es class I substances. The

>

Agency is obligated under section 60:(a) {listing a substance would appear to run
existing group. In proposing this to list any substance the Administratordirectly counter to Congressionalintent approach to hsting methyl bromide, the fmds "cause or contributes significantly

a

F
inat the Ar,ency tale reasonable steps to
safeguard the ozcne layer. Several Agency was following the historical ta harmful effects on the stratospheric ,

respondents in their comments support precedent established both under ozone layer" as well as "all substances
EPA cn this interpre*ation as set out in previous actions under the Cle.n Air

that the Administrator determines have
Act and by the Paties to the Protocol in an ozone depletion notential of 0.2 orthe proposal.

With regard to the phasecut schedule, the Copenhagen Amendments. In greater." Once listed, the Agency's ,

the proposal set January 1,2000 as the addition, EPA has placed methyl

phasecut date fcr production and bromide in a separate group due to its authority to extend the statutory

consumption of this compound. Titis own phaseout schedule. phasecut schedule is limited to the
-

date was based on language in section In a finalissue raised in the proposal, situation where that schedule is,

" unattainable" under section 602(d) and
' ,

602 that requires that any newly listed the Agency requested comment on in any event cannot extend beyond 7
F

substance be phased out no later than whether the statute allows for any

seven years efter the year in which it is exemptions for essential uses from the years. As discussed in the proposal. the

added to thelist of class I substances- phasecut of methyl bromide. EPA
Agency believes the sense of the

The proposal acknowledged that if received comments supporting two statutory scheme is that the most 9
P

methyl bromide were listed in 1993. different positions on this issue. Some stringent attainable schedule should be
d

that tne Agency could postpone its commenters stated that since Title VIis applied to the newly listed substance.

phasecut until 2001.110 wever, for the silent on the grant of essential use See 58 FR at 15034. EPA believes that !!
|

maintaining the freeze level until 2001
reasons 4xplained above. EPA has exemptions for newly listed substances, is the most stringent schedule it can
decided to extend the freeze in this final but a!!ows soecified exemptions for Promulgate. EPA cannot now conclude
rule until January 1,2001, currently listed substances, that the that any faster phaseout schedule is

The proposal did not require any Agency has the authority to grant attainable. EPA has considered theinterim reductions in production and exemptions beyond the phaseout date economic impact of a methyl bromide
*

,

consumption of methyl bromide and for any newly listed substances. Other phaseout in determining the most
instead jumps directly to the required commenters supported the position that stringent schedule of interim reductions
phasecut. In determinmg the intenm since no explicit authority exists and it could promuleste.
schedule prior to the mandated seven- the exe:nptions listed in section 604 are EPA does not'believe further
year phasecut, the Agency is authorized narrowly defined, that EPA lacks the technology forcing through interim

'

to extend the schedule in section 604(a) authonty to grant essential uses for reductions is necessary or appronnate. ,

if that schedule is unattamable. In its newly hsted substances such as methyl The Agency believes triat it shouid .
,

proposal, the Agency stated that it bromide. EPA's response to th'ese the ;
allow the agricultural communit{hesebeheved the stringent phasedown comments is presented below. maximum length of time under t ;

schedule in 604(a) is, in fact.
unattainable based on the current D. Today's Final Action circumstances to develop and

!
implement cost-effective alternatives to

availability of substitutes for methyl 3 "***#7 methyl bromide. Also, while not strictly
bromide. While the Protocol's Today's final rule lists methyl relevant to what is attainable, the
technology assessment and EPA's own bromide as a class I substance with an Agency notes that the freeze established

'
>

review have identified potential ozone depletion potential of 0.7.While today will avoid any unnecessary
substitutes for many of the major uses recognizing that scientific uncertaintres economic impact in the unlikely event '

of methyl bromide, several years or remain,EPAbelieves that the best that the scientific understanding of
longer will likely be necessary to resolve available scientific evidence warrants methyl bromide's ODP changes i

possible regulatory and commercial this action. In listing methyl bromide as significantly so that it is reduced below
barriers to the widespread use of these a class I substance in a newly 0.2 and otherwise merits -
alternatives and to shift to these established Group VI the Agency is reconsideration of the listing based on
substitutes in a reasonably cost-effective
manner. The proposal also stated that a freezing production and consumption at its contribution to ozone depletion.
number of near term steps were being 1991 levels for the control period The next Montreal Protocol scientific

taken to reduce use and emissions and
beginning on January 1,1994. The assessment will be completed in j

that these efforts would effectively phasecut of production and November 1994 and the Parties to the
!
e

allow for the maintenance of baseline consumption-is scheduled for January 1. Montreal Protocol will ogain address the

production at 1991 levels without
2001, and no interim reductions in issues of methyl bromide limitations

creatinB any significant economic production or consumption are required and ODP at their Sixth Meeting in 1995. '

impact until the year of the phasecut. during the period prior to the phasecut. The Agency will review its action today .'
,

Finally, the Agency acknowled ed that Consistent with the Agency's in light of future scientific data and

should significant technological interpretation of section 611, products information, the outcome of the updated6
-

progress in shifting to alternatives occur that utilize methylbromide as part of an scientific assessment, and any relevant
1i

prior to the hasecut,'tlen it would agricultural process need not be labeled future actions by the Parties to the N|
6'

reconsider t e interim dates if it under that section. Protocol. L

determined that interim reductions
la taking final action on the listing of 2. Decision To List

'

would be achievable.The Agency methyl bromide at this time, the Agency I

further recognized citizens' option seeks to craft a regulatory approach that EPA believes that the scientific

under section 606 to petition the
is both consistent with the requirements evidence warrants the Agency's

Agency to accelerate the reduction
of the CAA and with past and possible conclusion that methyl bromide's ODP

sc}.edule based on future information. future action by the Parties to the is greater than 0.2, and that this is most

EPA proposed to place methyl Montreal Protocol The Agency has consistent with action being taken

"e = Wv rm9d sixth croup limited discretion under section 602 to under the Montreal Protocol to include4

. - ____ __ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ __ ___ .
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methy bromide's ODP as 0.7. Thus, the scientific assessment update and methyl bromia. ell other th5gs beingstatutory requirements for adding adopted by the Parties. EPA has equal. The impact of including thismethyl bromide to the class I list. in
carefully reviewed the public comments faster reaction rate on the ODP ofEPA's judgment, have been satisfied. cn the science assessment and newly methyl bromide was included in theBased on the scientific evidence published information contained in the public comments submitted by theregarding the CDP and also the evidence scientific literature that relates to the MBWG as calculated by Sze et. al. Base.dthat methyl bromide's destructive ODP and impact of methyl bromide on on these model calculations, assuming a

impact is concentrated in the near-term, the ozone layer. The Agency does not 2.1 year atmospheric lifetime of methylEPA believes this action is both legally beheve that a substantial case has been bromide, the ODP would be increased
,

supportable and environmentally made for discarding or overriding the from 0.64 to 0.85. Assuming a lifetimeappropriate.
cont.lusions reached in the Protocol's of L3 years, the ODP would increaseAs discussed above in the section on

" Legal Authority," EPA believes that the Assessment Update or to modify on anfrom 0.4 to 0.53.
.

interim basis the ODP contajned in the EPA recognizes that the evidencereasoning and conclusions of the Copenhagen Amendments to the ragarding this rate constant appears to
Montreal Protocol Scientific Assessment Protocol that are likely to enter into warrant an upward adjustment of theand its update, and actions by the force next year. methyl bromide ODP fmm 0.7, which
Parties to the Montreal Protocol form an
adequate basis for the Admmistrator,s 3. Scientific Issues Related to Meth}l was calmlated without using this faster
judgment that the t% hold Bromide rate constant. However, since the

Protocol scientific assessment addressedrequirements for aduug methyl bromide In the preamble to its proposed this possib!e faster rate constant as anto the class I list have been fully regulations, EPA discussed at length the area of remaining uncertainty and did
satisfied. In particular, a key conclusion scientific basis for its proposal to list not include it in its calculations. EPAof the scientific assessment update was methyl bromide. Specifically, it does not believe it should adopt anthe following: ". . . model results presented the key findings of the upwardly adjusted ODP for methylsuggest that anthropogenic emissions of Montreal Protocol's Scientific

bromide as a regulatory matter at thisCH3Br (methyl bromide) could have
Assessment report and update that dealt time. Additional review of this issue byaccuunted for one-twentieth to one, with methyl bromide and that

the scientific community is underway
,

tenth of the current observed ozone loss represented the most authoritative
and will provide a stronger basis for anyof four to six percent, and could grow review of these issues. The Agency also modifications to the ODP related to thisto about one-sixth of the predicted cited the areas of significant scientific issue in future years. EPA notes that a

ozone loss by the year 2000 if emissions uncertainty described in that report, slight increase in methyl bromide's ODPcontinue to increase at the present rate including the possibility of additional would not alter the regulatory regimeof five to six percent per year." This oceanic and terrestrial sinks for methyl adopte l'or this compound. Also, the
,

conclusion reached by the Scientific bromide, the potential for some Agencj ices not believe it should, as aAssessment Panel underscores the percentage of atmospheric reactions to regulatory matter, continually adjust the '

potential significant near-term impact of lead to the sequestering of bromine in ODP of any compound as scientificmethyl bromide on ozone depletion in less reactive compounds (i.e., referred to
the absence of actions to restrict as Hbr branching) or more reactive investigation yields preliminary new

information that has not been fullyemissions. cornpounds (i.e., increased HOBr accepted by the internationalThis intemational scientific formation), and the possibility that
assessment based on the best scientific emissions of methyl bromide from man- assessment process and that may be

further modified with additionalevidence available, clearly supports the made activities are smaller than research.Agency's conclusion that man-made estimated and that natural sources of Rather the Agency believes that, to
methyl bromide represents a significant methyl bromide are larger. EPA received the extent there is no regulatory impact,risk to the carth's ozone layer. The extensive comments on each of these the ODP should be establishedAgency does not believe that issues, primarily from the Methyl consistent with the scientificuncertainty inherent in all ozone Bromide Working Group (MBWG). Information presented in the two-yeardepletion model calculations justifies a These and other related issues are cycle of scientific assessments under the
different conclusion or a " wait and see" discussed in the following sections.
approach.

o. Foster Formation of HOBr. While
Montreal Protocol, and thus correspond
to actions taken by the Parties to theFurthermore, the scientific assessment discussed at the scientific assessment

panel also established the ODP of workshop in June 1992, the conclusions Protocol. The Agency notes the mandate
in section 602(e) of the Clean Air Actmethyl bromide et 0.7, recognizing that of the panelin calculating the ODP of that the ODP specif;ad under the Actuncertainties exist and that other factors methyl bromide do not take into
"shall be consistent" with the ODP [could alter the ODP calculation. This consideration the faster rate constant of' specified under the Protocol supports !value was adopted by the Parties to the the formation of HOBr from Br0 plus this approach.Montreal Protocol nt their Fourth HO .This faster measurement differs b. RbrBronching. Assuming the faster2

Meeting as part of the Copenhagen
from earlier slower estimates of this rate rate of formation of HO with Br0 as

,

amendments to the Protocol. At the time 2

these amendments enter into force
constant and now provides a discussed above, in important area of
measurement basis for the uncertainty is whether and to what I(likely in 1994) EPA is required by recommendation found in the extent reaction of HO with Br0 leadssection 602(e) to adopt an ODP compendium of rate constants to the formation of Hbr plus 03. To the j

2 '

consistent with that contained in the published by the Jet Propulsion extent such reactions occur in theMontreal Protocol. Prior to that time, Laboratory (JPL) in 1992. However, the stratosphere, the ozone depletion
>'

EPA believes that, absent a compelling 95% confidence limit set forth in this potential of methyl bromine would bereason to modify the ODP in favor of a
different value, that it is appropriate to compendium still encompasses the decreased. ~

,

slower rate. This issue was examined in detailinmove forward with the same value The effect ofincluding the faster the update report from the Scientificcontained in both the Protocol's reaction would be to raise the ODP of Assessment Panel. It stated that "a
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mayor uncertainty in the cr41culation of not to include HBr branching when they intemal controls used in the experiment dI
bromide-related ozone loss and ODPs is recommended the estimate of the ODP were inadequate, and that efforts to date .f ) ;
associated with quantification of the of methyl bromide. For the reasons in the United States to verify this 7}I5 e

rate of formation of HBr in the discussed below EPA fully concurs experiment have not been successful. I]- i
t

stratosphere " with this decision and with the Panel's (Memorandum from NASA to EPA )

While the assessment panel had conclusion. Aus;ust 19,1993) JE d I

|t ;before it several calculations assuming To evaluate the impact of different Finally, the MBWG's comments argue if !different rates of "HBr branching" and degees of HBr branching on the ODP of that since the scientific commumty i
1included one of these calculations in its methyl bromide, the MBWG agrees that the possibility of HBr .

i |
report, it nonetheless rejected including commissioned an analysis using a state branching cannot be ruled out,it is ;<. t

these estimates in its final of the art atmospheric chemistry model. improper that " EPA in effect does just 8. I .
determination of methyl bromide's ODP. The model calculated the ODP assuming that, by adopting an ODP value which tkj ,

The panel report stated two factors as first, an estimated lifetime of methyl fails to take this possibility into ig;
arguments against its inclusion. First, bromide of 2.1 years, and second, account." However, when presented *{g
there is no evidence of analogous assuming a significant oceanic sink with much the same information, for the ,4;Fjchlorine reactions producing hcl. resuhed in an atmospheric lifetime of reasons descnbed above, the scientific
Second, while edditional data on Bro 1.3 years. Assuming that a 10% assessment panel also deemed it more p] ;

measurements is necessary to draw any branching of HBr occurs, and using the appropriate to calculate the ODP of Igj [
firm conclusions, the assessment report faster rate constant for Br0 plus HO2 methyl bromide without factoring in }g; ;

states:"Although the upper range of the (see above), the model calculated an any specific value for HBr branching. gg
cbserved Bro would appear to be in ODP of 0.24 and 0.15 for an atmospheric The Agency also believes tht the 7g g
conflict with a significant HBr source, lifetime of 2.1 years and 1.3 years, evidence provided by the MBWG is
that lack of definitive data for HBr and respectively. If HBr branching occurred either scientifically flawed or }f @ g

>

the large scatter in observed Br0 made at the rate of 5%, the calculated ODPs insufficient for the reasons stated above (#
it difficult to' rule out this possibility." are 0.4 and 0.24, for lifetimes of 2.1 and to include HBr branching in its O

Comments on these issues were 1.3 years, respectively. The authors then calculation of methyl bromide's ODP. .3
submitted by the Methyl Bromide go on to compare the model calculated While the Agency recognizes that "i -
Working Group. They argue that no levels of HBr with the limited data from additional research is necessary to better *

basis exists to believe that an analogous the field. While stating that 10% HBr understand the issue of HBr branching. ; ,

reaction with hcl would in any way be branching leads to a 6-7 parts per the evidence available to date does not ;

relevant to HBr branching; that limited trillion by volume [pptv) of HBr at 32 merit including it in its ODP
measurements of hcl do exist; and that km compared to an upper limit of 4 calculations.
!!Br branching is consistent with recent pptv measured by Traub, the authors It is important to note that the paper
atmospheric measurements. concluded that despite the submitted by the MBWG on these issues J j

The MBWG provided limited data to inconsistency, branching of as much as was also submitted for publication in a -

support the contentions that production 10% cannot be ruled out given the scientific journal and has since been . j
of HClis significant or not relevant to " expected temporal and spatial modified and resubmitted for
whether HBr formstion occurs. variability of HBr and the relatively publication. (Telephone conversation [
Additional research will be important to small samples of data from which the with authcr September 23,1993). It is '1

fully resolve this issue, including more upper limits are derived." Finally, the also worth noting that key aspects of !: '
data on observed values of HBr and Bro. authors state that their model analysis presented in the paper that the
Based on the evidence available at the calculation does not take into MBWG relies upon were also reviewed !

time of assessment, however, the Panel consideration possible losses of methyl prior to the issuance of the update k

concluded that the inclusion of IIBr bromide to land surfaces which would report by the Scientific Assessment
branching was sufficiently speculative fwther reduce the calculated ODP. Panel. As discussed in detail above, the
that the Panel excluded it from its best In addressing the basis for the update report concluded that the role of
estimate of the ODP of methyl bromide. conclusions reached in the Assessment HBr branching was sufficiently
The assessment panel report states that Update report. the MBWG first argues speculative that it should not be taken

'

the higher ODP values for inclusion of that branching to form HClis consistent into account in its calculation of ODP.
a faster Br0 plus HO2 reaction "is not with atmospheric measurements. They Based on its review of all of the
recommended" and "neither is the cite a paper by Stachnick et al., in evidence, EPA concurs with the view
lower value of the ODP obtained when Geophysical Research Letters to support that inclusion of HBr branch,in the
it is assumed that 10% of the Br0 plus this claim. While the paper provides a calculation of methyl bromide's ODP is t

HO reaction produces HBr." The number of possible explanations for the too speculative. Should additional2

rejection of HBr branching by the Panel elevated level of hcl. It does not measurements or modeling provide
was based on insufficient data on mention the relevant analogous reaction more conclusive evidence in support of

(HO plus ClO) as a plausible HBr branching, then the Agency wouldrelevant reaction rates under 2

stratospheric conditions of temperature explanation. Furthermore, laboratory consider future changes to reduce the
and pressure and the need for additional studies of OH plus CIO have produced ODP of methylbromide.
studies on the formation of HBr by other no direct evidence in support of the c. Other Sinks for Afethyl Bromide. In !

reaction such as B:0 plus OH and Br formation of hcl. (Memorandum from proposing an ODP of 0.7. EPA stated ',
plus HO to improve the understanding NASA to EPA, August 19,1993.) The that this calculation was based only on

2

of partitioning of bromine in the MBWG cites a paper by Lee G. Chin. reactions with the OH radical and that
stratosphere. This lack of evidence Chemical Society) as containing an important area of uncertainty was
supporting HBr partitioning along with laboratory evidence tha; HClis formed whether other oceanic or landbased L

by the reaction HO plus Clo. Concerns sinks for methyl bromide exist. To the ;.;hthe belief that no evidence exists that 2

analogous chlorine reactions (ClO plus have been raised that this paper extent significant additional sinks for j
HO2 and ClO plus OH) produce hcl represents the only published work methyl bromide exist, they would result .

were the basis for the Panel's decision demonstrating this reaction, that in a lower ODP for this compound. !

- _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ ._____ -_-_______- _- ____-_
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Similarly,in the update of the evaluatien of the etwspheric hfetirne data, Singh (1993) suggests that it mayProtocol's Scientinc Assessmmt on and impact on ozone of methyl bromide not be appropriate to generalize to the
me$yl bromide, the panel concluded

must include the role of the oceans. The entire ocean from the deta he collectedthat "possible oceanic and terrestrial paper suagests that the oceans are the in the eastern Pacific. He points to
surface remcaal processes ars one of the largest source of methyl bromide, and productivity maps that suggest the

,

major creas of unce.-tainty in that they could act as a regulator of tho led area is 2-4 times moredetermining the global budget for atmospheric concentrations of methyl sam [uctive than the oceans as a whcle.promethyl bromide." EPA received bromide. Thus, even if man-made The model developed by Butler is
Wensive enmme'.ts from the MBWG emissions of methyl bromide were necessarily simpliSed (given the paucitytnd hu reviewed sevel recent papers reduced through regulatcry action, this of data) and models the oceans as a
pubbshed relair.d to tite broader issue of paper suggests that reductions in whole. Nonetheless, additional data is
the global" budget" of methyl bromide. atmospheric concentrations may not be essential to narrow the uncertainties

The comments from the hGWG point mduced correspondingly. According to raised in Bulter's analysis. Given theout the post,ible discrepancy between this paper, the oceans could increase data available to date,the Agency doesthe past commercial sales of mothyl their emissions to the atmosphere, not believe it is prudent to modify the -bromide and measurements of largely or in part offsetting any gains current regulato. st ategy based on theatmospheric concentrations of this from reductions in man-made hypothesis that t e saturation anomaly,compound. They cite papors by emissions. across the entire oceans would beCicerone (1988) and by Khalil (1993) to However, recent time series data substantially greater than that obtainedargue that whila commercial sales published by Khalil (1993) suggest that in the measurements reported by Khalil.increased in the mid-1980s, measured atmospheric concentrations have been Finally, the MBWG comments also.
atmospheric concentrations increased slowly increasing over the past four suggest that terrestrial sinks could be
only slightly if et all. From this possible years. This data appears to contradict signincant and further reduce the ODP
anomaly, the hGWB argues that an the hypothesis that atmospheric of methylbromide.While methyl '

additional important sink must exist for concentrations would not change if bromide acts as a strong methylatingmethyl bromide. The comment falls, manmade emissions decreased. agent, no published data existhowever, to reflect additional data To explore his hypothesis, Butler conceming the possible magnitude ofpresented by Khalil(1993)..which develops a simplined model combining losses through land-based surface
concludes that atmospheric both oceanic and atmospheric removal. The commenter essentially
concentrations did increase from the responses. The results f:om this model cited information contained in aperiod 1988-1992 et the rate of about show the telstionship between the presentation mada on this issue at the
3% plus or minus 1% per year. Because atmospheric lifetime of methyl bromide Scientific Workshop on methyl bromide
these data on production and and the saturation anomaly of the by Kolb. This presentation focused-
concentrations do not portray a compound. The saturation anomaly is prim::rily on what studies could be done
consistent picture, no firm conclusions calculated by comparing the ratio of to evaluate land-based sinks and
can be drawn from them concerning the measurements of atmospheric contained no data speciScally
existence of additional sinks for methyl concentrations withlevels of oceanic. demonstrating that such a sink exists for
bromide. The potential for both concentrations. IIis analysis suggests methyl bromide. Since no additional
additional sources and sinks for methyl
bromide is an important area of

* that if the value for the saturation information is presented in support of
anomaly is 100%, then tha atmospheric modifying the ODP to reEect this factor,

uncertainty and more information lifetime would be slightly less than 2.0 EPA must reach the same conclusion asshould be available in future years, years. If, however, the value for the the Scientific Assessment Panel, that an
In order to estimate the potential saturation anomaly were 300 percent, insufficient basis exists foraltering theimpact of the oceans as a substantial then the atmospheric lifetime of methyl ODP based on the existence cfland-

sink for methyl bmmide, the MBWG bromide would be reduced to slightly based sinks. Should additional |included information based on less than one year. information be developed.modelling performed by Sze as Only limited end somewhat demonstrating that surface losses are an
described above. This analysis showed conflicting data exist of measurements important sink for methyl bromide.thethat, even if the oceans were indeed a of the saturation ancmaly of methyl. calculation ofits ODP could be

,

!

major sink for methyl bromide, the bromide. Khalij (1993) reports on data modified accordingly in the future.atmospheric lifetime based on this from two shipboard experiments that d. Natural and Man-Mode Emissions.
factor alone would decrease ficm 2.1 occurred in 1983 and 1987 Based on in addition to emissions from human

s

years to 1.3 years, and decrease the CDP measurements taken on these voyages, activities, the oceans also represent a ;
to 0.4, still well above the 0.2 threshold. he estimated a saturation anomaly of significant source of em!ssions of

EPA also received a paper from a 40-80 percent. This value would be. methyl bromide. The relative role of
;.

*.

resnarch scientist at NOAA that consistent with an atmospheric lifetime emissions from natural versus man-j' examines the potential role of the of methyl bromide of just over 2 years. made sources of methyl bromide is oneoceans in ngulating the atmospheric In contrast, a paper by Singh(1993) of the key areas of uncartainty and has
%

3 concentrations of methyl bromide reports on data from a different oceanic important implications for the(Dutler,1993). This paper was experiment conducted in 1981-82 effectiveness of measures to safeguani'
e'
b submitted to the docket at the same time . which produced values for the stratespberic ozone. Also, the totalO it was submitted for publication in a saturaticn anomaly at 180-240 percant, amount of emissions is relevant to the |

f(-
scientific journal. Based on comments which would lead to an atmospheric issue of at:nospheric lifetime and
received from the Journal this paper has lifetime of methyl bromide of 1-1.2 therefore the calculatica of ODP.been substantially revised and*

years. Based on their raview of relevant data( resubmitted for review and possible Without additicnal data,it is on this issue, the Protocci's Scientincj publication. (Telephone conversation impossible to reconcile the range in Asr,essment update concluded that man.
with author. September 10,1933). This values provided by the two limited data made emissions amcunted to r5%

) original paper suggests that any sets. Ilowever, in the explanation of his percent plus or minus 10% of total
?

-
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methyl bromide in the atmosphere. This This evidence tends to counter the methyl bromide in the short-term. The ,

'

calculation assumes that the contentien by some egricultural groups source of the methyl bromide in leaded i

atmospheric lifetime of methyl bromide tbt methyl bromide injected into the fuelis ethylene dibromide (EDB), a I' f;fis two years and calcuh.tes that soillargely breaks down prior to its material that is added to the fuel as a

corresponding total emissions are rekase mto the atmosphere. lead scavenger (0.015g EDB/hter fuell. I

roughly 75-110 thousand metric tonnes The comments by the MBWC Limited data exists suggesting that the

annually to obtain the measured suggested that the gradient could occur exhaust of a vehicle using leaded fuel

atmospheric abundance of b13 pptv. Of for a number of other reasons including: may contain some 22-44% organic
'

this amount, roughly 25 thousand the fact that the oceans constitute a far bromines, with the portion of this

tonr.es would be from man-made greater nercentage of the Southern emitted as methyl bromide varying
sources and the remaining roughly 75 hemispbere total mass and, therefore, between 54-82% Additional studies
thousand tonnes would be from natural constitute a larger sink in that half of the will be re-uired to fully evaluate the r [

globe; that northern hemispheric oceans situation 3Iowever,in the United States, d
'

sources.
In their comments, the MBWG are biologically active and represent a leaded fuel usage is only 1 percent or ,|

pointed out that if a one-year larger natural source of emissions; that less of total fuel usage, making the r <

atmospheric lifetime were assurned the larger land mass in the northern atmospheric contribution of methyl .

instead of two years, that the percent hemisphere represents a larger land bromide from this source negligible. !

contnbution from man made sources sink; that the gradient in north to south liowever, to the extent leaded fuel, is t

would be cut in half. Ilowever,if the of the 011 radicalis responsible for the still used in other parts of the world,it i
hfetime of methyl bromide were a year, gradient in methylbromide abundances; is an important issue for calculating the i

annual emissiens would have to double and that large emissions of methyl methyl bramide budget and for possible [
to 150-220 thousand metric tonnes in brumide frc= biomass burning in the future international controls. 1

order to maintain the measured sou'hern hemisphere is the reason it e. Summaryof ODP Discussion. Both s

atmospheric abundance of 9-13 pptv. does not demonstrate a hemispheric the Protocol's Scientific Assessment !
!

While that amount cannot be ruled out, gradient. Each of these hypotheses is Update on methyl bromide and the
Khalil (1993),in the most extensive presented in the comments as an discussion of methyl bromide's ODP in 1

review of the methyl bromide budget eq6 ally feasible explanation for the the preamble to EPA's proposed action j '

'

published to date, estimated that interhemispheric gradient of methyl identify a number of important (.

emissions from the oceans amount to bromide, Without presenting any uncertainties concerning the ODP. EPA f

only 35 thousand metnc tonnes. In convincing arguments for any of these received extensive comments related to j,
another paper on thi: Issue Singh alternative hypotheses, the MBWG's these uncertainties and some F

'5
(1993) estimated that emissions from the comments state that"it is unscientific commenters suggested that because, in

oceans are on the order of 60 (40-80) for EPA to simply pick one hypothesis their view, the ODP is likely to fall j ,

,

thousand metric tonnes / year. While 'out of the hat * and to dismiss all other below 0.2,the Agency should delay
'

,,

both papers point out the substantial plausible explanations for the taking any action. ,
,

uncertainties and limited availability of interbsmispheric gradient." The In reviewing these comments EPA t

data to calculate the methylbromide possible explanation of the believes most if not all of these Y .f
budget, based on the information interhemispheric gradient included in uncertainties were reviewed by the !E
available to these investigators, they EPA's proposal was identified by the Scientific Assessment Panelin their QI'
calculated that in the absence of other Protocol's Scientific Assessment Panel update report. While recognizing that .,

1

significant sources, emissions from the as the most plausible explanation, The the ODP may change in the future as

oceans appear to be well below the panel stated that the interbemispheric additionalinformation becomes ;

amount required to support a one-year gradient was clear from the available available, the panel cot'cluded that 0.7 y
atmospheric lifetime of methylbromide. atmospheric measurements and "most was the current best estimate for the ,

However, a related area of uncertainty is probably indicated an excess source in ODP of methyl bromide. It explicitly
whether methyl bromide from the the Northern Hemisphere." It reached rejected both higher and lower estimates [ -

burning of biomass could also represent this tentative conclusion rather than the based on the same factors commenters| ]
a signiccant source of man-made ones preferred by the MBWG because it on EPA's proposal have since raised. ; ,

emissions. (Khalil,1993). had data on methylbromide use The comments further demonstrate ; i
'

Finally, the MBWG's comments indicating higher emissions in the north that any single factor alone, even in an
discuss a number of possible alternative than the south. Either no data, or extreme case, is unlikely to reduce the

explanations for the north-south inconclusive or conflicting data, was all ODP below 0.2. Thus, even the high
gradient that exists in measurements of that was available for each of the value for ifBr branching (10 percent) :

methyl bromide's atmospheric alternative hypotheses presented by the alone would reduce the ODP to only L

4{abundance.The science assessment MBWG. While additional data will help 0.24, To reduce the ODP below 0.2

update suggests that this gradient clarify this issue in future assessments, would require both a substantial oceanic
reflects a significant source of methyl the Agency believes that no additional sink and significant IIBr branching. p ,

bromide from agricultural sources information was presented in the To put the 0.2 ODP value in context, (y
primarily in the northern hemisphere comments to justify disagreeing with the it is important to note that compounds ,

consistent with commercial sales and statement on the possible cause of the with values below 0.2 are also being h ;

use of this compound. While direct interhemispheric gradient contained in severely regulated under both the i, !

measurements of emissions of methyl the assessment panel update report. Montreal Protocol and CAA regulations. -

@' ,

bromide from agricultural applications, One final area of uncertainty relates to For example, methyl chloroform has an I

of course, provide clearer evidence of the burning of leaded gasoline as ODP of 0.12 (based on the latest 9 i

the role of man-made methyl bromide, another possible source of man.made scientific assessment) and is being 2 |

the existence of an interhemispheric methylbromido.While the use of phased out by January 1,1996 both j l

>
gradient with higher concentration in leaded gasoline is decreasing in favor of under the Protocol and CAA
the north may be an indirect unleaded gasoline, this source may regulations. HCFC-141b has an ODP of
confirmation that such emissions occur. prove to be a significant source of 0.11 and is scheduled for phasecut in ..

!
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today's rquLtions bv 2003. Th a. tven In the last several months, activities materials by the ag-icultural
i

if the ODP r f methvi' bromide wme to relt,ted to several alternatives have been community.drop below 02, tM cceround could
initiated. While additional research The NAPIAF assessment considered

still be regubted in much the some time field tests and regulatory approvals will. an acceptable attemative to methylfame establithed by today's rule. be necessary to deSnu efScacy and brocide to be one that duplicates itsFinally, the aborn discussion of tbe app!icability and may take considerable biocidal actions. This serves to restrict
ODP has fxwd exclusively on steady time, these initial staps repmsant an the ram;e of materials which the
stata values for the GDP of methyl im
bromide. Tco study-state value ca.yortant beginning. SpeciScally, NAPIAP report considered to replace jony! sulfido has been identified by methyl bromide. Methyl bromide is
cMcuhtes the impact of the compound researchers in Australia as a potentially used to centrol pects which would
on ozone rehtive to CFC-11 over a effective pest control material for otherwise cause crop damage and
period of several hundmd years. To the commodity pests such as beetles, fruit economic losses. However, it is not-
extent that the greatest concerns about flies, moths, mites and termites, as well necessary (and probably not possible} to
the impact of ozone depletion will occur as a soil fumigant for nematodes, duplicate methyl bromide's broad
over the next ten years after which peak Whether or not registration is sought for spectrum efficacy to achieve pest
depletion will bideclining, EPA also this materialin the U.S. remains an control. EPA believes, nonethelees, that
considets the ODP over that shorter time important issue. Enzone has just it is possible to manage the pests
period imoortant. Because ofits shorter mcently bnn approved for registration currently controlled by methyl b omide
atmospberic lifetime compared to CFC- for use as a pesticide for nematoda and with other chemical pest control tools, '
11 (2 years compar3d to 60 years), the disease control on grapes and citrus in as well as nonchemical and culturalshort. term impact of methyl bromide on the United States. In addition, new means.
ozone is substantially gmaterthan its application methods are currently being Many years of research have perfec'ed
impact calculated over a mt?t.h longer field tested for metam sodiwn which the use of methyl bromsde as a soil and-,

period of time. The scientific show significant improvement ~1n commodity fumigant. It is reasonable to-
assessment update report calculates the c verage and penetration. And in 1994, expect that major research efforts will be
ODP of methyl bromide over a period of Telone will likely be investigated in. needed to impmve the performances of
10 years at 7.0. Th9 Agency believes it large scale field trials in Califomia, with metam-sodium, dazomet.1.3-'

is important to consider that short term the intention of a possible future reentry dichloropropene and other alternetise
reduction in risks to the ozone laye-!s f use in that state. Several researchers pest control technioues. For example,
an important part ofits efforts under have recently began developing a Preplant methyl bromide fumigation has
Title VI of the CAA, (See section on system utfilzmg carbon dioxide in shaped the way in which research,
liCFCs and IEER petition, above). EPA. combination with reduced doveSes of breeding pro 5 rams, and commercial
believes methyl bromide " contributes existing fumigant agents in structural practices are pursued with strawberry
significantly to harmful efforts on the mm dity applications to achieve cultivation in Califomis. Strawberryas.

h 1 '# c ntrollevels better than what has been cultures were bred and selected in soils
"

gre$ r than refl seen with methyl bromide alone. In. fumigated with raethyl bromide. Underdn s
steady-state ODP. Methyl bromides additi n, EPA expects an application to these circumstances, there has been no
short-term effect, even if the stead state be filled shortly with the EPA Office or need to maintain or improve resistanceY Pesticide Programs for the use of to minorroot pathoSens, let alone major-" Q"I[*y *r hh Dazomet as a soil fumigant for a number- diseases such as Verticillium. Very little
substance not currently on the class I- of high value applications which now. 2s known about cultivar resistance to
list, and could well still merit listing use methyl bronude. While none or root diseases because commercial-
Insed on its substantial contribution 'to these alternatives are likely to make- strawberries are grown under 'near
stratospberic ozone depletion. significant near term inroads into the. axenic" soil conditions. Researchers are

use of methyl bromide, depending on- likely to overcome at least part ofthe4. Uses and Substitutes for Methyl the outcome of additional efforts, they impacts of the methyl bromide phaseoutBromide
.

could contribute to the transition by by focusing on different strawberry-
Methyl bromide is a broad s 2001,

cultures and developing appropriate
pesticide which is widely use<pectrum o. The NAP 1AP Study. The United pest management practices.t as a
funugant in the control of insects, States Department of Agriculture b. Comments. Several individuals and
nematodes, weeds pathogens, and (USDA) issued a document in April groups submitted comments-to EPA on

*

'

rodents. It is primarily utilized for soil 1993 entitled,"The Biologic and substitutes and alternatives to methyl
fumigation (30 percent of world-wide Economic Assessment of Methyl. bromide. In many cases, thosein the
useh commocity and quarantine Bromide," which was prepared by the egricultural community indicated they
treatment (15 percent of use), and National Agriculture PbsticideImpact believed that alternatives to this
structural fumigation (5 percent of use); Assessment Program (NAPIAP), and material were extremely " limited",
Because of its relatively low price, and- which will henceforth be referred to as which would result in a situation where
its physical and chemical attributes. it is the NAPIAP assessment. The NAPIAF Pests currently controlled by methyl
used world-wide in many different assessment was intended to evaluate the bromide would be left uncontrolleil,
situations. Due to the versatility of this impact on American egriculture from an causing severe economic losses. EPA
chemical, there is no single alternative immediate ban of methyl bromide. aclmowledges that there is no chemical
treatment that can duplicate the actica EPA believes that the report currently in existence norenvisioned in

represents a useful analysis if methof methyl bromide in allits many bromide were banned immediately,ylthe short-term which will duplicate the
but broad snectrum biocidal action ofapplications. It is possible, however, to

that it was not designed nor intended to methylbromide; Ifowever, EPA believescons!deralternauve chemicals and evaluate the proposed phaseout of this that in order to prevent crop damage,production methods that can rsplace-
methyl bromida to a significant degree

compound in the year 2000. Because it and keep pests below the economic
looks at the impact of an immediate ban, damage threshold,it is not necessary tola numerous situatmns.. It assures little use ofreplacement duplicate the broad spectrum efficacy of
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methyl bromide. There are, in existence the environment in general. EPA agrees thorouchly eliminate these pests from',j
i

and under development, both chemical with this assessment, believing that the the soif. Ilowever, since this material
.

;
and non-chemical pest control tools benefits to be expected with the will no longer be available, other pest ,Iwhich can manage insects weeds, phasecut of this chemical are

control means will need to be developednematodes, and plant diseases. In pest considerably greater than any short. term <

and utilized to allow farmers to
censistent and quality produce. produce jmanagement cases where altematives costs.

EPAare not currently available, EPA Several commenters discussed the recognizes that this process willinvch e
,

supports research, such as that now
health and environmental problems that considerable research on existing and :

i

being spearheaded by the USDA, to increased UV-B radiation would cause, developing pesticides, as well as the !3identify and implement good altemative the toxicity of methyl bro:nide, registration of new pesticides. The ipest control materials and methods. especially regarding the potential for process of pesticide registration '$EPA agrees with comments that stated worker exposure. The Physicians for
includes both health and environmental 'ithat methyl bromide is a crop protection Social Responsibility commented that testing, and may compromise the near. t1tool that currently satisfies a number of methyl bromide appears to produce
term utilization of some of theseimportant needs. if other tools can lasting neural behavioral deficits that materials. i]i

'

satisfy these needs. however, they will are likely to impair cognitive function s Several individual farmers and grower i~be accepted and utilized by the even when used under conditions organizations commented on the ~

agricultural community. In this light, a currently judged to be acceptable. They potentiallack of pest control materials
fum!gant with analogous broadspectrum also noted that since this chemical is a with which to replace methyl bromide. !

t,'
biocidal characteristics as methyl potent alkylating agent and mutagenic, As discussed above, EPA believes thatbromide is not essential to combat pests it may be carcinogenic.

alternatives to this chemical should bewhich cause. crop damage and yield Several commenters stated that once judged not upon their ability to -

losses. Bettet utilization of existin methyl bromide has been listed as a
chemical pesticides, together with'g duplicate the biocidal action of methylclass I ozone depleting substance, EPA bromide,but upon their ability to

non.
chemicals and cultural methods, can should implement other pertinent effectively and economically control p%| 3

i

address a many of the pest problems ections of the CAA Title VI, notably pests currently managed by methyl f' $now managed by methyl bromide. Sections 608 and 610. Section 608 bromide. In this light, methyl bromide, 4OTherefore, altematives to methyl concerns emissions control, which in while effective,is not the only material 0bromide need not be identical to this the case of methyl bromide would registered with EPA which can control S

*

t hemical in order to manage pests that require users to reduce emissions as plant pathogens, nematodes, weeds, and h'can cause crop loss.
much as technologica possible in the insects. In this light, materials which are yComments were raisenoncerning interim. Section 610 al ows for a ban onmaterials that have potential to be used non essential uses of class I substances, currently registered on other crops for iiother uses may have applications for as fin place of methyl bromide and that which would require users to alternatives to methyl bromide.must be evaluated on a case-by case, immediately implement existing Several chemical pesticides are '{

crop-by-crop basis, appraising efficacy replacements for aerosol applications of currently on the market which ;
egainst the target pest, practical methyl bromide. However, after careful effectively control in sects, weeds. i
feasibility in a particular crop, economic review and due consideration, EPA nematodes, and plant diseases, and

3 ;
viability, health and environmental believes that it is premature to consider
risks, and regulatory issues. Several additional regulations at this time. therefore have good potential to replace j i

methyl bromide in specific soil pestchemical and non-chemical pesticides Some commenters have raised control situations. Application methods
,

,

exist today that are effective against concerns over regulatory issues, citing for many of these materials will need to

,

"
insects, weeds, nematodes, and plant

the time and cost involved in processing be modified in order to manage pestsdiseases. These will need to undergo and registering pesticides with EPA. It now exclusively controlled by methyl i
;

further research to determine if they are is an EPA requirement to thoroughly bromide. EPA recognizes that several jpractical field replacements for pests test any material which will be utilized years of research will be required before ! 'lnow controlled by methyl bromide, as a pesticide to evaluate the potential good altematives to methyl bromide
i gThese materials are not Eeneral biocides - for unreasonable adverse health and'will be available to the agriculturallike methyl bromide, but are action. environmental. See,40 CFR part 1 (58). communit . !g

specific to a particular set of pests. This can take many years, depending Among e existing chemical I,Therefore,it is likel that these upon the type of material and the pesticides that can replace methylmaterials will need o be used in complexity of testing needed. However, bromide, the methylisothiocyanate
combination with each other. and in despite the time involved, pesticides are (MIT) generators (Metam Sodium and p

conjunction with a good integrated pest registered, and do become commercially Dazomet), and 1,3-dichloropropene
management program, to replace the use available. While this issue may slow the (1,3-D, Telone) have the greatestof methyl bromide. Research is short-tenn accessibility of some potential to manage pests currentlycurrently underway on both the materials and is one reason for not controlled by methyl bromide. Thesegovernmental and academic levels, as requiring interim reductions,it should materials are not, and should not be

a
well as in the private sector, to ensure not be a significant long-term barrier to construed to be equivalent to methyl ! "Ithat altemative materials and methods the development of methyl bromide

bromide. In order to achieve full control
-

will be viable and available before replacements. -)
of the wide spectrum of soil pests thatmethyl bromide is phased out, c. Soil Fumigotion. One of the most
can decrease yield, these pesticides willA number ofindividuals and

common uses of methyl bromide is as a often need to be augmented by otherassociations commented on the soil fumigant. It is utilized to control chemical pesticides, non chemicalpotential negative health effects of nematodes, pathogens, insects, and materials and cultural practices (e g.,increased UV-B radiation, supporting weeds which reside in the soil and development of resistant stock, and shiftthe phasecut of methyl bromide to
uncontrolled, can cause significant crop in c rectices). iensure protection of the ozone layer, loss. Methyl bromide, especiall Bo generators and 1,3-Dcombined with chloronierin. c.y whenthereby protecting human health and

, " " ~ d *~ d " " " "' " ~
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sril incorporation and general
applicat!on methods to ensure that the carbon disulfide, as well as nonfumigant

Other commenters discussed the
,

nematicides (carbofuran, oxamyl, process by which methyl bromide usechemical is well distributed at rates and fenamiphos, ethoprop, aidicarb, etc.)
can increase the amount of soil nitrogendepths needed to control target pests.

Research will be required to delineate combined with fungicides (benomyl, available to plants, indicating that this
efficacious desages, application metalaxy!, etc). Chloropicrin, currently will not be possible without the use of

used in combination with methyl
procedures and reentry periods. Several bromide, may prove to be efficacious this chemical. However, there are

need better delivery systems to when used with other pesticides. Each numerous ways to add nitrogen, as wellcommenters noted that these substitutes

adequately replace methyl bromide. pest situation and control method as other nutrients. to the soil through

These pesticides are undergoing a needed will have to be evaluated in
the use of commercially available
fertilizers, as well as organic

review of application methods on both relation to the target pest, the crop amendments and crop rotation -
the Federal and state (California and grown, the temporal and geographic programs. A program of good soil
Florida) levels with regard to worker effects, and the existing integrated pest management can supply plant nutrieats
exposure. It is likely that registration management program. without increased pollution or ground
reinstatement willinvolve Several pesticides are currently in the water contamination, resulting in
modifications in the use of these developmental stage, and will need healthier plants which are more -

materials to insure safe and efhcacious significant laboratory and field research resistant to pests than those which are
applications. Many commenters from before reathin the marketplace and stressed due to poor nourishment.
the agricultural community noted the before their va ue as methyl bromide Theissue of seed bed disease
effectiveness of replacement materials substitutes can be fully assessed. These Protection was raised by commenters
for specific crop applications (see include the inorganic azides, who perceive that yields,would
Background and Summary Document). bromonitromethane, nemamort, and substantially decrease without methyl

In addition, as numerous comments carbonyl sulSde, among others. These bromide. EPA believes that several of
pointed out, there are several meterials are currently in the the existing fung:cides, along with those

,

outstanding regulatory and te istration developmental sta e, and will require in development, may adequately.

issues re s.For further evaluation efore their potential prevent the s read of disease and a
example,garding these pesticiDazomet is not yet registered as substitutes can be determined. significant d chne in production. While
for food crops in the U.S., and Telone There are numerous method for research will be necessary to define

managing soil pests that are p sages and a ucat on rocedures itis not rurrenti per nitted in Caliform.a. ,

EPA believes at, given the time nonchemicalin nature. While some of is highly pro le that e cacious and
allowed before the base out of methyl these methods are already used to ec n mically viable matenals will be m,,

lbromide, man of e near term manage economic Pests, many of these P ace by the phasecut date.
development and regulatory hurdles techniques will need to be field tested EPA egrees with several comments i

may be overcome and the necessary on the s ectSc target ests now that cite the beneficial health effects of
adaptations may be made with these controll d by methyl romide, and. fresh fruits and vegetables. However,
and other materials. therefore are part of a longer-tenn, there is no evidence to supped the

One advantage of the current and solution. These melude crop rotation, assertion that fruits and vegetables will
potential methyl bromide replacement the use of organic amendments, steam, no longer be available following the
materials is that they are, in general, far solar heating, biological control agents, phasecut of methyl bromide. EPA
more selective than methyl bromide. various cultural practices, plant expects that both currently available
The broad spectrum activity of methyl breeding, biotechnology, grafting, and control strategies, and those which are
bromide, often considered an advantage, the physical destruction of pests and in development, may be utilized to
thoroughly sterilizes the soil, destro ing their habitat. Although these pest control pests and minimize crop loss -
both the pest organisms, as well as ose control methods cannot control all when methyl bromide is no longer
that are a beneficial part of the soil economic pests when used singly, when available.

d. CommodityFumigorion. Methylecciogy. Replacement pesticides are on . part of an overallintegrated pest
bromide is currently used to treat boththe whole more selective since they management program, these and other

affect only specific pest classes, thereby techniques ma food and nonfood commodities prior to
ha ting potentially less impact on the Pest numbers y be effective in reducing shipment, during shipment, and while

Research will be neededoverall soil fauna and flora. Ilowever, on these and other methods to in storage. It is utilized as an effective
several comments expressed concern determine their effectiveness in quarantine tool to prevent exotic pest ;

regarding the possibility that,in order to reducing pest numbers, invasions and to assure that pests '

achieve good control of economic pests, Since many of the replacement pest carried to new regions. In this regard,
specific to a particular area are not

replacement pesticide application rates
control methods may be new to growers incoming fruits and vegetables, as welland frequency of application may cause reliant on methyl bromide, an

secondary environmental problems, agricultural ~ xtension program will as other commodities, are treated if
,

'e
EPA believes that through the use of likely be required during the initial suspected of harboring economic pests,
improved application techniques now stages ofimplementation. Several orif the commodity origin is an area
under development (e.g., deeper where such pests are known to exist.
injections, thicker tarps, use of carrier commenters noted existing limitations

for many of the proposed replacements, Commodities in storage or in transport ;
agents), it is likely that effectiveness

and noted that cost and supplemental are also treated to ensure that the '

could be increased while dosage, and effort may render some replacements materialis not destroyed by pests.
thereby risks to ozone depletion, can be infeasible in the short-term. While thisAbout Sve to eight percent of methyl
reduced.

Other chemicals that are already on may seem true in the short term, new bromide use is in commodity
and better application methods of fumigation and is utilized primarily for

the market and may have potential
existing chemicals may dramatically rodent control,

insect pests, but also for disease and
when combined with other materials help both the short- and long-term

EPA received several commentsand practices include chloropicrin and situation.
expressing the concern that a good
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chemical fumirant does not exist for use conccm, and understands that the biology, identification, and survey
in place of methyl bromide. EPA testmg needed to ensure registration of methods will need to be examined to
acknowledges that a single chernical a viable pesticide can appear ensure the availabihty of management
which duplicates the action cf methyl fctmidable. Because cf this issue. EPA tools over the long-term.
bromide :s not now evailable for use. has set up a special task force in the Many comments received on this uso j

:

llowes er, vanous chemical and non- Office of Pesticide Programs to area stated that single attematives such
chemical treatments are available today coordinate and track methyl bromide as phosphine, temperature treatments,
which can effectively control substitution activities, and,if possible, and centrolled atmospheres, among
commodity pests, and promising to ease or accelerate the regulatory others, could not be used on el!
ehernatives appear possible in the process for pesticides that are commodities now treated with methyl
futurn le g., nitrogen). Although many of considered alternatives to methyl bromide. EPA understands and agrees
the transport and storage systems bromide. that research must be conducted to
currently in use will have to be A number of comments were received define what commodity can be treated,
modified to accommodate the change, conceming the prospects of utilizing with what protocol, against what pest.
EPA believes it is likely that existmg irradiation as an altemative to methyl and under what circumstances.
and potential alternatives will prove bromide. Most notably, commenters Nevertheless, EPA believes that this is
both efficacious and cost effectis e once believed that the capital cost and time achievable, and with research
implemented. required to irradiate would render this commodity pests can be Inanaged

Some comments discussed the substitute infeasible. without methvl bromide. Commenterspctential losses which may occur in Some considered this option as the also noted tha't the eerstion time needed
commodities not treated with methyl replacement for all methyl brcmide with phosphine and holding time with
bromide. This was discussed especially commodity treatments. EPA believes heat, cold and controlled atmosphereswith regani to fresh fruits and this is an unlikely, and certainly costly can be loncer than what is needed with
vegetades. EPA believes that pest scenario. Several comments discussed methyl bromide. EPA acknowledges that

~

control materials and methods exist the issue of public acceptance, this will take considerable adjustment
today, or are under development, which speculating that this pest control would on the part of shipping and storage ,could potentially replace methyl be widely rejected. While public firms, but does not believe this is an '

bromide in many of the commod2ty apprehension to irradiation cuently insurmountable barrier. Adaptations of
,applications. EPA acknowledges that as exists, with additional research and existing technologies (e g,, combina'jons jof this date, there are some quarantine public education, this option could using heat or carbon dioxide) might

use areas where replacements do not potentially become more attractive over reduce dose and time of exposure
currently exist. As the final phasecut time. recuirements.
date approaches, EPA will work with EPA is aware that significant research f!PA received comments in support cf
concemed parties to ensure that is ongoing en other attractive the phasecut of methyl bromide, with h|'

quarantine integnty is not alternatives for commodity and special regard to worker-exposure issues , ~,compromised. quarantine applications. Particular
in commodity {es were given of workers|girocessing facilities.

Several comments were received that attention is being paid to controlled Several examp.

'rf
discussed the regulatory issues that will atmospheres as a potentially attractive who had been adversely affected by this t -be impacted by the phasecut. The alternative to the use of methyl bromide. material. The commenters strongly

:} 1Umted States Department of For example, new, less expensive and support efforts to strengthen werker- yAgnculture. Animal Plant Health more flemble systems for using nitrogen exposure and safety regulations, and jinspection Service (USDA/ APHIS) in a controlled atmosphere are now thus requested that EPA accelerate the iregulations, which require the use of being marketed. However, for controlled phaseout process and require that j
methyl bromide on certain imported atmosphere to be a viable quarantine / commodities treated with me'.hyl
commodities, was seen as a case in commodity pest control technique,it bromide be labeled. EPA recognizes that

'

point. In addition, similar regulations in will require approval by the countries to the phasecut of methyl bromide in order ]
'i

other countries, most notably Japan, which commodities are being exported to protect stratospheric ozone could also
were also seen as a potentialissue. As to. In addition, the potential for the have collateral beneSts by reducing
alternatives to methyl bromide are recovery and recycling of methyl occupational exposure to this chemical,

*

established, govemmental bodies that bromide is being investigated. EPA Of course, worker exposure to methyl ?set agricultural quarantine regulations supports this effort as an important bromide substitutes may continue to be
will need to adapt and change such short term solution. a concern in some cases. In any event,
regulations in a way which best protects Existing fumigants may also replace EPA does not believe reduction in
domestic agriculture and imported methyl bromide in certain applications. worker exposure is a basis to accelerate acommodities. Therefore, EPA agrees that Among the chemical pesticides which the phaseout under Title V1. Nor is this l.this is an important issue and one that may be potential replacements are a basis to require labelling under Title j

'

could take many years to address. phosphine, propylene oxide, hydrogen V1. As explained below, EPA does not 6'in a related issue, commenters cyanide, ethyl formate, and ethylene believe the section 611 labelling
discussed the registration of pesticides. oxide. Non-chemical pest control tools requirement applies to agricultural l'
Several commenters expressed concern such as irradiation, controlled products fumigated with methyl ' '

regarding the possibility that pesticides atmosphere, heat and cold treatments, bromide. 1'
that have important but minor uses may pest-free zones, physical isolation, s. Structuro1 Fumigation. Methyl ''

not be supported'for registration or microbials, biological control, and host bromide has been utilized to effectively
reregistration. In addition, some resistance may be potentialintegrated control wood destroying and boring
comments stated that the EPA pesticide replacement materials as well. Research insects in buildings, as well as rodents
registration process is so lengthy and will be necessary to define the activity and other pests in food processing
costly that few new pesticides will be of these materials, as well as what facilities. Although this use accounts for
available before methyl bromide is human or environmental hazards could less than five percent of the total glocal
phased out. EPA is aware of this erirt. In additim ema~h N ba* e " " "a"~~ ^ *d*
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si;mificant pest control tool due to its 5. Analysis of Costs :r.J Benefits on methyl bromide (see, "The Cost and
eflectiveness-

EPA remived comments that in the Cost Effectiveness of the1,'roposed
EPA received comments on the March proposalit had not adequately Phasecut of Methyl Bromide, EPA,

pctential for alternatives to replace addressed the costs and benefits of 1993). This study includes the latest
rnethyl bromide for structural action to phase out methyl bromide. On mformation on the costs and
trestr'nents. Most of them compared the contrary, EPA included extensive effectiveness of potential new
existing alternatives with methyl documents in the docket which altematives by the year 2001 and on the
bromide. While methyl bromide is a examined the uses of methyl bromide c sts and benefits ofimproved +

good biocide, re[to duplicate itslacements will not and the a plicability and costs of utnizadora of Msting ahematives.The
various abematives (See for example,Agency estimates the total costs of anecessarily nee

effecuveness in order to be good Preliminary Use and Substitutes
[Illi n, The benefits analysis contained

haseout from 1994-2010 to be 51J-2.3
structural pest control tools. As with Analysis of Methyl Bromide in

.

s up n renects the ke

,

.i other chemical and non-chemical inAgricultural and Other Uses (June,
assumptions about manma]e emissions,replacements, pest control tools in this 1992) and Montreal Protocol

use area will need to be thoroughly
evaluated in regard to pest control

Assessment Update on Methyl Dromide: impact on one ohmb, aM Mely
Science, Technology and Economics, gr wth in use absent regulations that are

efficacy, practical feasibility, and
UhT.P (19931). In the case of health and ' d i th

uP afe ePj,g Beconomic viability. It is essential that environmental impacts, the Protocol's d ed is re o ble
sesearch be done on altern2tives to the .{ aassessment update provides significant f,t P
use of methyl bromide in the rnflhng information on the likely impact of n s th ) as n ut
mdastry and the food processmg continued use of methyl bromide on methyl bromide to be between $244 and,

industry to insure that chemical residue stratospheric ozone. 5952 billion. (The benefits for the
problems are addressed. In comments received on the phaseout of methyl bromide between

Several options eiust with regard to proposed rule, the MBWG conducted its 1994 and 2010 is between $14 and 56
pest problems in dwellings, with own cost. benefit analysis ( Comparing billion). These benefits result fanomaimarilysulfuryl fluonde the principal chemical the Costs and Benefits of EPA s from avoided cases of non me
altemative. In this area, methods to proposed Phasecut of Methyl skin cancer. The range in values results
reduce methyl bromide dosage by Bromide"). This analysis purports t from different estimates for the value
combining the pesticide with carbon calculate benefits based on EPA's associated with a human life.
dioude. have shown good success. methodology and findings used in past 6. Group Assignment and Baseline Year
Contact pesticides which control certain regulatory impact analysis. It calculates

Whenever a substance is added to thewood boring pests include diazinon, costs based primarily on an economic list of class I substances. sectioncarbaryl, permethrin, cypermethrin,
impact study performed by NAPIAP and 602(c)(1) provides that the Agencyfenvalerate, propoxur and borate which discussed in detailin the previous assign it to an existing group or create

a

i is now registered in the United States
section of this notice. The MBWG study a new group. The Agency proposed tofor control of termites and other wood concludes that the benefits of the

t

! destroying insects, and is currently methyl bromide phasecut in 2000 the historical precedent of actions both
create a new group (Group VI) following

-

being successfully utilized on a would be 319-29 million dollars and under the Montreal Protocol and thecommercial basis. Non-chemical the costs would be $5-9 billion. This CAA.treatments include heat and cold analysis is flawed for many reasons. The Since the Agency did not receive anytreatments and the use of microwaves. beneSts calculations are drawn from an substantive comments on this aspect ofDue to these developments EPA analysis of theimpact ofincreased its proposal, today's final rule adopts
,

believes it is likely that methyl bromide emissions of CFC-11. This scenario that approach, For the reasonsuse will decline significantly, and this completely excludes the impact of summarized above and elaborated on insector will not be adversely impacted to bromine on stratospheric ozone the proposal, methyl bromide will bea significant degree by the phasecut. depletion and therefore very listed as Group VI within the list ofThe principal methyl bromide substantially understates the magnitude class I substances.,

J replacement for commodity storage of depletion. The benefits of avoided EPA proposed using 1991 as the base
i warehouses and food production ozone depletion from CFC-11 occur year for determining the level at whichfacilities is phosphine. While this over a period of 200 years, whereas the to set the production and consumptionmaterialis not applicable in all benefits from decreased emissions of cap. This was chosen because it is the
,

situations due to its ability to corrode methyl bromide occur within five to ten last year prior to discussions to regulatecertain metals, when it is combined years. This factoris omitted from the this compound and therefore avoids thei' with carbon dioxide the amount of AmWG's analysis. The analysis of the possibility of companies increasing
phosphine needed can be significantly costs of phasing out methyl bromide roduction in an effort to increase their! reduced, which in turn diminishes the dramatically overstates estimates for the aseline. The same reasoning was usedj. potential for phosphine-induced metal reasons discussed in detail above in the in setting the appropriate year for other

r corrosion. As discussed in the proposal critique of the NAPIAP study. The cost substances covered in both the CAA andj (58 FR 15014), other treatments include estimates assume an immediate the Montreal Protocol. The baseline
I '- heat, cold, modified atmospheres, and phaseout, assume no additional established in the Montreal Protocol for[ inert dust. Additional research will be alternatives are available in 2000, methyl bromide is also 1991,
) '- required in this area to ensure that all assume that no improvements in the use The only comment on this issue

current users of methyl bromide will of existing alternatives are feasible, and supported this year as the baseline. For
s

i have acceptable replacements by 2001. assume that the market response by the reasons stated abc.e. todan final'

liere. target pests and control options farmers is in some cases simply to rule adopts 1991 as the baseline. In a! must be well defined in order to utilize abandon their fields. separate notice (58 FR 40048), EPA had
pest control materials which are specific EPA conducted an extensive review of requested data to support the4' to the situation. the costs and benefits ofits final action development of both a 1991.
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consumption and production baselines thicker tarps in an effort to reduce could decide at some future date that anfor allocating allowances. EPA ambient exposures and reduce health earlier phasecut is attainable.
published proposed allowances based risks. These efforts will also reduce use,
on 1991 levels on November 9,1993 in as much as 10-20%'according to one a Labelin8 '

the Federal Register. The Agency commenter. However, the Agency Today's rule does not directly dealintenos to publish final allowances expects that such reductions in use will with labeling requirements underbefore the end of the calendar year in primarily serve to offset the historic
order to implement the freeze growth rate in the use of methyl section 611; once a compound is listed

as class I, then labeling would beestablished in this rule beginning bromide. While EPA encourages these
January 1,1994, and other near-term efforts to reduce use requind one year after the designation

becomes effective (see,40 CFR 82.102).In an important distinction between and emissicas, the Agency does not
EPA has determined that activitiesthe Montreal Protocol and this rule, EPA believe at this time that an adequate

has not excluded quarantine and case exists for relying on these measures involved in growing, harvesting, storing
preshipment uses fromyts baseline and as the basis for interin. cuts, and instead and transporting food are part of an
from the coverage of this regulation. believes that they will primanly offset agricultural process that falls outside -

Thus, the Agency intends to maintain increasm demand for methyl bromide, the intent of Congress to require labeling,

records on both the baseline and annual While t e Agency beheves that on products " manufactured with" a
production and consumption without several altemative fumigants, including class I cr II substance. Thus, containers
the exemption of quarantine and such compounds as metam sodium, of methyl bromide would be required to .

preshipment uses as required under the telone, and dazomet could be widely be labeled beginning on January 1,1995, !

but products treated with methylCAA and with those exemptions as used as replacements for methyl . bromide would not require labeling.specified in the Copenhacen bromide, it recocnizes that some time
Amendsents to the Monireal Protocol. will be required'for this shin to occur. EPA received comments both
7. Interim Reductions and Phasc,out Regulatory hurdles, equipment supporting this interpretation of its.

Schedule modiEcations, more extensive field labeling rule and arguing that labeling of
testing, and improved application these products was clearly intended by eEPA is obligated under the CAA to techniques are all reasons why the Congress and that providing this jimpose the schedule of reductions Agency cannot now conclude that a information to consumers was precisely 4called for in section 604 unless under
more strinfe.nt near-term schedule be un the intent of section 611.

e 5

section 602(d) it can demonstrate that is attainab Furthermore, as discussed, EPA recognizes that the generalich a schedule is unattainable. In its many non fumigant alternatives may purpose of alerting consumers that i' ace, the Act appears to require the
also be viable options to replace methyl certain goods were produced in a '

.,ency to adopt the most stringent bromide. These alternatives, includin8 manner that may cause harm toattainable phaseout schedule. soil steriliz.ation, crop rotation, and stratospheric ozone ceuid apply to LThe roposed schedule for methyl
lant breeding, will take several years or certain egricultural products for which dbromi was to freeze roduction in
onger to develop and evaluate. In order methyl bromide is used. Nevertheless,1994 and to maintain at level until the

to allow for these alternatives to be fully the Agency believes that the sedian 611 ]2000 phasecut. EPA's rationale behind developed and evaluated, and to requirement that products ythis schedule was that some near-term provide adequate time for regulatory " manufactured with" a class I or IIalternatives for methyl bromide existed. approvals through EPA and USDA, !ysubstance should reasonably be *lbut for many of these, additional testing today's final rule does not impose any
and government approval would be interim reductions on production or interpreted to not apply to agricultural b
required, which could take several consumption of methyl bromide prior to products as such products are grown 9

and not manufactured. dyears. Moreover, additional time is the phasecut.
essential to allow for the testing of Consistent with the provisions of The ordinary sense of the phrase

anewly developed substitutes and to section 602(d), today's final action " manufactured with" does not include iqallow for a comparison of different allows the full seven years after January agriculture. The dictionary defines ;
attematives to determine which would 1 of the year after the compound is " manufacture" to mean making
be most beneScial in terms of efficacy listed for a phasecut. For the reasons something made "from raw materials by F
and in terms of impact on the discussed earlier in this notice. the hand or by machinery." (Webster's
environment. phasecut of methyl bromide would be Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary

The Agency received many comments mquired by January 1,2001 instead of (1983)). Fruits and vegetables are
on the issue ofinterim reductions. One 2000 as proposed. generally not made from raw materials |

group of comms urged the Agency EPA received many comments calling by hand or machinery. EPA further rto make deep reductions in the early for EPA to allow the maximum time believes that labeling products raises
years because of the availability of permitted under the statute. These issues that Congress did not foresee in [{substitutes and other methods of comments generally argued that the enacting section 611. For example, /.1 r

reducing use. Many other commenters additional time is needed to allow for applying the labeling provision to F
pointed to the lack of currently available the development and approval of agricultural products for which methyl !

alternatives and argued against any alternatives. Given the considerable bromide is used is practically more &Interim reduction steps. uncertainties in knowing how long it difficult than labeling of most :?EPA recognizes that in some cases will take for a full complement of manufactured products. Raw
,

alternatives are already available and alternatives to be developed and agricultural products are ordinarily not
could be shifted to in the near-term. The implemented,the Agency believes it packeEed in the same manner as other
Agency encourages methyl bromide would be prudent at this time to permit manufactured products. In many if not
users to make these shifts. Moreover, the additional year prior to the most cases, consumers purchase fruits
recent requirements in California seek to phaseout. However, the Agency will and vegetables without any packaging at
reduce use and emissions through continue to review the development and all. Labeling such produce would be
reduced dosage, deeper injections and implementation of alternatives and particularly difficult.

_ _ __ _ - -
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9. Fswntial Uses - _ _

assigning CDPs to the IIBFCs based on ban on bulk exports cf controlled
EPA asked for comment in its the isorners with the highest ODP. substances from the U.S. of Annex A

proposal en whether it has the statutory cesistent with the approach taken substances (Class I Croups Iand U1to
authority under section Ec4 to grant under the protocch Because such ODPs foreign states that are not Party to the
eswntial use comptions for methyl are above 0.2 the Agency is adding the 1987 Montreal Protocol. While this

,

bromida. EPA received one comment on llBFCs to the class Ilist. The Agency provision will not be legally effective
this issue suggesting that it bas such has assigned IfBFCs to group VH of the until the effective date of today'sauthority and that limits on essential class I chemicals. rulemaking. EPA had asked U.S.
uses s ecf Ecdin section C04 deal culy Once hsted, these chem,icals are companies to comply w th this trade
with t ose compounds already !!sted subject to the phasecut schedule ban. Allindications suggest comphance
cad should not in any way restrict the specified in soction 604 of the Clean Air
Agacy s flexibility in crafting essential Act. However, section 606(a)(31 has occurred. Today's rule also imposes

a ban on bulk tmports and exports of
usea for newly listed substances. pmvides authority for accelerating the controlled substances listed in Annex BAnother commenter suggested that the pha:=out of class I substances on the to the Ntocol(Class I Groups HL IV,A en 6hould go back to Con ss for gr unds 9 tat the Montreal Protocolis and V) from and to foreign states,e!pli authority to grant esse al uses, edified to !nclude a schedule that Is respectively. that are non-Parties to the

EPA believes that it is premature at m te stringent than the schedule London Amendment. While thisthis time to attempt to resolve this issue. therwise apphcable under title VL provision also will not be legally
if, as the phasecut date approaches, it Section 614 proudes that in case of

effective until the effective data of
becomes clear that imponent uses are c nflict between my provision of title today's rulemaking. EPA has asked all
still without substitutes, the Agency VI and any proviston of the Montreal

relevant compames to ban the import
anticinates it would seek an appropriate Pmtocol the mio stringent provision and export of these chemicals effective,y7' shallgovern.Rsrefore.the Agency is August 10,1993, the effective date of~

adopting the schedule agreed to by the the relevant Protocol provision. Finally.V. Addition of
Ilydrobromolluorocarbons (IIBFCs) to Parties in Cope thagen to phase out today's rulemaking imposes a ben on
the Ilst of Class I Substances and to the these chemicah by January 1.1996. Imports from foreign states not Party to

Furthermon. EPA had proposed, andPhasecut Schedule toda makes f.nal. a freeze on the
the 1987 Montreal Protocol of spectiled
products listed in Annex D to the

in today's rule, the Agency is adding startm. ction er d consumption ofIIBFCs. Protocol that contain the controlledPS u
hydrobromanuorocarbons(HBFCs) as g Janualy 1,1994 at 1991 baseline

substances speciEed in Annex A (Group
group VU, class I controlled substances. levels. The Agency is aware of only one I and IL Class I controlled substances).
These chemicals have a paralle! IIBFC in production, IIBFC-22B t, used This pmvision will become effective.

chemical structure to the IICFCs, with as a Ere suppressant with an ODP of
January 10,1994. The EPA proposal .bromine atoms taking the place of 0.74. Use of tl.is chemicalis extremely notined all companies of the

,

chlorine atoms. Multiple ODPs of these limited, and it a only manufactured by applicability of these provisions.
chemicals were agreed to by the Parties one c,ompany. As a result. EPA does not
of the Montreal Protocol as part of the actio2Pate any sign'Ecant economic The Montreal Pmtocol provides, and
1992 Amendment which phases out c usequences from the phasecut of EPA is also aHowing an exception fmm
these compounds by January 1,1996. As IIBFCs. the trade bans for foreign states that are

explained in other parts of this rule, the EPA published a Federal Register not Party to the Protocol, but have been
Agency expects these amendments to n tice requesting data on 1991 determined by a Meeting of the Parties
enter into force during the first few r duction and consumption ofIIBFCs to the Protocol to be in compliance with

months of 1994. The multiple values [or the purposes of establishing Articles 2A to 2E and 4 of the Protocol.
contained in the Protocol Amendment baselines and allowances. Based m This includes countries that have
on the ODPs of the listedIICFCs do not responses to that request. EPA compUed with the terms of decision IV/

reflect scientific uncertainties. The Pubhshed proposed allowanms on 17c of the 4th Meeting of the Parties to

upper value of the ODP range provided November 9,1993, and intends to the Montreal Protocol. which

is the estimate for the isomer with the Publish Enal allowances before the end pmvisionally determined compliance
highest ODP. end the lower value is the f the year to implement the freeze until the 5th' Meeting of the Parties
estimate of the ODP for the isomer with beginnmg January 1.1994. (November.1993 Bangkok) for certain

the lowest ODP.He Parties to the non-Parties that submitted specified
VI. Trade Restrictions data by March 31.1993. A list of those

. >

Protocol at their meetlhg in Co enhagen i

A DeScri lion ofProposed and Final qualifying countries can be found inagreed that the ODP for these c emicals f
shall be the upper value in the range. Requireinents appendix C. Annex 2 of this rule. An

updated list of countries which are
and that these chemicals should be In order to implement the Party to the Pmtocol and itsphased out by January 1.1996. All the requirements of the Clean Air Act. the amendments can be found'in appendix g,

,

upper ODP values for the IIBFCs ODPs decisions of the 4th Meeting of the C. Annex 1. Over the last several -

'

exceed 0.2.
Parties to the Montreal Protocol, and the months, the number of Parties to the' *

As provided under section 602(e) of
the Clean Air Act,the ODP of a London and Copenhagen Amendments Protocol has been increasing at a :

to the Montreal Protocol EPA pmposed relatively fast pace. As a consequence.substance speciEed under section 602 and is today requiring a number of * EPA will update the list of Parties to theshall be consistent with the ODP restrictions on trade with foreign sta*es Protoco! every other month.Onespecified for that substance under the
that are not Parties to the Protocol or its commenter noted that EPA must makeProtocol. Also section 602(a) provides' amendments. The trade restrictions th!s list available as readily and easilythat the Administrator shall add to the being promulgsted by this rule add to as possible. A dated list of Protocolclass Ilist all substances that the existing trade restrictions promulgated i

Administrator determines to have an in 1990 (see 40 CFR 82.4(d)).
'

Parties and Parties qualifying for an
|exemption from the Protocol's trade -ODP of 0.2 or greater. The Agency is Specifically, today's actions require a bans can be obtained by calling EPA's
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? kStratospheric Protection lictline at 1- section authorizes the Agency to submitted data based or that decision.800-296-1996. The Agency will update promulgate regulations, if in the Additionally, eight non-Parties to the #[
7
1this list every two months, and Administrator's judgment, any Londen Amendment to the Protocol S &companies may trado with the newly substance, practice, process, or activity submitted data. Due to the timing of N 4added countries without EPA mcy reascoably be anticipated to affect their submissions, EPA was not able to

[i j Jrulemaking. the stratosphere and such effect may list in the proposed rule those countries @Finally, m the proposed rule EPA
asked for comment on whether the

reasonably be anticipated to endanger with interim status as a Foreign State
i

'' 8public boalth or welfare. These trede not Party to the Montreal Protocol butinformation requirements currently in
bans imposed by this rulemaking would complying with Montreal Protocol and/

,Y

place for trade in bulk chemicals should prevent shipments of ozone depleting or the London Amendment.be applied to the importation of substances from the U.S. to countries O[controlled products. As noted below, with no regulatory infrastructure to m Changes in Definition of G
one commenter stated that the control their use. Limiting access in this Product on ),recordkeepicg and reportin way will reduce their release of such

A. Definition of Pmduction f.requirements discussed in .e pmposal substances into the atmosphere, thereby,
were unduly burdensome, and that EPA reducing effects on public health and In the March 18 proposal, EPA fshould rely on U.S. Custom's records for welfaro. Moreover, the bans on imports proposed to define " production * as the,
this information. EPA had not formally to the U.S. from non-Party foreign states manufacture of a contmlled substance t;proposed recordkeeping and has of controlled substances and products from any raw material or feedstock i s
decided not to impose such information would help discourage shifts of chemical, but not to melude: "(1) The f ,'requirements. Since the publication of production to non-Party foreign states to manufacture of a cont olled substance
the proposed rule, the number of the Protocol by eliminating the U.S. as that is subsequently transformed; (2) the

g
3 C

Protocol Pa$les has risen from 91 to a market for such production, reuse or recychng of a controlled t 2
126, and there is every indication that

. substance; or (3) amounts that are ' k; jadditional Parties will be joining D. Definitwns destroyed by the approved . hj ,shortly. The current list of countries As proposed, in this final rule, EPA technologies." The current definition of |,complying with the Protocol includes has further defined Parties to the " production" excludes controlled - '

all known producers, and since all Protocol in the regulation to distinguish substances that are subsequently yProtocol Parties are under an obligation Parties complying with the original transformed and the reuse or recycling
to ban the export of controlled 1987 Montreal Protocol, the 1990 of a controlled substance. .substances to non-Parties, the London Amendments and the 1992 In today's rule,in response to a jpossibility that non-Parties would be Copenhagen Amendments. variety of comments to be discussed in nproducing and exporting products .

,

which contain controlled substances is Pmfo]en States not Party to the
this section, the definition of production 4

is revised to mean "the manufacture of
narrow. Given these circumstances, EPA a controlled substance from any raw j ;|
believes that it would be overly Article 4 of the Montreal Protocol material or feedstock, but does not - ,

burdensome to require such information pr vides foreign states which are not include:
-

3

ifor importation of controlled products. Party to the Protocol with a mechanism (1) The manufacture of a controlled
B. Response to Afajor Comments to demonstrate compliance with key substance that is to be subsequently

. |
. iProtocol provisions and seek exemption transformed; i I

One commenter misunderstood EPA's from the Protocol's trade measures (2) The reuse or recycling of a I I |description of the relationship of against non-Parties. Specifically, controlled substance; i i iTaiwan to the Montreal Protocol. In the paragraph 8 of Article 4 states that trade (3) The manufacture of a controlledproposed rule, EPA affirmed that the with non Parties will be permitted if a substance that is subsequently : } l

: ;,.

trade provisions of the Protocol only meeting of the Parties finds those states destroyed by one of the five approved iapply to "a State not party to the to be in full compliance with Articles 2, technologies, to the extent that :Protocol " and noted that Taiwan, 2A to .1E and 4 of the Protocol. It is destruction is considered to have 1which did not fall under this Protocol anticipated that once grhted, such occurred under this rule; and
category as a state, had nonetheless status willbe reviewed by each (4) Controlled substances that are

,

submitted data to the Protocol subsequent meeting of the Parties to vented or spilled unintentionally." !

i

secretariat indicating that it was in ensure continuing compliance with the Several commenters indicated that ;*

compliance with the control provisions relevant Protocol provisions. after the phaseout, production i

of the Protocol. The commenter asked At the 4th Meetmg of the Parties, the allowances would no longer be available i
for clarification as to what action EPA Parties reviewed the data submission of to produce controlled substances h !would take if Taiwan were found at Colombia,6d based on their intended to be transformed or ( lsome future date to be out of demonstration of compliance, decided destroyed, using the current system of !compliance with those provisions. to suspend measures against that non- expending production allowances and

+

Should that situation arise. EPA would Party. Additionally, by Decision 4/17C, applying to EPA to receive allowance p1 I
|review its options and would take the Parties decided to determine reimbursement for controlled

|actions consistent with U.S. laws and provisionally pending a final decision substances that are transformed. Inpolicies to strongly encourage full and at the 5th Meeting of the Parties, that response to those comments, along withprompt compliance with the Montreal any foreign state non-Party to the revising the definition of production, , g('

Protocol. Protocol which submitted data by . EPA is also revising its approach to r
C M %thmty March 31,1993, was in compliance with requiring production and consumption !the relevant provisions and could be allowances in cases where controlled ; IAs discussed in more detailin the exempt from the trade restrictions until substances are to be transformed or [ iproposal, section 615 of the Clean Air the 5th Meeting of the Parties when that destroyed. 1 !Act provides EPA with the authority to data could be re, viewed. Fourteen non. Under today's rule, production and h

'

promulgate these trade restrictions. That Parties to the Montreal Protocol consumption allowances are regtured _d
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. t
only for 'he " production" of controlled hinder business operations that are eliminated mordkeeping by companfes ;
substances that will result in emissive allowed under the Montreal Protocol that consume these chemicals as
uses. As a result, producers of ozone- (i e. production for transformatica is feedstock. EPA will audit transformers i
deploting r.hemicals that are to be used not limited). FinaUy, EPA recognizes to ensure compliance with the '

as feedstock do not need to expend that under the current program, no requirements of this regulation.
allowances to manufacture these manufacturer could produce past 1995 Transformers must mamtain the '

,

chernicals. That is also true for except for essential uses and exports to following mcords as is currently ;
producers of such substances that are Article 5 countries, since no a!!owances required under the existing program:
manufactured for production processes will be available. dated records of the quanuty and level ;

that will result in their destruction. Consequently, EPA's procedures of of each controUed substance !

Similarly, allowances are not required the allowance system for ozone- transformed; copies of the invoices or |
when importing reused or recycled depleting substances are now changed. receipts documenting the sale or e

substances. The chanEes in the In essence, the Agency is now extending transfer of the controlled substance to !

definition of production will serve to the system previously applicable only to the person; dated records of the names. ;

facilitate business operations by carbon tetrachloride transformation to commercial uses, quantities of the ;
eliminating the need for EPA's other controlled substances. Because resulting chemicals, and dated records r
paperwork related to refunding and controUed substances that are of shipments to purchasers of the ,

trading allowances in these limited transformed are excluded from the resultmg chemicals; dated records of an -|
situations. The Agency believes that definition of production, producers that shipments of controlled substances ;

these changes will assist industry in transform or sell to pmthasers that received by the person, and the identity
their business operations, but have no transform do not need allowances for of the producer or importer of the
s!galficant impact upon the ozone layer, such production. Companies that buy controlled substances; and dated

these chemicals for transformation records ofinventories of controUed !1. Transformah.on *

purposes will no longer need to request substances at each plant on the first day
a. Changes in Treatment of aDowance redemptions once of each quarter. r

*

Tmnsformation. Under the current transformation has occurred, and thus Companies that purchase class ! j
regulations, producers expend will no longer need to trade those controlled substances and then ;
production and consumption allowances back to the producers. This transform those cottrolled substances i

allowances when producing and change would be imperative once U.S. must report the annual volume
importers expend consumption production and imports of controlled transformed within 45 days of the end |aUowances when importing controlled substances is fully phased out. Without of the control period. t
ozone-depleting substances (except for such changes. companies would be in the case whem production and/or t

carbon tetrachloride produced as a unable to produce controlled substances consumption allowances are expended
feedstock). When the chemicals are sold that were to be transformed or later and the substance is later transformed,
to a second party and subsequently destroyed after use. a person who transforms may receive
transformed, new allowances are The Agency does recognize that some allowances for transformation of '!
provided to that secood party production may have been intended for controlled substances. The person must !transformer upon request.These emissive uses and aHowances submit the following information: the i
allowances are then traded back to the expended, to produce those enemicals identity and address of the person who i
producing company by the transforming but they are later transformed. In these transformed the substance: the quantity !firm. cases. EPA intends to aHow persons to and level of controlled substance '

Several commenters, although redeem those a!!owances where persons transformed; a copy of the invoice or ;
agreeing with the proposed definition of certify that transformation has occurred receipt documenting the sale of the ;
production, indicated that the current (see discussion on certifications below). controlled substance; the name, quantity !
administrative procedures for dealing b. Recordkeeping andReporting and verification of the commercial use |
with transformation and destruction Changes Relottve to 7'ransformation. In of the resulting chemical transformed;
under the allowance system should be addition to the simplification of the and signature of the certifying party. i

modified. Since, only after a company program to eliminate the unnecessary The person must also certify that the :
transformed the controlled substance . requesting and trading of allowances, production of the controlled substance !

and submitted documentation to EPA EPA will require only annual reports expended either production and/or
that transformation occurred, would from companies that transformed czone- consumption allowanca.The Agency ' i

-.

EPA " refund" those allowances depleting chemicals. To track beUeves that this information is !

expended, commenters indicated that transformation on a quarterly basis EPA necessary to ensure that transformation 3

allowances should not be required for will rely upon producers' quarterly has occurred. -

the production of ozone-depleting reports which will record the volume of v |

substances that are to be transformed or chemical sold for transformations. The 2. Destruction
destroyed. Agency found tracking transformation In today's action, the Agencyis

'
|

4

Commenters further indicated that between producers' reports and implementing in its regulation a recent j.

these requirements pose significant transformers' reports difScult, decision of the Parties in Copenhagen >

'

burdens upon industry. The paperwork Generally, chemicals, once produced, that addressed destruction (Decision IW
and staff time, both forindustry and are sold, used, or put into inventory. In 11), removing controlled substances to
EPA, to grant and trade allowances is some cases, companies will stretch out be destroyed under certain conditions
excessive, and it may be months before inventory overyears.This makes it from the definition of " production." As

'

a producer had allowances returned. difficult for EPA to match production will be described below, EPA believes -

| The EPA recognizes that as the number ~ intended for transformation to when it that the implementation of this decision
of allowances becomes smaller with the is actually consumed or transformed. is consistent with House-Senate
annual reduction schedule, producers Consequently, EPA has decided to Conference Report that accompanied the
will become hard pressed for available eliminate the transformer's quarterly Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and
allowances. It is not EPA's Intent to report. However. EPA has not will provide more clarity as to the

y-w ^ ->
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definition of production and the sludge, slurry, vapor, or combustibio Protocol. While section 601 (11) of the M'

conditions under which destruction is liquid. Liquid wastes are burned in CAA dces not requiro EPA to exclude !,

anowed. Today's rule eliminates from suspension after being injected through quantities of controlled substances that ; i

the definition of production those bumers and atomized to fine droplets. are destroyed from the defmition of j ;

crone-depleting chemicals that tro to be A reactor crackmg process uses a " production," EPA believes it has the -.;

destroyed, similar to the manner in cyhndrical graphite, water-cooled discretionary authonty to exclude from
which transformatmn of such chemicals reactor and an oxygen hydrogen burner the definition cf " production"
falls outside of the definition of system. Since 1983, this process has controlled substances thr,t are destroycd 1
producticn. The A;;ency believes that tmted waste gases resulung fmra the through the use of the technelegics (-
this change poses msignincant production of CFCs. The gases are approved by the Protocol Parties at the -t

environmental harm and lessens the ccnverted to hydrofluoric acid. Copenhagen meeting. Section 601 (11) t I
administrative burden of the current hydrochloric acid, carbon dioxide, provides that the terms ' produce'. ?

regulation. chlorine, and water. The two acids are 5toduced*, and ' production', refer to , s
a. Elimination cf Coincidental usable in-house and/or marketable, and the manufacture of a substance from any

}j $'Unavofdable Sqroducts Transion. As a the chlorine is scrubbed, leaving only raw material or feedstock chemical, but
result of actions by the Parties to the water vapor, oxygen, end carbon such terme do not include amounts of r i:
Protocol regardini destruction, the need dicxide as waste gases. substances that are transformed or : I
for the current coincidental unavoidable Gaseous / fume oxidation destroys reused. ,(i
byproducts (CUDP) provision is waste vaper streams, most often volatile EPA notes that the Conference Report 3p !.'
climinated. Under the current organic compounds. A combustion of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments gy :

regulations, that provision allows for an temperature of around 1100 degrees stated that the " conference agreement
exemption from production restrictions centigrade is needed to destroy most does not include a requirement to {Q

p

for any controTed substance that is a czone-depleting compounds. Acid gas construe the term ' production * in a D t.
coincidental unavoidable byproduct and scrubbers are required for incineration manner consistent with the Protocol. Qis subsequently contained and of halogenated waste vapors, such as The Protocol's exclusion for q .j
destroyed by the maximum achievable those from controlled substances. Fume manufactured substances that are

{D[*
.m

control technology, or MACT, With incinerators can be direct flame subsequently destroyed is too broad and
today's rule eliminating those quantities indnerators, consisting of the does not include adequate safeguards to 3 'of controlled substances destroyed from combustien chamber and a bumer, or preclude abuse." The Conference Report I: K

the definition o' production, the CUBP recuperative fume incinerators that use then proceeded to state that "liln the ? ji

provision becomes unnecessary and heat exchangers to preheat the waste course ofimplementing this Act, 1 t'

duplicative. Therefon, as proposed, vapor feed stream or the combustion air. however, EPA shall consider whether an L j
today's rule deletes the CUBP provision Fume incinerators are usually found in exclusion will be al owed on a case-by-

" '

]_'
a

of the current phaseout regulations, chemical process or manufacturing case basis for the manufacture of
Commenters supported the striking of plants. controlled substances that are:(t) -

the CUBP provision, given the treatment Rotary kiln incinerators can handle a Coinddental, unavoidable byproducts i ..
to be afforded through the destruction wide variety of both solid and liquid of a manufacturing process: and (2) . i
and insignificant quantities (see wastes. Rotary kiln indnerators immediately contained and destroyed :

* ;
discussion below) provisions outlined typically have at least two combustion by the producer using maximum i -jin the proposal and followed through in chambers, the afterbumer ensuring that available control technologies." EPA
today's final rulemaking. complete combustion of exhaust gases proceeded to establish a process that

b. ' Destruction-Background. Under tales place. Liquid wastes can be fed exempted such production as CUBP. as j
the existing Protocol " production" of either into the rotary kiln area or discussed above. in the July 30,1992 d
controlled substances is defined as "the directly into the afterbumer chamber. If final rule (57 FR 33754). /
amount of controlled substances fed into the afterburner chamber, the While section 601 (11) of the CAA
produced, minus the amount destroyed liquid is atomized in the burner or does not contain language requiring
by technologies to be approved by the combustion zone. EPA to follow the Protocolin terms of
Parties." At the Fourth Meeting of the Cement kilns, under proper operation, excluding destroyed controlled 3

IPanies to the Montreal Protocol, the can destroy most organic chemical substances from production, it also does <

Parties approved five destruction wastes. Tests have been conducted not contain language precluding EPA 1

technologies to be used for destroying using CFC-113, with a destruction from following the Protocol Parties'
controlled substances, ef5ciency of greater than 99.99 percent approach to destruction. Moreover, the

With the approval of the five demonstrated. Destruction of ozone- Conference Report assumes that EPA r

destruction technologies--liquid depleting substances in cement kilns has the authority to exclude quantities 7

injection incineration, reactor cracking, appears beneSdal. that are destroyed from production.
*

gaseous / fume oxidation rotary kiln c. Definition of Destruction / Change in Otherwise, Congress could not have
incinerators, and coment kilns, Parties Definition of Production. In today's directed EPA to consider excluding only .

to the Protocol can now subtract from rulemaking,the Agency defines certain types of destroyed production. %.
the definition of production that amount " destruction" as "the expiration of a EPA believes that while it is not b j

of controlled substance (s) that is controlled substance to the destruction required to follow the approach of the
W[destroyed by these means, under certain ef5ciency actually achieved, unless Protocol Parties regarding destruction, it

conditions discussed below. considered completely destroyed as has the authority to do so at this s

Liquid injection incinerators are defined by this section. Such juncture because the approach adopted J
typically single-chamber units with destruction does not result in a by the Parties, in specifically approving I

._

waste bumers. They may also include commercially useful end product and the Eve destruction tecnnologies,
[Gliquid injection stages of a multiple- uses one of the following controlled adequately satisSes the concems ]

chamber incinerator. These incinerators processes. . ."The A5ency believes it expressed in the Conference Report. * [ ,

aro used to destroy wastes with a low has the authority to develop this Those concerns were expressed at a gj j

esh content and can be used to destroy definition to be consistent with the time when it was not known how the L 1

. - - _ . -
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Parties would treat destruction: by
that substance will not fall under thespecifically approving these five

technologies, the Parties have satisfied definition of " production" and AU companies that destroy class I

the concern of the Hous+ Senate " consumption," negating the controlled substances must report

Conference Committee that the requirement for production and/or volume destroyed during the control

Protocol's exclusion essociated with
consumption allowances. period within 45 days of the end of the

control period.
destruction is too broad. Furthermore, This rule does allow persons other As will be explained in greater detail

,

by requiring reliable documentation of than producers or importers to receive below, a substance wiH be considered
the amount destroyed. EPA's allowances when they destroy the

completely destroyed if it is destroyedmgementing tagulations further controlled substance. Where allowcnces by one of the five technologies at a
address the concems raised in the are expended in producing a substance

demonstrable destruction efficiency ofconference language, that is sold for emissive use and that 98 percent or greater. Substances
The Agency beheves that with the substance is later destroyed by one of destroyed by one of the five

;

adopuon of this definition of the five approved technologies, the final technologies at a destruction efficiencydestruction, a modiSed definition of rule is requiring that a certiScation be ofless than 98 percent will be
production consistent with the submitted to the Agency by the person considered destroyed only to that

,

Protocors decision to approve the five requesting the allowances who
Percentage; thus, only that percentage ofdestruction technologies, and the destroyed the substance that aHowances the substance that is to be destroyed

recordkeeping and reportin8 had been expended for the production will be exempt from the definition of
requirements described below, the orimport of this controlled substance. Production. The remaining pertentageThe person recencern agarding destruction expressed aHowances shou 1uesting these will fall under the definition of
in the Conference Report language is d provide the pr duction and thus require productionadequately addressed. foHowing information: the identity and and/ r c nsumption allowances to

d. Tucrment ofDestruction. Today,s address of the person who destroyed the pr duce orimport.
rule, with its definition of destruction, substance; the name,9uantitY and This differs s!Jghtly from the i

treats destruction in a manner paraDel ,"g d copy jt efn o rulemaking. In that substances
treatment of transformation m this final

**

to the treatment of transformation in ,

or receipt
this final rule. Those substances that are documenting the sale of the controlled transformed, meaning entirely
produced for use in production substance to the person; and the c nsumed except for trace quantities,processes that result in their destruction unit's efficiency. Finally' are exempt fr m the definition of
destruedon, using one of the five the person shall submit a certlEcation fnsmduction. There are no provisions forapproved destruction technologies, are that allowances had been expended for an an madon, empt for ,

,

exempt from the definition of the Production or im unce p an n. A neuctmny , , ,]{P rt of thissfrnilar to f r w atever percentage is demonstratedprobction. Therefore, production and exem tion can be obtained, however,
consum tion aHowances are not
require [for production and importation the informadon required for receipt ofto be destroyed by one of the approved

r auo

of controlled substances that are to be au wances for transfomation,is technologies.
destroyed.

necessary to ensure that destruction has e. Response to Major Comments. EPA
It is important to note that EPA occurred. received numerous comments relative tomodified the method adopted in this

As will be discussed below EPA is Its proposal to grant credits or exemptrule for treating transformation and also requiring that each person who a controlled substance from the
thus, destmetion, from the proposed intends (knowing at the time of definition of" production" for i

rule in response to comments. While purchase) to destroy controlled destruction of the covered substances.
p rducers or importers transforming or substances submit to the producer or Of those, on1 one stated that the
destroying carbon tetrachloride would importer from whom they purchase Agency shoufd not grant such credits or
not have been required to hold

those substances a verification that the exemptions. The specific concern of this
ellowances to produce or import under
the proposal, producers and importers

substances they purchase will be commenter centered around the
,

'

of other controlled substances, and non. destroyed. The purchaser or importerpotential ability of a company to

producers were required to apply for
will keep this verification on file. Also transfer producuon credits among

allowance credits after transformation or discussed below, EPA is requiring thatchemicals. According to the commenter,
a one-time report be submitted by those if a company had a surplus of onedestruction had taken place. EPA made

this decision due to the number of
who destroy controlled substances, substance, destroyed that surplus,

comments it received requesting this
stating the destruction unit's destruction received credits, then used those credits

treatnwnt. The Agency believes that as efficiency and the methods used to to produce another substance, the

long as there are adequate safeguards to record the volume destroyed and those
Agency could be creating a disincentive '

used to determine destruction efficiency to move out of those substances.ensure that the chemicalls eventually In this final rulemaking, EPA allowsas well as other federal or statedestroyed,then this administra6ve regulations transfers of allowances to occur only
change would have no impact on the technology. governing the destructionThe combination of thesewithin a Group (eg., Group I, which
envircnment. The Agency has includes 60-11. -12. -113 -114, and
acknowledged that these requirements two one-time (unless information in

-115). CFC allowances could not bewould have needed amending to verification or report changes) traded for halon credits, as this
'

requirements will supply adequateimplement the complete phaseout
information to EPA and to the producer / commenter suggested. (Indeed,successfully, In today's final rule, in
importer, such that destruction can be production of halons will be phased out

cases where the producer or an importer confirmed. This will minhnize thein 1994, and therefore, no trades would
knows that any controlled substance is

amount ofinformation the person occur among individual halons.)
to be transformed or destroyed by the
producer or importer itself or by a non- destroying will need to submit to the Additionally, all transfers of allowances

among chemicals within a group must
producer of the controlled substance, producer / importer after substances are

actually destroyed. be adjusted according to the ODP of
each substanen TM W "
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believes that. even in the event of an ru!cmaking listed the destruction concerns, producers and manufacturers U i-
unlikely scenario descnbed by the technologies incorrectly, splitting out have ecencmic incentives to reduce Fcommenter,the im lementation of these liquid injection incmeration into two faintive emissions of controlled tdecisions will resu t in no techno!ogies--liquid injection and substances to a minimum. Additionally, . ,

environmental damnge, yet u ill incineration. The regulatory tert has major sources under section 112 of the fminimize disruptions for companies now been corrected to include liquid Clean Air Act will have requirements yi
that require contrc!!ed substances past inkction incineration as one imposed that will necessitate -

the phasecut date. technology, minimizing emissions of covered dCompanies veill only receite a One commenter stated that conti 'Is of controlled substances. For these
destructicn exemptica for the volurne of emissions of these substances by reasons,in keeping with past practice, %' ;
controlled substances that have been product recovery devices shoub fugitive emissions are not included in hs

destroyed by one of these five approved treated in the same manner e- today's definitions of " controlled d=destruction technologies, unless a 98 destruction via one of these five substance" or " production." 11 EPA's W
percent or Ereater destruction efEciency approved technologies. Another expectaticns turn out to be wrong, and M! '

is achieved; only then would a full comr. enter stated that RCRA boilers and fugitive emissions are not kept to a :
destruction exemption be granted. industrial furnaces should also be minimum, EPA will revisit the matter in ~ * ~

Because the environmental goal of this covered by the exemption. Both claimed a subsequent rulemaking. k(rule, as well as the whole of title VI,is that the end results would be f. Degree ofExemption/ Credit Dto minimize and ultimately eliminate avoidances of emissions. In keeping Affordedfor Destruction.Under the L ,
'

emissions of ozone-depleting chemicals, with the intent of Congress, where current regulations, companies could :[treating destruction in the same manner concerns centered around too broad an only claim the CUBP exemption for ,

as transformdtion is treated in this Enal exemption of a substance from the carbon tetrachloride and methyl J4rule merely recognizes a process that definition of p-oduction as a result of chloroform destroyed at a 99 99 percent f,destroys potential emissions of these destruction, and in maintaining efficiency. The Agency had developed 4DSsubstances censistent with these consistency with the decision reached this destruction elEciency for these two !! Fenvironmental goals. by the Parties to the Protocol, the chemicals, as well as others, when they
(Mp"The Agency received comments Agency is today allowing destruction were characterized as hazardous wastes

claiming that it is unreasonable to exemptions only for those Eve under 40 CFR 343(a) and 40 CFR
exclude from the definition of destruction technologies approved by 266.104, pursuant to the Resource -

destruction those processes where heat the Parties. Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA. I. -or energy that may be commercially Another commenter requested tbct 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seg). In the July 30 j Tusefulis produced as a byproduct of EPA clarify that en incidental use of a 1992 rulemaking for the protection of 99destruction. EPA agrees. The intent of substance prict to destruction, stratospheric ozone (57 FR 33754), the 9 1
the destruction process is to destroy the adequately contained so as to prevent Agency adopted this definition of p7
substance, for which a byproduct in the any emissions, not disqualify it trorn

MACT in 5 82.4(e)(1)(v) to exemp|t CUBP[jway of heat or energy may be produced, receiving destruction credits /
,

from production ilmits. However
5 Jrather than production of an end exemptions. EPA expects that these today's rule eliminates the CUBP 5

product being the goal of the destruction substances will be used in a production provision and the Agency has now kactivity. Heat or energy are in fact process prior to being sent for focused on developing standards for jpotential byproducts of the process of destruction. Consequently, where uses destrutdon of controlled substances indestruction, rather than end a
the substance (s) itself. Therefroducts of of a substance occur in a containedorder to exempt those substances from ^

ore, EPA environment and that substance is the definition of " production," making ,

does not consider heat or energy subsequently destroyed, the destruction use of the Agency's experiences with
produced as a byproduct of destruction exemption described in this section MACT under the CUBP provision, t
to be considered an end product. As a would apply. RCRA regulations, and prcposed CAA ;result,the production of heat or energy Another comrnenter requested that section 112 regulations.

)Ias a byproduct of an approved the Agency clarify that off-site disposal Under RCRA, the Agency currently
destruction technology under this is equally acceptable in taking requires that industries that incinerate y
section does not preclude the substance advantage of this destruction credit. If hazardous waste covered by the RCRA [or substances from failing under the handled according to applicable regulations meet "at stack" standards of pdefinition of destruction, requirements, off-site destruction 99 99 percent, or four nines. In addition '

One corranenter suggested that the should ensure the same environmental to these "at stack" standards, RCRA also
qAgency clanfy that any other benefits as on-site destruction. establishes performance standards to i

destruction process that is later Consequently, as long as the control fagitive emissions of hazardous <

approved by the Parties to the Protocol requirements of this section are met, substances which can occur at other [
and added to this list of five destruction including all reporting and point sources, such as waste storage [technologies should also be deemed an recordkeeping requirements, off-site facilities (S 264.345(d)). While there are
acceptable destruction technology under destruction will be treated in the same currently no quantined controls for such

a

*p;
this rule. While EPA does not believe it manner as on-site destruction. emissions, EPA is developing such 0appropriate to authorize the use of as A commenter expressed concem over standards for point sources under the
yet unapproved destruction the manner in which fugitive emissions CAA section 112 rule,
technologies, it intends to propose e.re treated and accounted for. EPA has Of the substances regulated by RCRA,
authorinng use of additional not counted fugitive emissions of the only controdd substances covered +

destruction technologies through future controlled substances in its current are methyl chloroform and carbon (-rulemakings, as such technologies are definitions of " controlled substance" or tetrachloride. The remaining controIIed [approved by the Parties. " production." The Agency believes that, substances are regulated under RCRA
Another commenter pointed out that, with thd accelerated phaseout of these only when they are blended with -

clthough listed properly in the substances, the higher costs associated, hazardous wasty, such as used solvents,v .o n . w .. ,~. u .u. - a -- a - - -..~-.' -~ -
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tThe Agency is today making available For the purposes of this rulemaking, the chemical, then the Agency will only ;
the granting of full exemption from the Agency establishes that when other exempt the portion destroyed from the jproduction, or full allowance credits, regulations apply, such as ones requirement to hold production
based on the destruction of controlled promulgated under section 112 of the allowances. Under such c, program, i

,

substancas when they are covered by, Clean Air Act, rather than RCRA, and companies that do not completely i
and operated in compliance with, RCRA the 98 percent destruction efficiency is destroy their controlled substances :
section 343(a)and 40 CFR 266.104. If achieved by vapor incinerators to which would be unable to recoup, through (the Agency were to exempt from the emissions of controlled substances are allowances, their full volume of (
definition of production only that routed, the Agency will grant the full controlled substances needed to operate, !

volume destroyed,99.09 percent in the exemption or allotment of allowances Once the pheseout occurs, such !

case of RCRA permitted facilities, the for substances that are destroyed under companies will need to destroy close to . icompany would never be able to redeem these condidons. 100 percent of the controlled substance, :

the full amount of the chemical used. Several commenters claimed that depending on technical limitations,in i

and would eventually be unable to there may be situations whereby a order to continue to operate at intended !
obtain sufficient volumes to operate destruction efficiency of at least 98 capacity. ;
efficiendy. perc N achieved through one of the g. Standards for Destruction. In cases

'

Under some situations, these ap; : destruction technologies, but where a destruction unit falls under the *

chemicals are not covered by RCRA the process does not fall under the jurisdiction of RCRA or section 112 |regulations, bu, will be coveted by jurhdiction of RCRA or section 112 regulations, standards are required for ;
regulations to as promulgated under regulations. In such cases, the those units pertaining to destruction '

section 112 of the Clean Air Act.The commenters argued, the full exemption efficiency, combustion efficiency, flow. - i
Agency published a proposed rule f r destruction should be granted. EPA monitoring, etc. For purposes of this !agrees. EPA recognizes that there ma(known as the Hazardous Organic

be a situation in which, for example,y rulemaking, those units must fulfill the !
NES11APS [l[ON) rule) on December 31, requirements of the relevant regulations -}

a

1992 (57 FR 62608) to implement facility in which destrucdon at or above under which they are otherwise
section 112, statin that companies are * 98 Percent efficiency level takes place ragulated; the Agency finds no rationale i

.

required to centrofair emissions is n t a major source and thus,is not for developing additional standards for i
occurring in chemical manufacturing c vered by section 112 regulations-nor the destruction of such controlled

1 t d un r forprocesses to the established MACT [s it te substances in these regulations.
,

,|
>

levels. The lion proposal covers P

approximately 400 manufacturing if a facility using one of these approved ' In cases whore a destruction unit is -

processes associated with the Synthetic destruction technologies does not fall
not covered by one of these other :

Orgar,1c ManufacturingIndustry within the jurisdiction of RCRA or regulations, consistent with the decision -I
of the pasties to the Protocol, the !(50CMI), as well as seven non.SOCMI

[ "It2[ f Agency encourages the adoption of the j
1a es at

gg pe 9 { esource categories.The Clean Air Act
contained a hst of 189 hazardous air and fuIfills the uirements oithis minimum standards and subsequent

h " tation recordkeepin requirements set forth in i
pollutants (HAPS) of which a portion ," *cd u)n' chapter 5.5 ofthe Ad HocTechnical '

a iGoare known to be emitted by the above
mendoned Industries. Of those listed, mhth ds for d tersn

g that Advisory Committee on ODS
.

Destruction Technologies as the !, , }) , c,the only controlled substances are
d or d eti minimum requirements to be met under >

methyl chloroform (MCF), carbon 8#"[othercom enter
*

A uested that this section.The Ad Hoc Technical |tetrachloride (CCl4) and methyl bromide
(listed as a class I substance in today's 6e Agacy denne " comp etely destroy" Advisory Committee on ODS . ;

accelerated phaseout rule). in order to clarify situations in which Destruction Technologies presents a list '

full credit will be granted through of minimum standards for pollutants
The HON proposal covers Eve kinds destruction of these substances. emitted during destruction with stack :

of emission points within such facihties Conshuently, EPA has added aconcentrations for hydrochloric acid,
where these substances are emitted, defm on of " completely destroy" hydrofluoric acid, particulate, and 3

including process vents, wastewater which covers destruction of 98 percent carbon monoxide.
'

;streams, transfer operations, storage or greater of the substance that is sent The report entitled, Ad Hoc Technical
tanks, and equipment leaks. The Agency for destruction, using one of the five Advisory Committee on ODS -

;

proposed that each emissions source approved destruction technologies. Destruction Technologies, also
would require a " reference control The Agency recognizes that these five recommends that atmospheric releases

,

technology" with specific applicability approved destruction technologies, of controlled substances shall beciteria, such as a 98% control although capable under test situations of monitored at all facilities with air
1

'

. j, efficiency with vapor incinerators for destroying controlled substances at a emission discharges. For controlled-

process vents and 95% for storage tanks. 99.99 percent efficiency rate, may not be substances, this report recommends use
The HON proposes performance as efficient as is required for carbon of flow meters or continuously

, 4

.j standards for operating the technologies, tetrachloride and methyl chloroform recording weighing equipment for> p as well as criteria for the design of the covered under either RCRA or the indiviuualcontainers.The Agency
*

"

control equipment. proposed section 112 regulations. If the recognizes that flow meters are not
,

; The Agency proposed that when destruction efficiency in destroying always compatible with certain ;or);anic hazardous air pollutants are these controlled substances, including equipment. However EPA requires that
<

; released through process vent sources, carbon tetrachloride and methyl a means be avallable with which to i

i

, companies may route these emissions to chloroform,is below 98 percent, then monitor potential releases and actual ;

a gaseous / fume oxidation incinerator for EPA will exempt from production only destruction. Therefore, where flow |destruction.The Agency has proposed those volumes that have indeed been
that such incinerators operate with an destroyed. For example,if an approved. rneters or continuously recording

*

weighing equipment is not feasible, at a iefficiency of 98 percent. technology destroys only 80 cercent of minime eW e "M~' t

-. - . _ _ - , - - - . - -- - - , . - - .- .
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" full" and " empty" to establish st.bstances; and signature of the received by the Agency supported the
quantities destroy ed, certifying party. The Agency believes one-time reporting of these methods.

b Ceminents on Heporting and that this information. similar a the One commenter stated that the Agency
Recordiceping Assocacted mth information required for rece.pt of should ask for the volume destroyed but
Dntruct:an. "Ihe Agency is requimg. ellowances for transformation. is not the method used in making that
consistent with the proposal that necessary to ensure that destruction will determination. EPA believes that in
producers or importers of controlled occur. Without such venfication order to judge adequately w hether the ;
substances for use in a prc.dt.ction information, a determination that the reported volume destroyed is accurate,
process that will result in destruction, substances are to be destroyed and that it must know the destruction efficiency
using one of the approved technologies, the producer is thus able to avoid and understand the method that is used
maintain dated records of the quantaty expending production allowances for to determine volume and degree of
of controlled substances produced and such substances would not be poss!ble, destruction. Therefore. EPA will require
sold for use in processes that result in Companies that purchase controlled the one-time report on the unit's
destruction, and any applicable substances that are subsequently destruction efficiency, and the methods
serifications from purchasers that the destroyed must keep the following used to record volume destroyed and to
substance is to be destroyed. The records: the identity and address of the determine destruction efficiency ratin7
Agency requires this recordkeepmg in person destroying the substance; the The Parties to the Protocol in
order to verify exemptions ham quantity and level of controlled Copenhagen agreed that all Parties were
production due to destruction. substance destroyed; a copy of the to submit annual data on ozone-

Also consistent with the proposal, invoice or receipt documentmg the sale depleting chemicals destroyed. To
producers and importers of controlled of the controlled substance; dated comply with this agreement, the Agency
substances must report to the Agency records of substance received by the reqmres an annual reporting
the amotmt of that substance sold to person and the identity of the person requirement that all persons who
each persen who then subsequently from whom the controlled substance destroy Class I and Class 11 chemicals
destroys the chemical and any was purchased; dated records of report to EPA the volume destroyed if
applicable certification showing that the inventories of controlled substances at such a repon had not been submitted to
purchaser of the controlled substance each Tant on the first day of each the Agency by the end of 120 days after '

intends to destroy the chemical. quarter; and a copy of the certification the effective date of this rule. '

Companies that both produce of intent to destroy,if applicable. Another commenter that produces ;
controlled substences and destroy those Several :ommenters stated that the controlled substances only as CUBPs {same substances must report the volume proposed reporting and recordkeeping stated that the recordkeeping required ..

destroyed on their quarterly production requirements, complemented by the under the destruction provision is more g
report in a manner similar to that recordkeeping requirements of other burdensome than the recordkeeping for
required for transformation. The final ap licable regulatory regimes, would CUDP production. EPA clarifies in this
rule requires the same recordkeeping of su fice for purposcs f this section, and response that the producer of
persons who purchase controlled that more detailed requirements than coincidentally produced byproducts
substances and subsequently destroy what was proposed would be would fall outside of the allowance I

,

;
them as those outlined in the proposal. duplicative and unnecessary. As requirements through either the ;

The Agency received comments discussed above, these approved insignificant quantity exemption of this eexpressing concem that IRS certificates destruction technologies are often section or duo to the destruction of that |i
'

indicating feedstock use do not address regulated under other statutes, such as which is produced. EPA believes that '

the issue of destruction, making the RCRA. or are expected to be regulated the recordkeeping and reporting g
certificates meaningless as a reporting under section 112 of the Clean Air Act. requirements associated with the

|requirement for destruction. None of the The implementing regulations for these destruction exemption are minimal and i,
IRS certificates relating to controlled statutes have detailed recordkeeping not overly burdensome to a producer of It
substances aquire information on those and reporting requirements to ensure coincidentally produced byproducts.
substances intended to be destroyed or that destruction has taken place. The Therefore, EPA, with this rule, hactually destroyed Consequently, these Agency a5rees and believes that these establishes the reporting and Q
certificates are useful for substances to regimes provide adequate standards as recordkeeping requirements as proposed SN transformed, but not for those to be well as recordiceping requirements; the for controlled substances that are i
Mtroyed. As a nsult. EPA is requiring Agency believes that the recordkeeping destro ed. '

purchasers who intend to destroy information outlined in the paragraph 3. S tils. The definition of production
.

controlled substances to provide above would be maintained in response in bo the current rule and the i,
producers or importers from whom they to these various recordkeeping proposed regulations accompanying the L
purchase a one-time verification (unless requirements. At a minimum regardless March 18 proposalincludes spilled or %any aspect of the information in the of the regime under which a facility is vented controlled substances equal to or fverification changes, thus requiring a regulated the recordkeeping and in excess of one hundred pounds per M ,

revision) that includes the following reporting requirements outhned in this event. 5 ' |
information: the identity and address of section are necessary in order to The Agency received a number of 6 i

the person intending to destroy the determine compliance with this final comments on this aspect of the f . t
substance. indication of whether those rule. definition of production. Allowances b
controlled substances will bo The Agency requested comments in are currently required in cases of a spill h,completely destroyed, as def~med in the proposal on whether all companies or venting that exceeds 100 pounds.
6 82.3 of this rule, or less than that intend to destroy controlled Commenters requested that EPA delete '

completely destroyed,in which case the substances should submit a one-time this part of the definition of production. fdestruction efficiency at which such report to the Agency describing their Producers of ozone-depleting substances
substances will be destroved must be methods used to record the volume who currently hold allowances I
inrluded; period of time over which the destroyed and to determine destruction indicated that this provision may place ! i

t erson intends to destrov controlled efficiarv rah Twn ermme enmonnies in non-comnliance after tha j
l
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phawout, since allowances to cover governing the eccidental release of system would impose upon exporters
spi"s would not be availab'e. Once the chemicals are designed to require after the phaseout in 1996. Therefore,.

phaseout is completed, there will im no appropriate ection in the event of spills. the Agency intends to issue a
-lemental rule prior to the phasecutmeans by which to ceraply with this supIass I chemicals scheduled for theU ISP*# of crequirem ent. Furthmacre, commentors

ind.cated that this provtsic n does not In this final rule. EPA is modifying end of 1995 under this rule in order to
a!!ow for unusual circurnstances. For the requirements of allowances for address issues invo!ving allowances for
esamnie, a company that needs to impcrts to make them consistent with e xport s.
quickly and safely shut down a the requirements of production Transfers of Production Rights
rnnufacturing process may need to vent allowances estabbshed m this rule. g g
controlled substances. Commenters Under the system currently in place,
sugnted that the Agency should rely importers expend consumption The phasecut regulations currently in
on emission reduction rules allowances to impen controlled effect provide for the granting of
promulgated under other authority by substances intended for transfonnation. Production ellowances commensurate
LPA to deal with venting or spill and to import used or recycled with any production rights transferred
situations. rather than the "zero controlled substances. However, under by foreis;n companies to companies in
emission" program that would be in the regulations promulgated with the United States. However, under the

piece after the phasecut. today's notice. imponers will not need existmg regulations, consumption rights
The Agency agrees that requiring to expecd consumption allowances for are not also granted as a part of these

allowances for vents and spills over 100 contro!!ad substances intended for trades. Under the existing program, EPA
pounds would lead to unintentional transformation or destruction, or for only granted production allowances
noncompliance following the ozone-depleting substances that are because consumption allowances would
productwn phasecut, since allowances used or rec cled. Several commenters be redeemed after production had been
wdl no longer be available. With this requested t[Js change to ensure exported. The Agency had used this

mechar. ism to ensure that theaction. EPA is deleting spills from the consistency in the treatment of
definition of production. Therefore, chemicals that are produced and production had in fact been exported.
ellowances will not be expended in chemicals that are imported. In This approach was reasonable priot io
rases of spills or venting of any amount. addition, transformers or destroyers of the adoption of the phasecut schedule.
Spills had been induded in the imports for which consumption However. EPA recognizes that as the

definition of production to limit release allowances were expended may redeem United States approaches the phasecut
of ozene-depleting chemicals. EPA consumption allowances and trade them date. consumption allowances will
believed that companies could avoid back to the importer. become more limited and companies
compliance action by the Agency if they may be unable to wait until

C. Intemctionallssues consumption allowances are redeemedcver-produced and then spilled this
f r the export. Commenters haveexcess production. Although such 1. Exports

action is still possible, the Agency is Indicated that these provisions make the
beginning to address these Under current regulan.ons, there is no trading of production rights from forvi;;n
implementation issues in preperation distinction made between exports for countries to companies in the U.S. of
for the phasecut. With the phasecut. emissive uses and exports for little if any use, because both

transformauon. Commenters have noted production and consumptioncompames would not be placed in
s:tuauons where they would over, that under current regulanons, these allowances are recuired in order to
produce. Once the phasecut occurs. substances will no longer be able to be produce controlleil substanc.es for
companies will only produce for produced despite an intent to transform domestic consumption.
exempted uses. However, the Agency or destroy, since there will be no In response to this concern, the
nquires in today's rule that companies allowances available after the phasecut. Agency will grant consumption
k eep reconis of spills in excess of 100 These commenters claim that dus allowances equal to the level of
pounds. EPA will monitor the frequency situation could severely affect the U.S. production allowances for a trade from
of spills through plant inspections and global market for feedstock., since - another Party to the ProtoccL The
Section 114 information requests when several class I chemicals are feedstocks company receiving these allowances
appropriate. in production of alternatives. Without must cmtify that this production is

While the purpose of the defmition of this change, commenters claim that intended for export,llowever, when the
production is not to control vents and many producers would be shut out of United States trades production to
spills, but to determine the need for the international markets. another country EPA will only lower
a lowances for production of controlled Nevertheless EPA recognizes that the production allowances for the
substances. EPA agrees with industry must ensure that adequate company involved in the trade. The
commenters that other existing and controls are in place to venfy that the corresponding consumption allowances
proposed EPA regulations governing export is indeed transformed or would be retained in order to be used |

contmls of spills and venting are destroyed. Tracking and verifying that to import the production transferred - |
designed to provide control of such exports are transformed or destroyed abmad.
emissions. The Agency believes that the proves to be much more difficult than
proposed Har.ardous Organic National for imports and domestically produced D. Insignifi. cant Quantita.es

Emission Standard for Hazardous Air and sold controlled substances. In today's action, the Agency is
Pollutants (HON) authorized under Consequently. EPA retains its current implementing in its regulation a recent
section 112(d) of the Clean Air Act will process for handling exports. decision of the Parties in Copenhagen
be an appropriate mechanism for Allowances will be required for all that addressed " insignificant quantities"
controlhng venting of several of these exports regardless of whether they are (Decision IV/12).Today's rule exempts
substances. These regulations are to be bound for emissive uses or from the definition of " controlled
published by EPA in early 1994. transformation or destruction. However, substance" a substance produ&d in
Furthermore, current regulations EPA recognizes the problems that this " insignificant iguant2 ties." The Agency
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believes that this change poses Parties to endeavor to take steps to reduce related emissions is the phasecut
g| 'p*

insignificant environmental harm and rninimize such emissions. itself. By the year 2000, emissions from
lessens the administrative burden of the Pursuent to the decision of the Parties these situations are expected to ~

current regulation and thus changes its and comments received supporting this constitute less then .1% of the amount -

defimtwn of controlled substance m proposed actio:. IPA today is cf controlled substances produced in '

today's ru!c to exempt ins:gmf; cant exempting from the definitwn of their baseline year. The realization of
quantities. " controlled substances"insignif; cant the small quantities involved was a - ,

quantities of controlled substances that factor in the Parties decision to exclude
1. Insiemficant Quantities of Substances originate from inadvertent or

the insignificant quantities resulting' tion kOther Than Methyl Bromide comtidental production dunng a from these processes from the defini 3
EPA is also implementing the Parties' manufacturing process, from unreacted of controlled substances. (UNEP OzL j- (

decision on msigni5 cant quantities. feedstock, or from their use as process Pro. 4 CRP 2ter).

;Q(%
j

During the Fourt'h meeting of the Parties egents and residual presence in Regarding present regulatory ,

ijto the Montreal Protocol held in chemical substances or products as trace treatment,5 82.4(e) of EPA's current
Copenhagen November 23-25,1992, the impurities. This exemption will apply regulations provided an exemption from

H'3,-! ] [

Parties approved a decision (Decision so long as the substances produced in control for Group IV or V substances,if ,

IV/12) stating that the definition of this manner are not themselves, as those substances were produced as a V3 !
" controlled substance" will not include distinct products offered for coincidental unavoidable byproduct of a -Q i

insignificant quamities of those commercial sale. manufacturing process, and were -

substances under certain conditions. One commenter asked for clearer immediately contained and destroyed. Lb
Speufically,it stated that in the language explaining inadvertent In light of the regulations EPA is y
following situations, insignificant pr duction. EPA interprets inadvertent promulgating today concerning ;e '
quantities oftontrolled substances shall production to be production that occurs mcidental production and destruction,

~

M;(;not be considered to be covered by the unintentionally as a result of a chemical EPA is today repealing the current
definition of" controlled substances" reaction in the production process. requirements of 6 82.4(e), effective with

. g t;e insignificant quantities originating Because the production is inadvertent. the 1994 control period. This action is Q,
the substance itself is neither made for, being taken to align EPA regulations e g 1-

,

from inadvertent or coincidental n r offered for, commercial sale. with Montreal Protocol requirements jU'production during a manufacturing Inadvertent production occurs in small that will be adhered to mternatiunally, g :
quantities, since production of and to eliminate the ambiguity of ; ;'

s gnificant < uantities originating madvertent substances constitutes certain situations that may c~ may not f
-from use of contro led substances as inefficiencies in the production process have met the requirements of 5 82.4(e). Nprocess egents (including unreacted and manufacturers work to keep such With this rule, all companies that i .

feedstocks) which are present in inadvertent production to a minimum. meet these conditions are exempt from i ;

chemical substances or products as trace EPA carefully considered the production and consumption control
- L ^

'
~

impurities. environmentalimplications of this and do not need to file exemption
Since these activities are excluded decision and its relationship to current requests. Finally,it fashions a more 'I J

from the defimtion of controlled regulations. First, as it relates to workable allowance system that will be L i;substances, and thus could not be environmental protection, EPA studied necessary as the U.S. moves forward r
counted against production or available information, and has toward a more rapid phasecut, '

consumption, production and datermined that the quantitles of One commenter expressed concern, 3
consum tion allowances are not controlled substance emissions given the elimination of the p'
require in order to produce or import associated with the above noted coincidental unavoidable byproduct ;

Ithese substances- situations are small. Estimates indicate provision, that no guidance is given for
In either of these situations, the that they are on the order of 500 ODP- what constitutes an insignificent '.

Parties recognized that insignificant weighted metric tons worldwide. In the quantity, EPA clarifies in this response a
quantities of controlled substances may U.S., in many cases, these small that the producer of coincidentally l
result or remt.in in a product after emissions are reduced even further by produced byproducts would either fall
processing. In taking this decision, the regulatory treatment under other EPA outside of the allowance requirements d,
Parties understood that the existence or requirements. An example of the size of through the insignificant quantity N
creation of controlled substances in related production can be found in trace exemption of this section or due to the +

these contexts were an essential impurities of carbon tetrachloride destruction of that which is produced.
consequence of continued production of remaining in finished products made in While the Agency believes that a
various products (Section 2.10.4, UNEP the U.S. This residualis estimated to specific number or percentage that a
report of the Technology and Economic amount to 32 metric tons per year. constitutes an insignificant quantity y
Assessment Panel), were likely to be Levels ofinadvertent production of cannot be defined in terms of volume or J
insignificant in quantity, and in fact. controlled substances are also very concentration for all instances, those

1 }&had not heretofore been included in the small. For example, some carbon coincidentally produced byproducts
definition of controlled substance, or tetrachloride is produced during the that fall outside of the insigniScant ?
taken into account by cot.atries in their manufacture of chloroethanes. The quantity realm as determined by the n

imknition. Thus, the decision clarified
worldwide estimate of levels expected commenter can be exempted from the ,.lementation of the current

de to be emitted during these processes are definition of production as a result of j h
the fact that CFCs and other compounds estimated to be on the order of 100-200 destmetion of the byproduct. +

covered by the Montreal Protocol as ODP MT. However, carbon tetrachloride In taking these actions, EPA.is t.

controlled substances that are created or produced in this manner is Eenerally mindful of the portion of the Parties' ,

found in these contexts are not included not emitted; rather it is recycled within decision that urges all Parties to take r/

within the scope of the Protocol's the plant, or, as required by RCRA. steps to minimize emissions associated
definition of controlled substance. destroyed by an appropriate technology. with inadvertent and trace quantity ,

Nevertheless, the Decision calls on the A further factor which will help to production. In this regard. EPA reserves j
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regulatory action is ne$ded in the Several commenters stated that thisthe right to implement rneuures to
reduce such emissions in the ever.t it future. deEnition was unsatisfactory because it

finds that they are or have become As noted in th,e comments of severni continued to list " importers of record"

signincant. TPA/DMT pmducers. the 3 domestic as legally responsible for conforming to

In conc!udon, today's ru:e. in producers of TPA/DMT have committed the regulations. The ccmmenters were
implementing the decision of the Parties to achiese a 20% plus reduction in their concemed that since cusicm brckers
to the Prc:ccc! en insignincant emissions by 1997, and an 85% plus chen act as imponers of record,they '

quantitws. removas from the definition reduction by 2000. Several ccmmenters wou!d be legally Nb!e transacticas. The

cf "controlWd substance" those noted the cost of requiring industry to commenters beheved tbt brukers, sinca

make these reductions using presently they act solely for the purpose of
substances that are.

. insienificant quantities originating available technology. Given the fact that facilitating the entry of goods, should be

from inadvertent or ccincidental the rules being promulgated today do exempted from liability in cases where~

productica during a manufacturing not require any reductions in methyl they are acting as an importer of record,
brcmids emissions until the year 2001, Commenters further suggested that

process; or and the industry has committed to make custcms brokers, even when they are. insignificant quantitics criginating short term reductions. EPA believes that " importers of record." are financially
from use of controlled substances es it is prudent to let industry investigate uninterested parties in those instances
pmcess ageots (including unreacted

new and innovative measures which where they are merely acting as nominal
feedstocks) which are present in

will allow it to meet this commitment importers.
chemical substances or products as trace

at the lowest possible costs. EPA will. The commenters also sug;;ested that,
impunties, however, condnue its discussion with as an altemative, the proposed

2. Insigmficant Production of Methyl this industry in order to monitor, regulations be modified to include a

Dmmide carefully, progress toward their hierarchy of persons to be held

Several commenters noted that in the commitment. EPA is committed to
responsible for imports. The
commenters believed that such an

proamble to the proposed rulemaking, taking necessary actions to ensure that enforcement hierarchy willindicate that
EPA misstated that methyl bromide was related emissions are indeed the custems broker would be held
inadve. ently produced in the insignificant. responsible for regulatory complianced Several commenters noted that equity
production of polyethylene. In fact.

dictated that similar cornmitments to only m those situations where there is
methyl bromide is an inadvertent
byproduct of the manufacture of reduce inadvertent production of no owner / purchaser and no consignee

terephthalic acid (TPA) and dimethyl methyl bromide should be made set forth on the entry form and/or
located in the United States. The

terapthalate (DMT), feedstocks which globally to ensure that US manufactt.res followmg hierarchy was suggested:
are used in the production of are not put et e competitive (1) Owner;
polyethylene terephthalate, disadvantage for having to comply with (2) Purchaser;

While supporting EPA's proposal to these provisions. The EPA will help to ,

ensure that this matteris considered by - Tr edexempt inadvertent production of
the Pardes to the Protocolin a manner (5) Customs broker (if acting as theinethyl bromido from the definition of
which preserves the lead time which importer of record).controlled substances, one commenter will be usefulin the mvestigation of in responso EPA however, hasdisagreed with EPA's conclusion that

" substantial" emissions of rnethyl technological reduction options- decided not to change its definition of

bromide are inadvertently produced VIU, Other Issues " importer" from the one proposed. EPA
during the manufacture of TPA/DMT. will consider adopting a hierarchy, such

This commenter noted that emissions of A. Definit >.on offmporter as the one suggested by the commenters,

inethyl bromide during the production The March 18 Notice proposed a as part ofits enforcement strategy for
of these chemicals ranges from .0001 to revision to the definition of " importer" this program. EPA does not agree that

.0007 pounds of TPA/DMT produced. to include the actual owner, the all customs brokers listed as " importers

making them non-substantial. On the consignee, and the transferee of the cf record" are financially uninterested
other hand, one commenter noted that import.'Its Agency proposed this parties. As indicated by the comments
inadvertent methyl bromide emissions revision to ensure that requirements to the proposed rule, customs brokers

reported to the to'xic release inventory imposed on importers affected the provide services which facilitate the
showed that byproduct emissions in parties most directly responsible for the entry of merchandise into the United

States. The brokers are a part of the1990, which can also come from methyl import. s

bromide manufacturing, totaled over 1.5 EPA proposed to define " Importer" to chain of persons that participate in an

[
million pounds, and therefore, should mean any person who imports a import transaction, and fees are charged

not be exempted from control as an controlled substance, or a controlled for the services that are provided. As a
a
{ insignificant quantity. productinto the United States. result. EPA views customs brokers as

EPA's statement in the proposal " Importer" includes the person knowledgeable professionals regarding
q
*/ regarding the magnitude of emissions of primarilyliable for the payment of any import matters. In light of these f

methyl bromide are produced stemmed duties on the merchandise or an considerations, EPA has included'

from the total quantity of related authorized agent acting on his or her customs brokers who act as irnporters ofg
"

emissions. Data provided from the 3 behalf.The term could also include, as record in its list of persons responsible

domestic manufacturers of TPA/DMT appropriata: for import of controlled substances.
which emit methyl bromide estimated O) The consignee: It should also be noted that only one

1990 mmhyl bromide emissions (2) The importer of record; party to an import transaction needs to

amounted to 2.5 million pounds. EPA (3)The actual owner: or hold consumption allowances for the
will continue to work with the industry (4)The transferee,if the right to draw importation of a controlled substance.
to reduce these emissions and to merchandise in a bonded warehouse has This issue was raised by a commenter'
-a... .ww en a.,.-qr . If haan trentferred. who is concerned that allowances are
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frequently held by the owners or Coordination Act (ESECA).15 U.S.C. exporters make some certification that b
purchasers of controlled substances and 793(c)(1), exempts EPA from preparing the shipment is "being done properly '3
not by the importer of record. Under an EIS under NEPt.. That provision and legally". Although the commenter i

this regulation, only one of the several states: "No action taken under the Clean did not describe specifics on how this >{y
parties induded in the definition of Air Act shall be deemed a mejer Federal could be done, the Agency believes that 4
importer needs to hold and expend action significantly affecting the quality it would be reasonable to require that ;e
consumption allowances for a particular of the human environment within the importers and exporters state on all bills n

q}
transaction. However, the other parties meaning of the National Environmental oflading and invoices covering
involved in that transaction need to be Policy Act of 1069."The Agency further shipments of t. sed or recycled
aware of the import requirements notes that its policy statement published controlled substar.ces that the " shipped i

promulgated under this rule. Therefore, on May 7,1974 does not obligate the product is a used or recycled controlled T~ p
while the " importer of record" need not Agency to prepare an EIS, See 39 FR substance as defined m 40 CFR 82.3"
hold consumption allowances,it is a 16186. In that policy statement. EPA EPA believes that such documentation qpart ofits function to determine that the recognized, prior to enactment of represents a minimal reporting burden
necessary allowances are being held and section 7(c)(1) of the ESECA, that "[t]he and should provide adequate control to ,

expended. Federal Courts of Appeals have held safeguard against fraud.

B. TraclJng Essential Uses that the Agency need not prepare EPA proposed that importers and
environmental impact statements for its exporters of recycled halons and HCFCs W

Several commenters indicated that environmentally protective activities." report on an annual basis to EPA. EPA 'g
additional changes may need to be made Id. While EPA announced that it would proposed to mquire this data in order to D
in the tracking procedures in order to voluntarily prepare EISs for certain report these volumes to UNEP es j-
accommodate any essential use major regulatory actions specified in the required by the Protocol.The Agency j

exemptiongthat are granted under the policy statement (not including actions received no comments on this provision 4 y-
Mentreal Protocol. EPA egrees that any under the subsequently enacted title VI and therefore requires such reports q|
granted essential use exemptions will of the Clean Air Act),the Agency made within 45 days after the end of each ;fi
necessitatechanges in the tracking clear tnat "It]he voluntary preparation control period. :| Qsystem. Changes such as these will be of impact statements in no way legally F. Tmn3hi men!s * OPproposed and finalized in a rulemaking subjects the Agency to NEPA's
to be initiated et a later date when requirements."Id. The Agency proposed to exclude . .

provisions to allow production for transhipments of bulk controlled h
speciSed essential uses are established. E. Recycled ond Used Controlled substances from the consumption limits d

Substances for the United States. EPA proposed this O
C. Addition of HCFCs to the EPCRA The Agency proposed to exclude exclusion to implement Decision IV/14 ISection 3JJ List recycled and used ozone-depleting of the Parties. Transhipments are {

The March 18 Notice indicated that substances wbn calculating shipments of bulk chemicals from one F
the Agency published a Federal consumption. L.PA proposed this change party to another through the United :

Register action on June 24,1992 (57 FR to conform the U.S.'s treatment of used States that are not repackaged within I t

k[
28159) proposing to add HCFCs to the end recycled controlled substance with the United States. The United States [
list of toxic chemicals subject to a recent decision (Decision IV/24)in serves only as a shipping corridor for I

reporting under EPCRA section 313. In Copenhagen by the Parties to exclude the controlled substances. EPA did not
1, g
.4that proposal EPA also solicited such chemicals from the calculation of receive any comments on this issue. , I

comments on alternative options for consumption. EPA received support With this fmal rule, the Agency 2|listing the HCFCs, such as listing those from three commenters on this proposed excludes transhipments from the y,
HCFCs known to be in production or change. consumption limits. Companies that i

commercially viable individually and Prior to this Protocol decision and tranship must keep records that the !?
providing some mechanism, such as a this rulemaking, used and recycled transhipment does not enter interstate
Significant New Use Rule, to add HCFCs controlled substances did count as part commerte in the United States. :L
that come into roduction in the future. of a country's consumption. Within the Q
la this proposa , EPA also identified five United States, importers were required C. Publicots,on of the Regulotory Text

HCFCs as curready in production or to hold consumption allowances to Some r+mmenters have suggested a

commercially avanable.These are: import used or recycled controlled EPA was obligated to publish proposed
HCFC-141b, HCFC-22, HCFC-142b, substances. In turn, en experter could regulatory text. EPA believes its March '

HCFC-123. and HCFC-124. Comments receive additional consumption 18 proposal that explained the basis and
regarding this proposed rule are allowances for the export of used or purpose ofits intended actions and a

currently being analyzed and the recycled controlled substances. notified the public of the availability of >

the regulatory (text was legally sufficient. dAgency expects to issue a final rule on With this rule, the importation of
Secuan 307 d) of the CIsan Air Act .tthis matter in the near future, used or recycled controlled substances

will not require consumption applies to " promulgation or revision of I
D. En v:ronmentallmpoct Statement allowances, and therefore will be regulations under title VI (relating to

*

One commenter stated that EPA is unrestricted. Similarly, the exporters of stratosphere and czone protection)" to i

obligated to prepare an environmental used or recycled controlled substances govern the rulemaking procedures here.
impact statement (EIS) under the will not receive consumption See section 307((d)(1)(I). That .

National Environmental Policy Act of allowances for such export. subsection specifically provides that:
1969 (NEPA),42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq., for EPA did not describe specific notice of proposed rulemaking shall be '

,

its cetion to regulate methyl bromide. recordkeeping requirements in the published in the Federal Register, as {While EPA has extensively considered proposal, but asked for comment on the provided under section 553(b) of title 5, g
the environmentalimpacts of this need for further revisions "to effectuate shall be accompanied by a staternent of

3'
action, section 7(c)(1) of the Energy this intent of the Parties." One its basis and purpose and shall specify
Supply and Environmental commenter suggested that importers and the period available for public j |
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comment. * * * The statement ofI ais language was available before the public and that belongs to one or more of sis
and purpose shallinclude a summary hearing held on April 2,1993, and the categories of products, which include
of- public of course also had an opportunity automobile and truck cir-conditioning

(A) The factual data on which the to comment on the proposed regulatory units, domestic and commercial
proposed rule is based; language by the close of the comment refrigeration and air-conditioning / heat

(fi) The rnethodolwy used in period on klay 19. pump equipment, aerosol products
obtaming the data and in analyzing the (except medical aerosols), portable f:re
data; and IX. Changes From the Proposal and extinguishers, insulation boards, panels

(C) The najor legal inte rpretations Current Program and pipe covers, and pre polymers. The
and policy considerulons underlying This section discusses the changes definition also states thst controlled
the proposed rule. EPA has made in this final rule and how products include, but are not limited to,

Sectwn 553(b) of title V (the Sey differ from the proposed rule and those products listed in appendix D to
Administrative Procedure Act, or APA) the current prog am. this subpart.
provides, in turn, that " general notice of Current puagraph (i), defining
proposed rule making shall be 582.1 Purpose and Scope. " controlled substance," was modified in
published in the Federal Register. This section changes slightly from the the proposal and in this final rule, with
* * * The notice shall include- * * current rule to include the new the modified definition of" controlled

*

either the terms or substance of definition of consumption, and the trade substance" becoming paragraph (m).
proposed rule or a description of the provisions. There are no changes from Also added to the new definition is a
subjects and issued involved." the proposal. sentence explaining that inadvertent or

Clean Air Act section 307(d) nowhere coincidental creation of insignificant
mentions public.ation of the terms of 5 82.2 EffectNe cata' quantities oflisted substances. (1)
substance of a proposed rule. January 1,1994,is the effective date during a chemical process, (2) resulting
Furthermore, APA section 553(b) ckarly for this rule, except for $$ 82.4(d) and from unreacted feedstock, or (3) from
offers an egency the choice of whether 82.3th) and (1) which are effective the controlled substance's use as a
to include the terms of substance of the January 10,1994. The effective date for process egent present in the chemical as
proposal or a description of the subjects the listing of methyl bromide as a class a trace impurity substance being
and issues involved, EPA's extensive I controlled substance is December 10 manufactured are not deemed
discussion of the subjects and issues 1993- controlled substances. Furthermore, the
involved in its proposal, published en definition is modified to ex lain that

class I substances are now [ivided intoMarch 18, thus satisfies the publication 582.3 Definitions.
requirements of the Clear Air Act and Section 82.3 contam.s some

seven, rather than five group's.
'

APA, modificata,ans to definitions or addita.ons The definition of"CUBP, paragraph
In any case, the published rule to definitions. In the final rule, a new (i)in the current rule, is removed from

provided adequate notice to apprise subsection (g) has been inserted- this final rule.
interested parties of the subject of the defining " completely destroy", which A new paragraph (o) was inserted in
rulemaking in order to afford them a means to cause the expiration of a the proposed rule and in this final rule
meaningful opportunity to participate controlled substance at a destruction to define " destruction" as the expiradon
and comment on the issues involved. efficiency of 98 percent or greater, using of a controlled substance that does not
See, eg, Florida Power & Light Co. v. one of the destruction technologies result in a commercially useful end
United States,846 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir. approved by the Parties. product and that uses one of the five
1988); South Carolina ex rel. Tindal v. A new paragraph (h) was inserted in destruction technologies (listed in the
Block 717 F.2d 874,885 (4th Cir 1983): $ 82.3 in the proposed rule and is definition) approved by the Parties to
Small Refiners Lead Those-Down Task retained in this final rule, defining the Protocol. In the final rule, an
Force v. EPA,705 f.2D 506,547 (D.C. " complying with the Protocol" to mean additional clarification is added,
Cir.1983) (cases summariz.ing purpose when referring to a foreign state not inserting "to the destruction efficiency
of nc,tice to provide opportunity to Party to the 1987 Montreal Protocol, the actually achieved, unless considered.

comment) There is no question that London Amendments, or the completely destroyed under the rule"
EPA's published proposal sufficiently Copenhagen Amendments, as indicated after the phrase "e'xpiration of a
alerted interested parties of the likely in appendix C to this subpart by a controlled substance."
alternatives bemg considered within the meeting of tbe Parties as noted in the A new paragraph (t) was inserted in
scope of the proceedings for the final records of the Directorate of the United the proposed and final rules, defining
rule. See Spartan Radiocasting Co. v. Nations Secretariat to be in full " foreign state not Party to or Non-Party"
FCC. 619 f.2d 314,321 ((4th Cir.1980) compliance with the provisions of the as a foreign state that has not deposited
(proposal must notify persons of likely Montreal Protocol specified in Article 4 instruments of ratiScation, acceptance,
alternatives su that they know whether paragraph 8 of the Montreal Protocol. or other form of approval with the
their interests are at stake): see also A new paragraph (i) was inserted in Directorate of the United Nations
Bonney Motor Express, Inc. v United the proposed rule and is retained in this Secretariat, evidencing the forei uF
States,640 F.2d 646,650 (5th Cir. final rule, defining " consumption" to state's ratification of the provisions of
1981)lfinal rule can be substantially mean the production plus imports the 1987 Montreal Protocol, the London
different from proposalif proposal fairly minus exports of a controlled substance Amendments, or of the Copenhagen
app-ised interested parties of subject (other than transhipments, or recycled Amendments, as specified.
and issues before the Agency). or used controlled substances). The definition oI" import", new ,

EPA did in fact notify the public in A new paragraph (1) was inserted in paragraph (u), was mod 2fied in the j
the published proposal that regulatory the proposed rule and is retained in the proposal to add to the exemptions from
language could be obtained through the final rule, defining " controlled product" the definition, " bringing a controlled i

EPA hotline, and provided a telephone as a product that contains a controlled product into the U.S. when transported j
number for obtaining it. See 58 FR substance listed as a class I, Group I or in a consignment of personal or

i

15014 (March 18,1993). The regulatory II substance in appendix A of the rule, household effects or in a similar non-
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TI ?Commercial s,tuation normally a foreign state of origin throurb the controlled substances, from foreign h !exempted from U.S. Customs Ettention/ L'nited States or its territories to a states not party to the Montreal Protocol T '

In tne proposal, the current definition second foreign state of final destination. (or complying with the Montreal 8
of"un orter" was stncken, with a The definition of " unexpended Protocol).

' h'
!

re m e dehnition inserted Icew consumption allowances"(paragraph EPA has drop
paragraph (vj). The revised def;nition of (!!!) wu modified in the proposed rule proposed 5 82.4(ped existing ande) from this f nal rule.importer is any person who imports a and in the finn! rule to exclude This subparagraph had descnbed the
controi!ed substance or a contro!!cd transhipments in the part of the accounting procedures that the Agencyproduct into the United States. The calculation where controlled substances would perform to calculate the level of ,5
definition elaborates that importer that the person has produced or transformation of Grcup IV, class !

'

ir.cludes the person primarily hable for imported are subtracted from the total controlled substance done in thethe payment of any duties on the level of that person's consumption proceeding control period, that would
merchandise or an authorized egent allowances held. be attributed to the control period. As l

'
acting on his behalf. The term also The final rule adds paragraph (kk) to already noted. EPA found this j jincludes, as appropriate, the consignee, define used or recycled control accounting procedure cumbersome, and I jthe importer of record; the actual owner, substances as controlled substances that will no longer require this calculation.
if such a declaration and superseding have seen servic e in their intended use i'

The proceeding subparagraphs thatbond has been filed; or the transferee. if systems.
address class U controls are re- ,<

I

tne nght to draw merchandise in a All paragraphs aru re lettered alphabetized. Proposed 5 82.4(f) 'hbonded warehouse has been transferred. accordingly.
becomes (e). The Agency has further ka

into $ e pr p e nr fi al 1 5 82.4 Prohibitions. modified the reposed restrictions on
defining "Lorrion Amendments" as the This section cf the current rule has productinn o HCFC-141b to exempt pj_%
Montreal Protocol, as amended at the been replaced with new wgulatory destruction, transformation. or for
Second Meetirg of the Parties to the language. EPA has modified 5 82.4(a) to eumpti ns stated in 5 82.4(l) (for .J;
Montreal Protocol in London in 1990. exempt the production of controlled medical devices or exports to a b

Paragraph (p) of the current rule, substances that will either be developing countries). The proposal y
defming "MACT "is stricken from this transformed or destroyed from the restricted all production. Similarly,

~ ;

final rule. production allowance limit. This pr p sed 5 82.4(g) becomes (f), and ;.
A new paragraph (y) was inserted into exemption is expanded from that provides exemptions to the prohibition li

the proposed rule and in the fmal rule, proposed in the March 18 notice to f r the import of HCFC-141b effective 4
defining "1987 Montreal Protocol" as include not only Group IV class ! January 1,2003. These exemptions [
the Montreal Protocci, as originally controlled substances, but all class I include import for the purposes of

|(adopted by the Parties in 1987. controlled substances. transformation, destruction, or for the
The definition of" Party"(paragraph Similarly,5 82.4(b) which limits exemptions in 5 82.4(1).

(as)) was expanded in the proposal and production end importation through Proposed 5 a2.4(h) becomes (g) with ,j
retained as such in the final rule. In the consumption allowances provides for the re-lettering. The proposal had [sew definition "any foreign state"is the same expanded exemptions as limited production HCFC-22 and a

aubstituted for "any nation." Added to 5 82.4(a). IICFC-142b to the level of consuraption ;
the end of the current definition is the Section 82.4(c) states the conditions and production baseline allowances }following: "(pursuant to instruments of when consumpt2an allowances and allocated under 5 82.5th) (reserved) and
ratification, acceptance, or approval production allowances are used in 5 82.6(h) reserved. The Agcocy has p)

|deposited with the Depository of the conjunction to produce controlled modified this to allow exemptions yI United Nations Secretariat), as having substances. As with the curre it under 5 82.4(1)(medical devices and fr.
ratified the specified control measure ip program, only consumption allowances exports to developing countries). The b
effect under the Montreal Protocol. are needed to import. This section final rule does not allocate either
Thus, for purposes of the trade hans restates the exemptions for produc*. ion Froduction or consumption allowances
specified in 5 82.4(d)(2) pursuant to the and consumption for controlled at this time, but states that these HCFCs g

London Amendments, only those substances that are transformed or may only be produced or importedJor (;
foreign states that are listed in eventually destroyed. or those for the purposes of servicing existing

[qAppendix C to this subpart as having exempted uses under 5 82.4(1). equipment, and for transformation or
ratified both the 1987 Montreal Protocol Section 82.4(d) has not changed since destruction. .

and the London Amendments shall be the proposal EPA has expanded the Proposed 5 82.4(j)is now 5 82.4(h)
I deemed to be Parties.~ existing 5 82.4(d) to include not only the and, which now restricts the production "

In the proposal, the definition of prohibition on the export or import of and consumption of HCFC-22 and /" production" (paragraph (ee)) was a Group I and Group II, class I HCFC-142b starting in the year 2020 to ,}
,

!
modified to add to exemptions from the controlled substance to and from a only uses that transform or destroy these L l

definition. those amounts that are foreign state not party to the Protocol (or chemicals, or for exemptions in '

-

destroyed by the approved technologies. complying with the Protocol), but also 5 82.4(1).
The final rule additionally exempts the prohibition on the export or import Proposed 5 82.4(k) becomes 5 82.4(i).

,

those amounts that are spilled or vented of Groups HI, IV, and V, class ! EPA has modified this section to restrict
,

eunintentionally, rather than only those contmlled substances to or from foreign production and consumption of any iamounts less than 100 pounds per states not party to the London other class Il controlled substance that q
event. as in the current rule and in the Amendments (or complying with the had not been previously controlled to |
March 18,1993 prop (hh) was added inosal. London Amendments). Also, the baseline production and consumption }'

A new paragraph proposal, and today's final rule, allowances defined in 5 82.5(h) or for
the proposal and final, defining includes the prohibition on the feedstock use or transformation, for uses -

" transhipment" as the continuous importation of certain products that eventually destroy the controlled {shipment of a controlled substance from containing group I and II, class I substance. for use as a refrigerant in

L___ - . - - - - - - _ . - - - . . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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equipment manufactured prior to 2020 section had not changed to Section 82.10(b)(2) remains as
or for exemptions in S 82.4(1), accommodate the accelerated phasecut proposed, providing for Agency review

Proposed S 82 4(1) becomes S 82.40) of class I chemicals, EPA has not of these transactions EPA has added
and has been substantially modified. accelerated these dates in this final rule further clarification of " completely
This paragraph prohibits the production but intends to propose such changes in destroyed", allowing for 100 percent *

or importatmn of any class H controlled the near future. redemption of allowances for 98 percent
substance in 2030 and bevond except The Agency had not proposed any destruction of controlled substances.
for uses as a feedstock, where it is changes to 5 82.9(b). However,in this Finallv, the current S 82.10(c) is
destroyed. or for eumptions in 5 82.4(1). final rule, EPA will increase ehminat'ed, and replaced by another ,

'
Propase.1 % 82.4(n) becomes (k) and is consumption allowances for a company provision that grants persons increased

mserved for exemptions for essential equal to production allowances it would consumption allowances, when such
uses for class I controlled substances. receive in a trade of production from persons receive production allowances i

EPA has added an additional another Party to the Protocol, and that for trades of production from another
paragraph (1) that will state exemptions such a trade of production allowances Party to the Protocol. This paragraph '

to the class II hans. As allowed under now requires a signed statement from a complements S 82.9(b), and req'uires ,

the Clean Air Act, excess production person that the increased production is identicalinformation.The Agency 7

and consumption may be used for intended for export to the Party trading assumes that compliance with 5 82.9(b) !
medical devices or for export to its production. - is compliance with 5 82.10(c). :
developing countries. These paragraphs The Agency had proposed dropping
are reserved. the provisions of 5 82.9(c). and to g 82.11 Exports to Article 5 Parties. L

establish a system where allowances This section remains as proposed.
6 82.5 Apportionment of Baselme

Could be redeemed for controlled However, EPA has broadened the
,

Production Allowances.
substances that were transformed or exclusion to used or recycled controlled

This section remains as part of the destroyed. EPA has further modified substances. The reporting requirements
,

current program but now includes this mquimment to require persons remain the same as the current program.
paragraphs for Groups VI and VU, class requesting addit,onal allowances t

'

g 82.12 Transfers.I controlled substances. -

certify that allowances had been
g 32.6 Apportionment of Dasellne expended for the production of the This section remains as proposed.

Consumption Allowances. Controlled substances transformed or EPA has Jeleted_the requirement that a
statement be meluded that the trade isTids section remains as part of the destroyed.The Agency also stipulates

.

current program but now includes requirements for " complete for the purposes of reimbursing a

paragraphs for Groups VI and VU, class destruction" of controlled substances. producer or an importer for allowances ;

I controded substances. These g 82.10 Availability of consumption
paragraphs are reserved. allowances in addition to baseline g e2.13 necorekeeping and Reporting. !

'

g 82.7 Grant and phased reduction of allowances. Section 82.13(a) changes the effective*

basellne production and consumption . For S 82.10(a).The Agency proposed date to January 1,1993, from the
ellowences for class I control!ed and makes final today the ability for January 1,1992 effective date of the !

s ubstances. exporters to receive additional current phaseout rule. Final $ 82.13(0 >

This section amends the current consumption allowances for exports, differs from the proposal and only i
t

program to accelerata the phaseout in except for controlled substances that are applies to class I substances. Paragraph
the production and consumption of transhipped. However, EPA has (f (2), requiring reporting on by- !

"

class I chemicals. This section has not expanded this exclusion to used or products not destroyed is deleted,
changed from the proposal except that recycled controlled substances. The because the destruction provisions
the phaseout date for methylbromide is Agency had not included this exclusion cover this aspect in other paragraphs. I

2001, not 2000 as proposed. In the proposed regulatory text, but had The newly-numbered paragraph (f)(2) .

dscussed % dsion in 6e a & da M n d & quad y d !

I B2.8 Grant and freeza of baseline preamble. each controlled substance produced at
production end consumption anowances EPA proposed to change S 82.10(b) to each facility to the records thatfor class ; controtled substances.

This section continues to be reserved. aHow perses who transformed or producers must maintain. Currently |
section (f)(2) refers only to Gr
references and has been elimm,oup IVdestroyed all class I chemicals,

The Agency had proposed a reduction including groups VI and VU, to receive ated. ;schedule for the class H chemicals that additional consumption allowances because all controlled substances are :was tied to an allowance a stem. In the UP n Proof that,indeed,the chemicals now being treated in a similar manner. I
.' d I fth ru ihad been destroyed or transformed. EPA Requirements for maintaining dated

d be e sewhe e E Aco ols class has m dified this provision to require a records of the sale of controlled ;
Il chemicals under S 82.4 of this rule cerukaum that production and/or substances for feedstock or destruction j
through an allowances pro am.
However. EPA will mest li ely amend c nsumption allowances were and copies of certifications that the ;

expended in the production or import of substance will be transformed or j
this rule in the future when the decision the destroyed or transformed controlled destro ed are added.
to have an allowance system in place to substances requirements n 5 82.lo(b)(1) Pro ucers' reporting requirements ,

control class U controlled substances. that include the identity and address of currently in 5 82.13[0(4) are now found >

g 82.9 Ava!! ability of product!on the person, the name, level and quantity in $ 82.13(f)(3).They now require
allowances in addition to baseline of the volume transformed or destroyed, production information for each quarter
production attowances. invoice documenting sale of the by company, rather than by plant, as in I

The Agency had not proposed controlled substance and the name of the current rule and the March 18.1993
changes to $ 82.9(a). However, during the resulting chemical of the proposal. New subparagraph (3)(i) now |
the comment period. EPA received transfo7 nation, and the efficiency of the only requires that production be
comments that the dates cited in this relevc .t destruction process. reported, specifying the quantity of any

_ - _ _
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controlled substance used for feedstock retained in this final rule to include invoice indicating that the controlled C|
purposes; the phrase "for controlled and destruction information to the substance is used or recycled. j; 'noncontrolled substances for each plant recordkeeping requirements in this A new paragraph (p) requires m
and totaled by class I controlled paragraph wherever transformation is companies that impon or export used or .%
t.ubstance for all plants owned by the eddressed,in a manner parallel to recycled Group II, class I controlled .$,
producer" has been deleted from that trcnsformation (i e.," transform or substances, or used or recycled class 11 $
sentence in current subparagraph (4)(i). destroy"), except where requirements controlled substances must report 4E
New subparagraph (3)[ii) adds "for use only apply to transformation; such annually. ;M
in precesses resulting in destruction" to requirements then specify as such in the Finally paragraph (q) requires records y
the requirement in current (4)(ii) that final rule. Any references to " Group IV- for transhipments.

. requires that the amount of production are stricken, so that the requirements X. Impact of Final Action
-for feedstock use be reported. The apply to all controlled substances. as

phrase "for each plant, totaled by specified in this paragraph. A new The Agency developed a cost benefit
[gcontrolled substance for all plants for recordkeeping requirement has been analysis of various possible phasecut .

that quaner and for the control period odded to paragraph (i): copy of the schedules presented in the petitions and |4to date"is deleted from current relevant certifications ofintent to m the comments as well as the schedule 3subparagraph (4)(iii). and current transform or destroy. where substances for the accelerated phasecut of ozone- 7denletsubparagraph (4)(iv) is deleted. Current were sold for transformatica or today.ing compounds finalized by EPA i1

subparagraph (4)(s) becomes (3)(iv). destruction purposes. In all the scenarios analyzing the .$
References to "at each plant" are Paragraph (j), having been retained in various reduction schedules, the ,y
removed. Additionally. "or eventual the proposal,is stricken in the final analysis yielded net incremental

[{ g .destruction"i,3 added to current (4)(vii), rule. benents of the same order of magnitude
now the newl3)(vi). Current (4)(viii), Paragraph (k) was stricien in the for all the options with the Alliance a

now (3)(viil, adds the requirement that proposal and remains stricken in this schedule yielding the least net h'
a purchaser's destruction verification,in final rule. incremental benefits over the current p_
the case of destruction, be submitted, A new paragraph (j)is added in the 2000 year phasecut, and the NRDC and p'L
showing that the controlled substance is final rule that requires those who EPA's proposed schedule yielding the y'.
to be destroyed. destroy controlled substances to provide most net incremental benefits,

Paragraph (5) now becomes paragraph EPA with a one-time report statmg the depending on the valuation of benefits. [7 '(41. destruction unit's destruction efficiency Given the uncertainties implicit in any 3 i

Reccrdkeeping for importers. and the methods used to record the cost benefit analysis of this kind, the net
y[ -paragraph (g),is chanRed as follows: volume destroyed and those used to incremental benefits of these scenarios

Subparagraph (g)(1)li) refers only to determine destruction efficiency. are approximately equal with the lower p
class I controlled substances. A new A new paragraph (k)is inserted into bound estimate of $175 billion to a j

.

(g)(1)(fi) is added requiring that records the final rule that requires those who higher bound estimate of $790 billion
.

.

be maintained on the quantity of purchase and subsequently destroy class (at a 2 percent discount rate). I

controlled substances imported for I controlled substances to provide the The analysis includes cost
-t

;
transformation or destruction, and the producer from whom they purchase the essumptions for HCFC replacements. :
quantity sold for each use. Current substances with a one-time (unless However, these costs are only

3subparagraphs (ii), (iii) and (iv) now circumstances change) verification that hypothetical, assuming that HCFC
become (iii), (iv), and (v). Current the controlled substances they purchase replacements are between 10% and 30%
subparagraph (v), which asks for port of will be destroyed. Any changes related more expensive than the HCFC q
exit, is deleted. Destruction was added to the verification will requi e a revised themselves. EPA needed to make such
in the proposal to the required dated verification, assumptions since HCFC replacements -

r

records documenting sale of controlled A new paragraph (1)is added in the have not been yet been identified for !
substances for feedstock use: the final rule that requires persons who some imponant uses. When high

.

-

addition is retained in the final rule. purchase controlled substances replacements costs are used, the net
Added to the records to be maintained intended for transformation to provide incremental benefits range from $164
under (g)(1) are IRS certifications or the producer or importer with the IRS billion to $776 billion (at a 2 percent ]y
destruction verifications that the certification that the controlled discount rate). * *

(icontrolled substances are to be substances are to be used in a process As such analysis indicates that
transformed or destroyed, respectively, resulting in transformation. various schedules yield comparable net ';

Paragraph (g)(2) refers now to " class A new paragraph (m)is added to the benefits,the Agency chose as the
.

I controlled substance" and adds final rule requiring persons who schedule that it is finalizing today, with 1
destruction to those reporting transform or destroy controlled limited modifications, the schedule f
requirements that address substances substances to repon annually to EPA the adopted in Copenhagen over both the O' imponed or sold for feedstock and volume of those substances transformed NRDC schedule and the Alliance - O
certifications that transformation is to or destroyed. schedule based on EPA's judgement on ]jr

occur. A new subparagraph (x)is added, A new paragraph (n) requires every the availability of technologies and frequiring that the quantity of recyclable person who produces, imports or infrastructure suppon. Although the N
and recycled controlled substances expans class II chemicals must report cost-benefit analysis suggests that the '3
imgoned during the quaner be reported. Its quarterlylevel of production, NRDC schedule is a possible option the

aragraph (h) refers to how the class imports and exports of these chemicals analysis performed on that scenario !|j
.

1 controlled substances modi 5 cation is within 45 days of the end of each assumes the widespread use of various y
retained in this final rule to change quarter. technologies that are dependent on a
references to class I substances to Paragraph (o) contains new supporting industry infrastructure that ;
controlled substances, requirements that those who import or may not be present. It is the A ency'sE ,

Porsgraph (i) was modified in the expert used or recycled controlled judgement that although such p
proposal and such modi 5 cation is substances label their bill of lading or technologies are available, the
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deployment of these technologies may methylbromide.The Agency has stated annual effect on the economy of $100
incur significant but unaccounted for that a number of possible alternatives million or more. As such this action was

ccsts, as industry would need to adopt exist for users of methyl bromide, but submitted to OMB for review.m nges ia

controls quickly without fall knowledge that time is required for
made in response to OMB suggestions er

of possible cost implications of th?ir commercialization and use. EPA's cost recommendations will be documented - |
'

actions. and full support of an analysis of these alternatives examined in the public record.
iinfrastructure necessary to support that their likely range of costs, and coupled B. RegulatoryFlexibilityAct

technolecv. those assumptiens with a monts cerlo in the proposed rulemaking, the EPA
Fct ex6ple, th e FJA analysis analysis, presenting a set of costs, certiSed, pursuant to section 603(bl ef

indicctes that retrofit of air-conditioning (median, mean, minimum and Flexibility Act(5 U.S.C. i

and refrigeration equipment must occur. maximum costs) that could be expected the Regulatogtue proposal would not
under all schedules. However, the with the methyl bromide phsseout. This 605(b)),thathave "a significant impact on a ;

NRDC schedule requires extensive analysis indicites that the minimum substandal number of small entities." ,,

retrofitting with tctal costs apprcaching sccial cost is approximately $7 million During the public comment period, the
59 billion (at a 2 percent discount rate). while the maximum cost is roughly $16 ,

The retrofit cost under EPA's proposed billion. The mean cost is a little more
Agency recew, ed comments suggestmg
that this regulatory flexibility

schedule would be substantially lower, than 32 billion while the medium cost ." certification" was not appropriate ,

Furthermore, all of the phasecut was estimated to be $1.7 billion. These Decause the prcposal failed to include a '

schedules considered would require are the total social costs between 1994 regulatory flexibility analysis on the
significant recycling and recovery at and 2010. These costs were discounted impact of methyl bromide phasecut on
disposal. Ahhough this will occur, the at2% smallbusinesses (especially small
infrastructure necessary to provide EPA calculated the benefits of phasing famerstrecycimg services, as well as to establish out of methyl bromide by 2001 between However, a regulatory flexibility
the bank of halons and CFCs,is under the years 1994 and 2011. EPA estimates anahsis is required only for small
development, and would be severely ben 3 fits for this period to range from entines which are directly regulated by
strained under any accelerated $14 billion to 56 billion, at a 2 percent rulemaking. Sw.Wedects
phasecut.However,the Agency beh.oves discount rate.The A ency estimated
that its proposed schedule provides that costs at a 4.5% rfiscount rate would Cooperotwe, Inc. v. FERC,773 F.2d 327|

(D.C.Cir.1985)(agency a certificadon ,

suf5cientlead time for this be $1.2 billion with benefits ranging consider the rule s impact on -
need on1[ entities and not indirect .billi %infrcstructure to develop. I4 bill regulate :!

s wou$i 5 8The Agency is also finalizing a less ate the
s om2t r.th benefits ranging from $1.6impact on small entities not regulated). >

stringent schedule for the phaseout of - bilh.
'

ort wi The current rulemaking directly .
HCFCs rather than the schedules to 56.4 billion. regulates only producers and importers

{
suggested in comments by
environmental groups for these XI. AdditionalInformation of ozone depleting chemicals.by

limiting the production and importation -,

4
chemicals. Although the cost-benefit A. Encuum OM2BM of such chemicals, including rnethyl

; analysis indicates that the NRDC
Under Executive Order 12806 (58 FR bromide. As indicated in the proposed .

schedule may yield higher net benents,
assuming different valuation of benefits, 51735 (October 4,1993)), the Agency

rulemaking,the Agency did analyze i
'

the RIA does not calculate the possible must determina whether the regulatory which producers and importers would .O

y adverse effects of the rapid phasecut of action la "significant" and therefore be directly regulated by the rulemaking::

HCFCs required under such a schedule. subject to OMB review and the
no small entities would be directly r

The Agency believes that too short a requirements of the Executive Order, subject to the rulemaking.There are ;

period for the allowable use of HCFCs The Order defines"significant only three producers and one importer

would further encourage the continued regulatory action" as one that is likely of methylbromide,and only one i

use of CFCs in the short-term by rnaking to result in a rule that may: producer and importer of ilBFCs. Since ;

*g the use of HCFCs as an alternative (1) Have an annual effect on the
none of these entities qualify as small i

d unattractive. It could also force the economy of $100 million or more or businenses within the meaning of the

industry to move to untested adversely affect in a materialway the Regulatory Flexibility Act,no

attematives that may pose unknown economy, a sector of the econoury, Regulatory Flexibility Act analysis is ;

adverse environmental and health productivity, competition. jobs, the needed for either the proposed or final !

effects. For this reason the Agency is environment, public health or safety, or rule. Accordingly pursuant to section ,

finalizing today a less stringent State, local or tribal governments er 605(b) of the Act. 5 U.S.C. 605(b), this !

rulemaking will not have a significant ' :

phasecut of HCFCs.The cost of the communities;

Alliance petition and EPA's schedule (2) Create a serious inconsistency or economic impact on a substantial !

for HCFCs are cornparable, otherwise interfere with an action taken number of smallentities. EPA hereby I

EPA has also used a discount rate of or plannedby another agency; makes this certiScation for this final
4.5% as well as 7% in valuing future (3) Materially alter the budgetary rule. i

costs and benefits.When such a impact of entitlements, grants. user fees, Nonetheless,the Agency,in fact did '

discount rate is used, the incremental loan programs or the rights and give consideration to the impact of the

cost of the accelerated phasecut (over obligations of recipients thereof: or - phasecuts on users,both large and,

the Clean Air Act phasecut)is $22 (4) Raise novellegal or pol'cy issues small, even though they will not be

billion, with benefits ranging from $31 arising out oflegal mandates,the directly regulated by the rulemaking.
'

billion to $124 billion. At a 7% discount President's priorities, or the principles This is out of concern for user sectors,

rate, the incremental costs are $12 set forth in the Executive Order. which willneed to find replacements

billion with beneSts ranging from $8 Pursuant to the terms of the Executive for controlled substances. For CFCs,

billion to $24 billion. Order 12866,it has been determined EPA has prepared an analysis to

j EPA also examined the cost and that this rule is a "significant regulatory examine specifically the effect on the
benefits for a 2001 phasecut date for action" because the final rule has an phasecut of existing small businesses.

'

_. _ _ __
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(The Agency is not at this time able to to a dato more than 7 years after January currently available or potentially
quanufy the impact of the long-term 1 of the year after the year that it is available by the year 2001. While the
phasecut of class 11 chemicals 1 For hsted as a class I substance. With document prepared by the United States

,

these chemicals, EPA examined the today's notice the United States will Department of Agriculture (USDA)
imp;ct of the phasecut on the user phase out production and consumption ent:tled. "The Biologic and Economic
commurdties which may face increased of methyl bromide by January 1,2001. Assessment of Methyl Bromide,"
costs during the phaseout cf these a full seven years after the January 1, attempts to calculate the costs of a
chemicals. (All companies regulated fallmving listing As noted in the methyl bmmide phasecut, as discussed -

under 40 CFR part 82, subpart A that proposal as wellin today's document, enlier, this analysis focused on an
nroduce or import are either not small EPA believes this is the most flexible immediate ban and not a phaseout in
businesses as defmed by the Small regulatory program allowable under the 2001. Given the number of potential
Business .i dministration, or will simply Clean Air Act. Moreover, by not a!temative chemicals and non-
produce or import the Class I requiring interim reductions prior to the chemicals already under review, the
altematives, not incurring any phaseout. EPA is further minimizing the potential exists for additional
additional cost to their business.1 In its impact of this rule on methyl bromide alternatives to be available in 200t.
analysis of these impacts, EPA believed users. Some altematives available and used
that ihe most affected sectors, This final rule also notes that the after 2001 may indeed prove to be more
household refrigeration, mobile labeling requirements of section 611 of expensive than methyl bromide which
airconditioners, chillers and process the Clean Air Act Amendments do not may result in lower profits to users if
refrigeration, would need to retire or pertain to the crops and produce that these costs cannot be passed on to e

retro 5t existmg equipment but that rad been fumigated with methyl consumers. However. EPA has found
.rather than business, would bremide. Although products that are that the impacts from regulatory actions

consumers /tbl costs. In some cases, such manufactured with a class I substance which remove pesticides from the
,

bear the fi
as industrial process refrigeration or are required to be labeled, the Agency market are mitigated over time as new
chillers, retrofits will be such a small has interpreted the phrase pest control tecfmologies are introduced
cost relative to operation costs that the " manufactured with" as "the and adjustments are made to '

impact will be minimal. For the other mechanical or themical transformation compensate for the loss of the pesticide
sec+ ors. sterilization, solvent cleaning, of materials or substances into new through altemative pest control
portabb fire niinguisher, and foam ' products or to assemble component practices. It is reasonable to expect that (
tiowing. the ahemative technologies are products". EPA believes that research efforts already underway to
now readily available, and business rgricultural processes are excluded from improve the performance and a
closures are not expected in these this definition of" manufactured", and acceptabihty of metam sedmm,
sectors. that crops and produce do not need to dazomet.1.3 dichloropropene and other ;

With regard to methyl bromide, the be labeled under section 611 of the chemical and non-chemical attemative {
Agency's proposed rulemaking did not Clean Air Act.This interpretation of the pest control techniques will result in },
discuss the specific impacts on small labeling requirement alleviates further minimizing the impact of a methyl '

businesses per se,llowever,the regulatory burden on users of methyl bromide phasecut to small entities. ,
proposal did extensively consider the bromide. When used in combination, and in ,

question of the impact of phasecut on Fmally, the Agency states that it will ccnjunction with a good integrated pest
users with regard to availability of continue to monitor the development of management program, these materials
altematives. As a result for methyl substitutes over the next seven years, should be able to replace many if not all f,

bromide, EPA believes it has adopted an and that some solution to provide of the major uses of methyl bromide. -

approach that mitigates the impact on essential use exemptions may be Research is currently underway on both j

/jusers, including small businesses, to the explored if there are no substitutes, in the Eovemmental and academic levels,
greatest extent permissible, consistent order to prevent undue impacts on as well as in the private sector, to ensure

Iwith our legislative mandates. small businesses. that alternative materials and methods
As noted on page 15034 of the Given the time frame and restrictions will be viable and available before b.

proposal, and in today's document, a contained in the regulation of methyl methyl bromide is phased out, f
newly listed class I substance is bromide, an assessment ofits impact on EPh has also considered the 'b'

automatically subiect to the section small businesses must look closely at economic impact that the removal of
604(a) phasecut schedule unless: (1) both near-term and long-term impacts. methyl bromide may have on the ;

The Administrator accelerates that For the next seven years, production American agricultural community. To
schedule pursuant to section 606; or (21 will be frozen at 1991 levels. Because of estimate the total social cost of the ,

the Administrator determines that the on-going efforts to reduce occupational phasecut, forecasting must include the
6041al schedule is unattainable and and ambient levels of methyl bromide, incremental cost and likely prevalence (
extends the schedule pursuant to its use in many soil fumigation and of the various methylbromide {
section 602(dl. structural applications has recently been alternatives in each end use. The result <,

Under section 602(dl. in the case of decreasing. As a result, maintaining the of such an analysis, including the future ,

any substance added to the list of class 1991 production levels through 2001 costs of likely attematives, applications
I or II. the Administrator may extend should not have any economic impact rates, market share, and efficacy of each
any schedule or compliance deadline on current users of methylbromide. alternative, can be extremely variable
contained in section 604 or section 605 Seven years from now, after the due to marked differences in the
to a later date than specified in such production phasecut in 2001, the characterisucs of various crops. soil
sections if such schedule is impact on users will largely be driven types, and climatic conditions in
unattainable, considering when such by the costs and availability of various parts of the country. To reflect ,

substance is added to the list. However, attematives, It is extremely difficult to the uncertainty associated with a
an extension under section 602[d) may quantify the long-term impact of the number of these key factors, EPA's

,

not extend the termination of phasecut given the existence of a wide analysis was performed using a " monte p
production date for a class I substance range of potential altematives either carlo" technique. This analysis resulted H*

__ __ _ _ _ __
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in an estimated total social cost clihe References Sec-

Iihasecut of this chernical(tetween 82 6 Appartionment of baseline
%94 cnd 2v10] varies betwcen a low of

Lice:.or.e, RJ, L E. Heidt, and W H.
consumption allowances.

$24 rnu, lica, and a hi~,h cf $12.2 bilhon, Po!Iack," Measurements cf Atmospheric 82.7 G ant and phased reduction of baseline
wi:h a medan total cu nulativo cost

Dmmine" L Geophys. Res. 94.16639, W 39.
G'cason. I., et. al., " Record Low Ciobal production and censumption allowances

for class I contmued substances.through 2010 of $1.3 bil!ica. EPA Oz.one on %92" Science. April 23, H93- 02.8 Crant and phased reduction of baselinebeheves that all scent. ries except the Khalil. M. A.K , ItA. Rasmussen, and il
"high cost" cute represent acceptabla Gunawardena,"Atmospher:c Methyl pmduction and censumption a"owances .

for class Il contml:ed substancesi n actt Mcreover, the high costs case Ummide: Trends and Global Mass Bahnce" (Reserved!teEran'.s a scenz.o f u which a r, tron, L Ce p ys. Res.98.2887,1993.
82.9 Avaihbility of production al owanceso

case could be rn _ae for pursuing an Smb, H.B. and M. Kanakidou. ',An

essential ue provisicn for those Investigation of the Atmospheric Sources and in addition to baseline production
allowances.

applicaticns where economically viab!e Sinks of Methyl Bromide" Geophy Res lett, 82.10 Availability of consumption
,

70,u 3 136,1993,
altematives do not exist. allowances in addition to baselineSoIcmon. S. and D L Albrittoo, " Time-

cor.sumption allowances.
As the ovicultural research dependent ozone depletion potentials for 82.11 Erports to Article 5 Parties.

communit'y and the private sector sh@ and I n8-tenn forecasts Nature 357, 62.12 Transfers.
explore viable alternative chemicals and 33[,'j Nations Environment Pms;ramme,

requigrowmg methods that can substitute for
methyl bromide,it is likely that the " Environmental Effects of Ozone Depletion"

Nairobi, Kenya,1991. Appendix A to Subpart A- Class Imajonty of current use areas will find United Nations Environment Programme, Controlled Substanceseconomically viable and " Environmental Effects Pane! Report",
environrnentally sound substitutes prior Nairobi, Kenya,1989. Appendix B to Subpart A-Class 11

Contro!Ied Substancesto the 2001 phasecut. EPA, along with United Nations Environment Pmgramme,
USDA, intend to continue to work "Methy! Eromide-Its Atmosphenc Science, Appendix C to Subpart A-Parties to the
closely with the agricultural community bchnology, and Economics-Montrea] Montreal Protocol
to support the exp' edited development *'"^""***"'"E ***"*"

United States Environmental Protection Appendix D to Subpart A-Ilarmonizedan review c ese a ternatives.
Furthermore, the Agency intends to Agency," Alternatives to Methyl Bromide" Tanff Schedule Description of Products That

prepared for the Office of Policy, Planning May Contain Contmiled Substances in
assess throughout the period leading tip and Evaluation, Washing *on, D C.,1993. Appendix A, C! ass I. Groupe I and II
to the phasecut the extent to which WMO, UNEP, NASA, NOAA. U.N. DEP, Appendix E to Subpart A-Article 5 Parties
substitutes may not become available for "Sc2entinc Assessment of Ozone Depletion:
important uses of methyl tiromide and

1989' O, UNEP, NASA NOAA U K DEP,Depleting Chemica s
Appendix F to Sub art A-IJsting of Ozone

to take timely steps to ensure that,if WM , , .

necessary, to' pursue an appropriate {S *",nte Aunmntof Orm&pledom Subpart A--Production and['measures to allow for essential uses. Consumption Controls
C. Paperwork Reduction Act Lists of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 82

6 82.1 Purpose and scope.Environmental protectw.n,
The information collection Administrative practice and procedure. (a) The purpose of the regulations m.

requirements in tids rule have been Air pollution control, Chemicals, this subpart is to implement the
appmved by the Office of Management Chlorofluorocarbons, Exports, Imports, Montreal Protocol on Substances that
and Budget (OMB) under the Paperwork Ozone Layer, Reporting and Deplete the Ozone Layer and sections
Reduction Act. 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seg. recordkeeping requirements, 602,603,604,605,607 and GIS of the
and have been assigned controlnumber Stratospheric ozone. AU
.060-170. c Law 0 5 The Pr o andDated: November 30,1993.

This collection ofinformation has an section 604 imposelimits on theCarol M. Browner,
estimated reporting burden estimated to production and consumption (defined

Administrator.
vary from 2 to 15 hours per response as production plus imports minus

Part B2. title 40. chapter 1 of the Code exports, excluding transhipments and
with an average of 9 hours per response of Federal Regulations is amended as used or recycled contrclied substances)and an estimated annual recordkeeping follows:

!burden averaging 250 hours per of certain ozone depleting substances,
.

respondent. These estimates include PART 82-PROTECT 10N OF
according to specified schedules. The
Pmtocolalso i quires each nation thattime for reviewmg instruction, STRATOSPHERIC OZONEsearching existing data sources- becomes a Party 1o the egreement to

L The authon.ty citation for impose certain restrictions on trade ingathering and maintaining the data
needed, and completing and reviewing continues to read as follows. part 8', czone depleting substances with non-

pthe collection ofinformation. Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7414. 7671-7571q. gggg g % ggSend comments regarding the burden 2. Part 82 is amended by revisin8 7
estimate or any other aspect of this subpart A to read as follows: that produces, transforms, destroys,

collection of information, includin8 Imports or exports a controlled
suggestions for reduction of this burden Subpart A-Production and Consumption substance er imports a controlled

controls
to Chief, Information Policy Branch; product.
EPA; 401 M Street SW. [ Mail Code $m

$ 82.2 E#ecthre dats.
2136); Washington, DC 20460; and to $ h[c j''M''"P'- (a) The regulations under this subpartthe Office cfInformation and Regulatory 82 3 Definitions. take effect January 1,1994, except forAffairs. Office of Management and 82.4 Prohibitions. 5 82.3 (h) and (1) and S 82.4(d) that are11udget. Washington, DC 20503, marked
" Attention; Desk OfEcer for EPA", 82 s Apportionment of bascime production effective January 10,1994.The listing of

allowances. methyl bromide and HEFCs as a class I
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ccmtroUed substances is effective
i

j December 10, im 31,1992. and each twelvemonth period (n) Copenhgen Amendments means
from January 1 through December 31,

the Montreal Protocol on Substances
_(b) The rqulations u:. der thb put th ereafter.

that were effet tive pocr to January 1. (0 ill Control!cd product means a That Deplete the Ozone Layer, as
- *

,

'

1994 continue to apply for purposes of product that contains a contro!!ed amended at the Fourth Meeting of the fenforcing the prov:sions %t wera Parties to the Montreal Protocol in
( applicable pner to January 1,1994. substant e listed as a Class 1. Group I or Copenhagen m 1992.

i

U substance in appendix A of thu ; ;

5 e2.3 Denmtbns- subpart, and that belorgs to one or more (o) Destn:ction means the expiration "
I

As us7 m tha subpart, the term: cf the following six categcries of of a controHed substance to the |d

- (a) Aaministmtor rueuns the
products: destruction efficiency actually achieved. J

Administrator of the Environmer:tal (i) Automobile and truck air uu! css considered co'mpletely destroyed

Pictectjon Agency or his authorized conditioning uruts (whether as defined in this section. Stich
; reprewntative incorporated in vehicles or noth destruction does nN wit in a !

(b) Sam!me consumptwn allowancm lii) Domestic and commercial commercially useful end product and (,

u.eans the consumption allowances refrigeration and air conditioning / heat uses one of the foUowing controlled
I

! apportioned under 5 82.6. pump equipment (whether contain;ng processes approved by the Parties to the
Protocob r

ft) Fawlme producten allowanc es < ontrolled substances as a refrigerant
means the production allowances and/or in insulating material of the (1) Liquid inyection incmeration;

; apportf ormd under S 821 product). e g Refngerators, Freerers. (2) Reactor crackmc '

.

(d) Cah ulated levelmeans the Dehumidifiers. Water coolers. Ice (3) Gaseous / fume oxidation: Y'
weighted amount of a controlled machines, Air conditioning and heat (4) Rotary kiln incineration: or a'

units- *""' "' t

aumb Aems'ol products except medical(p) Export means t'he transport of
substance determined by multiplying 1

(ii
,

virgin used, or recycled controlled .|

'

the amount (in kilograms) of the< aerosols,
controlled substanco by that substamds fiv) Portable fire extinguishers; substances from mside the United States { i

'

ozone depletion weight listed in
(v) Insulation bmrds, panels and pipe or its territories to persons outside the

~

appendix A or appendix B of this covers; and
Un:ted States or its territones, excludmg. subpart. (vi) Pre-polymers.
United States military bases and ships

;; ,!

(e) Class I refers to the controlled (2) Controlled products include, but for on board use.
-

L-substantes listmlin appendix A of this are not limited to, those products listed (q) EXPoner means the person who Usubpart.

(f) Class lirefurs to the contmiled
in oppendix D of this subpart.

contracts to sell contro!!cd substances(m) Controlled substance means any for export or transfers controlledsubstances listed in appendix B of this substance listed in appendix A or
substances to his affiliate in another isubpart.

appendix B of this subpart, whether country.
(g) Completely destroy means to cause ex2 sting alone or in a mixture, but

>

;
- :

the expiratica of a controlled substance excluding any such substanco or (r) facihty means any process - '

equipment (e g., reactor, distillationat a destruction efficiency of 98 perunt mixture that is in a manufactured
column) used to convert raw materials (; or greator, using one of the destruction product other than a container used for
or feedstock chemicals into controlled

1 -
technologies apprm ed by the Parties. the transportation or storage of the

substances or consume controlled
i .J| (h) Ccmplying with the Protocol,

substance or mixture. Thus,any amount substances in the production of other ;
when referring to a foreign state not

,

Party to the 1987 Montreal Protocol, the of a listed substance in appendix A orchemicals,

'i London Amendments, or the appendix B of this subpart which is not
(s) foreign state means an entity

Q
d

,

Copenhagen Amendments, tneans that part of a use system containing the which is recognized as a sovereign b
tha non-Party has been deterrrdned as substance is a controlled substance. If a nation or country other than the United

I

'

listed substance or mixture must first be States of America.complying with the Pr ml, as
transferred from a bulk container to (t) Foreign state not Party to or Non-

4
,

)
indicated in appendix u dus subpart, another container, vessel, or piece ofPany means a foreign state that has not

d
{ by a meeting of the Parties as noted in equipment in order to realize its
;

United Nations Secretariat.
intended use, the listed substance or deposited instruments of ratification,the records of the directorate of the

i

(i) Consum tion means the
mixture is a " controlled substance". The acceptance, or other form of approval L,

with the Directorate of the United
production pfus imports minus exportsintdvertent or coincidental creation of Nations Secretariat, evidencing the

,

D
i

of a controHed substance (other than
insignificant quantities of a listed foreign state's ratification of the I'

transhipments, or recycled or used substance in appendix A or appendix B provisions of the 1967 Montreali

controhed substances).
of this subpart:(1) During a chemical

Protocol the London Amendments, or of
manufactunng process. (2) resulting the Copenhagen Amendments, as

i
. (j) Consumption o!!owances means from unreacted feedstock, or (3) from specified. (
t

the privileges granted by this subpart to the listed substance's use as a process
(u) Import means to land on, bring f

e

'
produce and import class I controlled
substances; however, consumption agent present as a trace quantity in the into, or introdum into, or attempt to

.

allowances may be used to produce chemical substance being manufactured,
is not deemed a controlled substance.

land on, bring into, or introduce into S

class I controlled substa :ces only in
Controlled substances are divioed into

any place subject to the jurisdiction of
conjunct 2on with production

~

allowan&s. A person's consumption
two classes, Class Iin appendix A of the United States whether or not suci2 -

-

this subpart, and Class D listed in landing, bringing, or intmduction
aHowances are the total of the epoendix B of this subpart. Class I constitutes an impcitation within the

,

'

allowances he obtains under $5 8? 7, substances are further divided into
meaning of the customs laws of the

B2.6 and 82.10. as may be modified United States, with the foUowing
,

, ,

seven groups, Group 1. Group H. Group exemptions: e i;
under S 82.12 (transfer of allowances).

R) Contmlpermd means the period III, Group IV. Group V, Group VI, and (1) Cff. loading used or excess [f
i/ !l

from January 1,1992 thmugh December Group VU as set forth in appendix A ofcontround substanmspr contmiled -.this subnart ' " ' ~ ~ ~ '

;

--- -
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(2) Bnngina controlled substances (cc) Plant means one or more facilities (kk) Used or recycled controlled j

into the U S irem Mexico where the at the same location owned by or under substances means controlled substanceso

L centroUed substance had been admitted common control of the same person. that have been recovered from their i

into Meuco m band and was of U.S. (ddl Potential production allowances intended use systems.

ormr. smd means the production allowances
s 82.4 er hibitions.(3) Brmpng a controlled product into obtained under 5 82.9(a).
. (a) No person may produce, at anythe U.S w hen trarspor*ed in a (ee) Production means the'

tonwnment cf prsonal er household manufacture of a controlled substante time m any control penoa,any class 1,

,

effects or m a smilar non-commercial tram any raw material or feedstock c ntrolled substance (except for
cetr lled substances that aresituation normally exempted frem U.S. chemical, but does not include: ,

transformed or destroyed or substances
Customs attentiori. (1)The manufacture of a controlled

*

that are produced pursuant to an(v) Importer means any person who substance that is subsequently exemption as specified in paragraph (k),

6' imports a controlled substance or a transformed;
s section)in excess of the amountI controlled product into the United (2) The reuse or recycling of a IunexPended production allowances

I States. " Importer" includes the person controlled substance; I r dat substance held by that person
primarily liable for the payment of any (3) Amounts that are destroyed by the under the authonty of this subpart at
duties en the raerchandise or an approved technologies; or that time for that control period. Every
authorized agent acting on his or her (4) Amounts that are spilled or vented gram ess Wu@nbehalf. The term also inclutles, as unintentionally. utes a separate violation of th,si

riate- (ff) Production allowances means the $sap[r .

privileges granted by this subpart to ' (bb No person may produce or (eveept( )T fn f record *-o
[r duce c ntr lled substances; for transhipments, or for used or(3) The actual owner; or

Wever. Production allowances may be recycled controlled substances) import,
(4) The transferee, if the right to draw used to produce controlled substances at any time in any control period, any *

merchandise in a bonded warehouse has nly in conjunction with const2mption class I controlled substance (except forbeen transferred.
1 (w) London Amendments means the

aUowances. A person s production controlled substances that are
allowances are the total of the transformed, destroyed, or substancesMontreal Protocol, as amended at the allowances he obtains under 55 82.7, that are produced or imported pursuant

,

Montreal Proto'g of the Parties to the82.5 and 82.9 as may be modified under to an exemption as specified inj Second Meetin
colin London in 1990.-

f (x) Montreal Protocol means the
5 82.12 (transfer of allowances), paragraph (k) of this section) in excess

4 Montreal Protocol on Substances that (gg) Transform means to use and of the amount of unexpended ,

P Deplete the Ozone Layer, a protocol to entirely consume (except for trace consumption allowances held by that
'

i the Vienna Convention for the quantities) a controlled substance in the person under the authority of this
manufacture of other chemicals for subpart at that time for that control'

( Protection of the Ozone Layer, including
adjustments adopted by the Parties commercial purposes, period. Every kilogram of excess+

thereto and amendmen'ts that have (hh) Transhipment means the production or importation (other thang
entered into force. continuous shipment of a controlled transhiprnents or used and reeveled

(y) 29e7 Montreal Protocolmeans the substance from a foreign state of origin controlled substances) constitutes a*

[ Montreal Protocol, as originally adopted through the United States or its separate violation of this subpart,
territones to a second foreign state of (c) A person may not use production i

by(the Parties in 1987,z) Nations complying with, but notfinal destination. allowancesto produce a quantity of a

'

joining, the Protocol means any nation (II) Unexpended consumption class I controlled substance (with the
;

listed in appendix C , Annex 2, of this allowances means consumption exceptions set forth in paragraph (a) of
subpart. allowances that have not been used. At this section) unless he holds under the

(aa) Party means any foreign state that any time in any control period a, authority of this subpart at the same
is listed in appendix C of this subpart person's unexpended consumpt2on time censumption allowances suf'iciant
(pursuant to instruments of ratification, allowances are the total of the level of to cover tha.t quantity of class I
acceptance, or epproval deposited with consumption allowances the person has controlled substances nor may a person
the Deposttary of the United Nations authorization under this subpart to hold use consumption allowances to produce
Secretariat), as having ratified the at that time for that control period, a quantity of class ! controlled
specified control measure in effect minus the level of controlled substances substances (with the exceptions set forth
under the Montreal Protocol. Thus, for that the person has produced or in paragraph (a) of this section) unless
purposes of the trade bans specified in imported (not including transhipments the person holds under authority of this'.

i

;; 5 82.4(d)(2) pursuant to the London and used or recycled controlled subpart at the same time production -
| a. Amendments, only those foreign states substances)in that control period until allowances sufficient to cover that

'

that are listed in appendix C of this that time. quantity of class I controlled substances.

j *s)i
1

subpart as having ratified both the 1987 (H) Unexpended production However, only consumption allowances
. Montreal Protoccl and the London ollowances means production are required to import class I controlled
; Amendments shall be deemed to be allowances that have not been used. At substances with the exceptions set forth
9 Parties, any time in any control period a in paragraph (b) of this section.

(bb) Person means any individual or person's unexpended production fd) No person may:
q p| legal entity, including an individual, allowances are the total of the level of (1)1mport or export any quantity of a

q
~ corporation, partnership, association, production allowances he has controlled substance listed in Class I,

f
.

state, mumcipality, pohtical subdivision authorization under this subpart to hold Group I or Group II,in appendix A of
of a state, Indian tribe; any agency, at that time for that control period, this subpart from or to any foreign stste
depanment, or instrumentahty of the minus the level of controlled substances not listed as a Party to the 1987

h .a
*

M Umted States; and any officer, agent, or that the person has produced in that Montreal Protocol unless that foreign
L amnlovm thereof, control period until the.t time. state is complying with the 1987 -
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iMontreal Protocol (As noted in (g) Effective January 1,2010, no substances, (excluding used or recycled
ap(pendix C, Annex 2 of this subpart):person may produce or consume controlled substances, or tran;hipments)2)1mport or export any quantity of a (excluding used or recycled controlled for any purpose other then for use in acontrolled substance listed in Class I, substances, or transhipments) HCFC-22 process resulting in theirCroup m, Group IV or Group V,in or HCFC-142b for any purpose other transformation, use in a processappendix A of this subpart, from or to than for use in a process resulting in resuhing in their destruction, or forany foreign state not Party to the their transformation, use in a process exceptions stated in paragraph (1) of thisLondon Amendments (as noted in resulting in their destruction, for use in section.ap ndix C, Annex 1, of this subpart), equipment manufactured prior t
un ess that foreign state is complying January 1,2010, or for exceptions stated (1) The following exemptions apply to
with the London Amendments (as noted in agraph 0) of this section in excess the production and consumption
in appendix C, Annex 2, of thf s of eline allowances allocated restrictions under para phs (s) and (b)
subpart), or $ 9 82.5(h) and 82.601). of this section:(Reserved

(3) Import a controlled product from (h) Effective January 1, 2020, no (1) The following exemptions apply to
any foreign state not Party to the 1987 person may produce or consume HCFC- the production and consumption ]

,

*

Montreal Protocol (as noted in appendix 22 or HCFC--142b (excluding used or restrictions under paragraphs (e), (i), (g).
C, Annex 1 of this subpart), unless that recycled controlled substances, or (h), li) and (j) of this section:
foreign state is complying with the transhipments) for any purpose other

(1) Medical Devices (Reserved]Protocol (as noted in appendix C Annex than for use in a process resulting in
2, of this subpart). their transformation, use in a process (2) Exports to developing countries .

(4) Every blogram of a controlled resulting in their destruction or for [Reservedl
substance and every controlled exceptions stated in paragraph 0) of this 5 s2.5 Apportionment of basenne hproduct, iWported or exported in section. production enowances.contraventjon of this subpart constitutes (i) Effective January 1,2015 no
a separate violation of this subpart. person may produce or consume class D Persons who produced controlled

(e) Effective January 1,2003, no substance [ excluding used or recycled substances in Group I or Gr,oup H in
person may produce HCFC-141b except controlled substances, or transhipments) 1986 are apportioned baseune
in a process resulting in its not previously controlled, for any production allowances as set forth in
trcnsformation, use in a process purpose other than for use in a process Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section. i .resulting in destruction, or for resulting in its transformation, use in a Persons who produced controlled
exceptions stated in paragraph 0) of this process resulting in their destruction, as substances in Group m,IV, or V in 1989 *

;[
i

sectjon. a refrigerant in equipment manufactured are apportioned baseline production .'
(f) Effective January 1, 2003, no before January 1,2020, or for exceptions allowances as set forth in paragraphs (c),

person may import HCFC-141b except stated in paragraph 0) of this section,in (d). and (e) of this section. Persons who
for use in a process resulting la its excess of baseline production and produced controlled substances in,

,

transformation, use in a process consumption levels defined in Group VI and VH in 1991 areresuhing in destruction, or for SS 82.5(h) and 82.6(h). apportioned baseline allowances as r,et 1
i

exceptions stated in paragraph 0) of this (j) Effective January 1, 2030 no person forth in paragraphs (f) and (g) of this jsection. may produce or import class U section.
H
}h ,Controned Substance Person Allowances (kg)

(a) For Group I contro!!ed substances:
f"CTC-11 - - Amed-Signal, Inc 23,082.358

E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co 33,830.000
Elf Atochem, NA 21,821,500
Laroche Chemicals , .,

CFC-12. Amed-SJgnal,Inc ; ]i
12.656,364
35,699,776 -,

E.L DuPont de Nemours & Co . 64,849.000 !!Elf Atochem, NA
31.089.807 p

Laroche Charmcals - 15.330.909CFC-113- Allied-Signal, Inc 21,788,896
E.L DuPont de Nemours & Co - 58.553.000CFC t14 Amad-Signal, Inc -

1.488.569
E.L DuPont de Nemours & Co - .,

4,194,000CFC-115 - E.l. DuPont de Nemours & Co - ~

4,176,000 [(b) For Group 11 controlled substances:
!Hton-1211 Great Lakes Chemical Corp - 825,487 iICI Americas,Inc 2,135.484 .}H3ca1301 E.L DuPont de Nemours & Co _ 3.220.000

l
'

jGreat Lakes Chemical Corp 1,766,s50 :- j

,

Huon2402- .
'

(c) For Group ill controlled substances:
CFC-13 . .. Amed.Signat, Inc 127,125

.

E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co -
. ~

187,831
Elf Atochem, NA- 3.992 ;
Great Lakes Chemtcat Corp SE381

|
Laroche Cherrocats 29,025

CFC-111 j
~^-

CFC-112- . . . . --
)
"

<

|
_
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Contr:Hed Substance Person -

A!!owances (kg) |
CFC-211 E I. DuPont de Nemours & Co 11.-

CFC-212 . E.f. DuPont de Nemours & Co . .. .. ... 11.CFC-213. . . . . E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co . .. 11CFC 214 . El DuPont de Nemours & Co . . 11 .CFC-215. . . . . E.1. DuPor:t de Nemours & Co -_ .. 511HalocarDon Produe:s Corp m..

CFC-216 E.f. DuPont de Narreurs & Co ..
._ 1.270 t

CFC-217 . E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co . .. ..
..

.. 170.574 -
511.

(d) For Group IV controlled substances:
CCl4 . ..... Akro Cherrucals, Inc . 7,873,615 'Degusse Corporanon ._......... .

26.546Dow Chemical Company. USA
_m.., .. 18.987,747 '

E.1. DuPont de Nernours & Co .. 9,099Hanlin Cherrucais-WV,Inc . . ..
.. 219.616iCl Americas,Inc

.

Occidental Chemical Corp . -..
. . - B53.714

1.059.358Vulcan Chemicals .. . 21,931.987
(e) For Group V controlled substances:
Methyf cNoroform . Dow Chemical Company. USA 168,030.117

E 1. DuPont de Nemours $ Co ... - 2. . . ~ . .
PPG Industries, Inc . 67,450,719
Vulcan Chemicals .

(f) For Group VI control!ed substances: [ Reserved]
-- 89.689.064 '

;

(g)) For Group Vil controlled substances: [ Reserved]
(n For class 11 controlled substances:(Reserved]

!

$ 82.6 Apportlenment of beseline consumption allowances.

Persons who produced. imported, or produced and imported Controlled substances in Group I or Group 11 in 1986
are apportioned chemical speciSc baseline consumption allowances as set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section. .

:
Persons who produced, imported, or produced and imported controlled substances in Group III, Group IV, or Group
V in 1989 are apportioned chemical-specific baseline consumption allowances as set forth in paragraphs (c), (d), and
(e) of this section. Persons who produced, imported, or produced and imported controlled substances in Grou
or V!1 in 1991 are apportioned chemical specific baseline consumption allowances as set forth in paragraphs (f)p VI(g) of this section. and

Controlled substance Person Allowances (kg)

(a) For Group I controlled substances: >

?CFC-11 Amed. Signal. Inc 22,683.B33 [E l. DuPont de Nemours & Co _ 32.054,283
Elf Atochem, N.A 21,740,194
Hoechst Celanese Corporation

4

8 185.396.

1C1 Americas. Inc -
- 1,673.436

KalLChemio Corporation
__ . 82,500

Laroche Cherrucais . 12,695.726 INational Refrigerants, Inc .
693.707- j

-

Refricentro. Inc. _ . . . . - . 160.697Surrutomo Corporabon of America -
5,800 ~CFC-12. A!!ied-Signal. Inc

.- 35'236,397. . . . _

E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co
.

61,098,726Elf Atoctem, N.A
32.403.869Hoechst Celanese Corporation 138,865m.ICI Americas,Inc

_._ .

KalbChemio Corporabon .
.. - 1,264,980

Laroche Chemicals
.. 355,440

15.281,553.._
National Refrigerants. Inc - 2,375.384.
Refricentro, Inc ._.

242,526.CFC-113 Allied. Signal. Inc.18,241,928.
_ - - -

-. .s

j E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co .
j
'49,602.858_ . . . -

! Elf Atochem, N.A,
244,908~~i Hotchem

..--
. . .-

h ICI Americas. Inc 265.199
2,399.700g' Refncentro. inc . .. . _ - ~_ 37,385'Sumitomo Corporanon of Amenca

280.163- 4_ CFC-.114 Albed. Signal. Inc
'

E 1. DuPont de Nemours & Co
1,429,582 i

3.686.103 IElf Atochem, N.A
ICI Amencas. Inc -

22,880 i.

CFC-115 - E.l. DuPont de Nemours & Co -
.. 32.930. -

,

2,764.109
,Elf Atochem, N.A --

--

.

i

633,007 j

. - . , _ _ _
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ControUed sut: stance Person Alfov.ances (kg) |

Hoechst Celanese Comoraton 8.893
ICI Arnencas. Inc . 2.366.351
Laroche Chemcals . 135.520
Refncentro, Inc 27,337

(D) For Group li controlled substances:
- t

Ha:cn.1211 Elf Atochem, N.A . . . . . . . . . 411.292 =

Great Lakes Chemical Corp . 772.775
ICI Amencas. Inc . 2,116.641
Kall-Chemie Comorat:on .. 330.000

Falon 1301 E L DuPont de Nemours & Co . 2.772.917
Elf Atochem, N.A . . . . . . . . 89255.

Great Lakes Chemical Com . 1.744.132 i

Kali-Chemie Comoraton 54.380
Halon.2402 . Ausimont . ...... . . . . . . . . 34.400

Great Lanes Chemical Com . 15.900
(c) For Group !!! controlled substances:
CFC-13 Amed-Signal, Inc . . . _ . . 127,124

E 1. DuPont de Nemours & Co . 158.508
Elf Atochem. N A . . . . . . . . . . . 3.992
Great utkes Chemical Corp . 56239,

,

e ICI Amencas, Inc . . . . . 5.855 ,
'

Laroche Chemicals .. . . 29.025
Natonal Refdgerants, Inc .

CFC-111
. . . . 16.665-

CFC-112 . Sumitomo Corporation of Amenca . 5.912
TG (USA) Comoraton . ....... 9.253

C FC.-211 . E.t. DuPont de Nemours & Co .. 11
CFC-212 . E l. DuPont de Nemours & Co . 11
CFC-213 . E.L DuPont ce Nemours & Co . 11 [CFC-214 . . . . . . E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co . 11 s
CFC--215 . E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co . 511 jI

Halocart>on Products Corp ... 1.270
2 [:CFC-216. E.t. DuPont de Nemours & Co . . . . . 170.574
'

CFC-217 . E.1. DuPont de Ner ours & Co . .. .. 511 !
(d)For Group IV controlled substances:

]
'

CC1.. Crescent Chemical Co . .. .. ..-.. 56 1Degussa Corporation . . . . . . _ . . 12.466 I
3Dow Chemcal Company. USA .._ 8.170.561

E.1. DuPont de Nemours & Co . 26.537 l
Elf Atochem, N. A .... ......
Hanlin Chemicals-WV, Inc .

. . _ . . . . . . 41
103,133

Hoechst Celanese Corporaton 3 ;

ICC Chemical Corp .. 13 73.723 j.
,

ICt Amencas. Inc .......... 655.466 i
Occidental Chemical Com .. .- . . . _ . . - 497.478 4
Sumitomo Comoration of Amenca . . . . 9

(e) For Group V controlled substances: '

Methy1 Chlorcform . 3V Chemical Com ... 3,528
Actex, Inc

. 50,171
Atochem North Amenca . ........ . . . . 74.355 P.
Dow Chemical Company. USA 125200200 ''

E.l. DuPont de Nemours & Co . 2
'

IBM
ICI Amencas. Inc

. . . . 2.026
14.179.850 9Laidlaw

. . , . . 420.207 *,
PPG Incustnes . 45254.115 (Sumitomo .--. - 1.954 [TG (USA) Corporation - 7.073 :
Unitor Ships Servnce,Inc -- 14,746 |'Vulcan Chemicais - 70.765 o72

(f) For Group VI controlled substances: { Reserved)
,

(6) For Class 11 controlled substances:[R[eserved) )
.

g For Group Vil controlled substances: Reserved
() -

i
.i

f
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* $ B2.7 Grant and phased reduction of baseline production and cortsumption a!!cwances for class I controlled substances. j

For each control period specified in the following table, each person is granted the specified percentage of the |baseline production and consumption allowances apport2oned to him under $$ 82.5 and 82.6.

Class f sub- Class I sub- Class I sub- C! ass I sub- C ass i sub- Class I sub-
stances in stances in stances in stances in stances in stances in ;Controf penod groups I and group 11 group IV group V

(poupVi
group Vil '

til (percent) gercent) (percent) (per::ent) percent) (percent) . ,

1994 25 0 50 50 100 1C0 k
1995 25 0 15 30 100 100 1

1996 0 0 0 0 100 0
1997 . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 100 0 >

1998 . . . _ . , 0 0 0 0 100 0
1999 . 0 0 0 0 100 ;0 ,

2000 . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 100 0
2001 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 j

i

!
$ 82.8 Grant and phased reduction of (1) For trades from a Party, the person paragraph (b)(2) of this section, the ;

baseline production and consurnption must obtain from the principal Administrator may, at his discretion,
'

,

j allowances for class !! controlled diplomatic representative in that consider the following factors in
g substances. [ Reserved) nation's embassy in the United States a deciding whether to approve such a

- $ 82.9 Availability of production signed document stating that the transfer: i
#' a!!owances in addition to basellne appropriate authority within that nation (i) Possible creation of economic

~

#
production allowances. has established or revised production hardship; }' (a) Every person apportioned baseline limits for the nation to equal the lesser (ii) Possible effects on trade;
production allowances for class I of the maximum production that the (iii) Potential environmental
contrclied substances under 6 82.5 (a) nation is allowed under the Protocol mplications: and ;

'

through (n)is also granted potential minus the amount transferred, the liv)The total amount of unexpended
production allowances equal to: maximum production that is allowed production allowances held by United *

(1) to percent of his apportionment under the nation's applicable domestic States entities..

under 6 82.5 for each control period law minus the amount transferred, or.

(4) The Administrator willissue the l
ending before January 1,2000; and the average of the nation s actual Person a notice either granting or(2115 percent of his apportionment national production level for the three deducting production a!!awances and

. . under $ B2.5 for each control period years prior to the transfer minus the specifying the control penods to which 3

,

'
beginning after December 31,1999 and production allowances transferred.The

P Oe
sge5.Pyo .;

t anse
[ ending before Janua 1,2011 (January person must submit to the

[aragraph (b)(1) of this section for trades
, ,e

g, 1,2013 in the case o methyl Admmistrator a transfer request that !

t chloroform). Includes a true copy of this document m Parties and paragraph (b)(2) of th2s
~

j (3) A person may convert potential and that sets forth the followin : section for trades to Parties, unless they production allowances, either granted (i) The identity and address of the
A.dministrator has decided to :j under this paragraph (a) or obtained person'- disapprove the trade under paragraphunder 6 82.12 (transfer of allowances), to (11) The identity of the Party,
(b)(3) of this section for trades to Parties.

,

production allowances only to the (lii)The names and telephone
extent authorized by the Administrator numbers of contact persons for the Admm, trade from a Party, the

Fore
istrator willissue a notice thatunder $ B2.11 (Exports to Article 5 person and for the Party;a

1 Parties). A person may obtain (iv) The chemical type and level of revtses the allowances held by the j

transferred; pas a t equalthe unexpended !
'

authorizations to convert potential
production beinf period (s) to which the Production allowances held by the .!production allowances to production (v) The contro

allowances by requesting issuance of a transfer applies;and
. person under this subpart plus the level .

notice under 5 82.11 or by completing a (vi) A signed statementby the person f allowable production transferred i

transfer of authorizations under $ 82.12. that this increased production is from the Party. For a trade.to a Party, the !

AMnistrator will issue a notice that -(b) A person may also increase or intended as an export to the Party. 4

decrease its production allowances by (2) For trades to a Party, a person revises the production limit for the '

trading with another Party to the must submit a transfer request that sets person to equal the lesser of: ;

fi) The unexpended productionProtocol. A nation listed in appendix C.
forth the following: d address of the allnwances held by the person under jAnnex 1 of this subpart (Parties to the (i) The identity an'

.

this subpart minus the amount'
Mentreal Protocol) must agree either to person; ,

3 3 transfer to the person for the current (11) The identity of the Partyt transferred; or
]

]t control period some amount of (iii) The names and telephone (ii)The unexpended production i

x, production that the nation is permitted numbers of contact persons for the allowances hald by the person under .
,

i under the Montreal Protocol or to person and for the Party; this subpart minus the amount by which
.

$1 receive from the person for the current (iv)The chamical type andlevel of the United States average annual i
y control period some amount of allowable production to be transferred; production of the controlled substanc'e j
5 production that the person is permitted and being traded for the three years prior to )
! under this subpart. A request for (v) The control period (s) to which the the transfer is less than the total
h production allowances shall also be transfer applies. allowable production allowable for that
j considered a request for consurnption (3) After receiving a transfer request substance under this subpart minus the i

allowances under 6 82.10(c). that meets the requirements of amount transferred.The chance in |
1

. _ _ _ . _ . - _ , _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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allowances will be effective on the date (i) The identity and address of the equivalent to the level of class I {
'

that the notice is issued. person: controlled substances (other than used
(5)If after one person obtains (ii) The name, quantity, and level of or recycled controlled substances or a

approval for a trade of allowable controlled substance transformed or the transshipment) that the person has
production of a controlled substance to name, quantity and volume destroyed; exported frcm the United States and its
a Party, one or more other persons (iii) A copy of the invoice or receipt territories to a Party (as listed in
obtain approval for trades involving the documenting the sale of the controlled appendix C. Annex 1 of this subpart),
same controlled substance and the same substance to the person; c2er than a transshipment.
control period, the Administrator will fiv) A certification that production (1) The exporter of the class I
issue notices revising the production allowances were expended for the controlled substances must subm" to
limits for each of the other persons production of the controlled substance; the Administrator a request for
trading that controlled substance in that (v)If the controlled substance is consumption allowances setting forth '

control period to equal the lesser of; transformed, the name, quantity, and the following: '

(i)The unexpended production verification of the commercial use of the (i) The identities and addresses of the
allowances held by the person under resulting chemical transformed; and exporter and the recipient of the i

'
this subpart minus the amount (vilIf the controlled substance is ~ e xports;
transferred; or destroyed, the efficiency of the (ii) The exporter's Employer

(ii) The unexpended production destruction process. Identification Number;
,

(2) The Admmistrator will review the (iii) The names and telephoneallowances held by the person under ,

informatwn and documentation numbers of contact persons for the {-this subpart minus (the amount by
which the United States average annual submitted under paragraph (c)(1) of this exporter and the recipient;

,

productiorpoi the controlled substance section and will assess the quantity of (iv) The quantity and type of ]class I controlled substance that the contro!Ied substances exported;being traded for the three years prior to
the transfet is less than the total documentation and information verifies (v) The source of the controlled
allowable production for that substance was transformed or destroyed. The substance and the date purchased; ,

under this subpart) multiplied by the Admmistrator willissue the person (vi) The date on which and the port ;

amount transferred divided by (the total Production allowances equivalent to the from which the controlled substances
!,

contro were exported from the United States oramount transferred by all the other Admm, lled substances that the -istrator determines were its terntones;

substance in the same control eriod) transformed or destroyed. For controlled (vii) The country to which the !gpersons trading the same controlled
g

minus the amount transferred y that substances completely destroyed under controlled substances were exported; ;

tlas subpart, the Agency will grant (viii) The bill ofladmg and the !,gerson
(iii)Ihe Administrator will also issue allowances equal to 100 percent of invoice indicating the net quantity of b

v lume intended for destruction. For controlled substances shipped and
a notice revising the production limit
for each person who previously those controlled substances destroyed at documenting the sale of the controlled

obtained approval of a trade of that less than a 98 percent destruction substances to the purchaser; and y
,

substance in that control period to equal efficiency, the Agency will grant
(ix) The commodity code of the g

allowances commensurate with that controlled substance exported. jthe dd P d i 1 ces
percent of destruction ef5ciency that is (2) The Administrator will review the jdy eP wn ud pa

plus the amount by which the United actually achieved. The grant of information and documentation <

allowances will be effective on the date submitted under paragraph (a)(1) of this !'

States average annual production of the
that the notice is issued section, and will assess the quantity of .

controlled substance being traded for
(3)If the Administrator determines controlled substances that the fthe three years prior to the transfer is

less than the total allo ble productwn that the request for production
documentation verifies was exported. ;1 ,

under this subpart mu plied by the allowances does not satisfactorily The Administrator willissue the j
substantiate that the erson transformed exporter consumption allowances ;f

un tran erred by that person
by [ e amount transferred by or destroyed controll d substances as equivalent to the level of controlled

?]-claimed, or that modified allowances substances that the ! dministrator
all of the ersons that have traded that
contmlle substance m that control were not expended, the Administrator determined was exported.The grant of

penod). The change in production willissue a notice disallowing the the consumption allowances will be

allowances will be effective on the date request for additional production effective on the date the notice is issued.

that the notice is issued. allowances. Within ten working days (b) A person may obtain consumption i

allowances for that controlled substance
(c) A person may obtain roduction after receipt of notification, the person

allowances for that control ed substance may file a notice of appeal, with equal to the amount of a ccmtrolled 4

su porting reasons, with the substance either produced in or * ,

equal to the amount of that controlled 3[ministrator. The Administrator may imported into the United States that was (
.(substance produced in the United States

that was transformed or destroyed affirm the disallowance or grant an transformed or destroyed in the United ;

within the United States in cases where allowance, as he finds appropriate in States in the case where consumption

production allowances were expended light of the available evidence If no allowance were expended to produce or ?

appealis taken by the tenth day after import such substance in accordance
to produce such substance in

. notification, the disallowance will b, with the provisions of this paragraph. ,

accordance with the provisions of this final on that day' (1) ^ Person must submit a request for
paragraph. A request for production consumption allowances that includes
allowances under this section will be 5 82.10 Avenat,iuty of consumption the following: ,,1

considered a request for consu'nption allowances to addition to baseline (i)The identity and address of the
allowances under $ B2.10(b). consumption snowances. persom

(1) A person must submit a request for (a) Any person may obtain,in (ii) The name, quantity, and level of
production allowances that includes the accordance with the provisions of this controlled substance transformed or the y
following: section, consumption allowances name, quantity and volume destroyed;

__ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _
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(iii) A copy oithe invoice or receipt from a Party, the person must obtain (5) The date on which and the port
tocumenting the sale of the controlled from the principal diplomatic from which the controlled substances
substance to the person: representatis e in that nation's embassy were exported from the United States or

[iv) A certification that prodaction in the United States a signed document its territories;
and/or consumption allowances were stating that the appropnate authority (el The country to which the
expended for the production and/or within that nation has established or controlled substances were exported;
import of the ccatrolled substance; revised production limits for the nation (7) A copy of the bill oflading and

(v)!f the con rciled suhstance is to equal the lesser of the maximum invoice indicating the net quantity
trarsformed, the name, quantity, and production that the nation is allowed shipped and documenting the sale of
venficadan of the commercial use of the under the Prctocol minus the amount the controlled substances to theresultin:: chcmical transformed; and transferred, the maximum production purchaser:~

(vi)If the contro!!ed substance is that is allowed under the nation's (8) The commodity code of thedestroyed,the efficiency of the applicable domestic law minus the controlled substance exported; and
destructionp.ministrator wtil review the amount transferred, or the average of the(9) A copy of the contract covering the

rocess.
, (2) The A

.

mformation and documentation nation's actual national production level sale of the controlled substances to the
fa Ge three years prior to the transfer reci ient that contains provisionssubmitted under paragraph (b)(1) of th.is minus the production allowances forb dding the reexport of the controlled 'section and will assess the quantity of ,

controlled substance that the transferred. The person must submit to substance in bulk form and subjecting
documentation and information venfied the Administrator a transfer request that the recipient or any transferee of the. .

was transformed or destroyed. The includes a true copy of this document recipient to liquidated damares equal to
Admirustratcr willissue to the person and that sets forth the following: the resale price of the controlled,

consum tion allowances equivalent to (1) The identity and address of the substances if they are reexported in buli
the leve of controlled substances that I"''I.he identity of the Party; ([) The Administrator will review the(2)

'

the Admmistrator determines was
(3) The names and telephone numbers information and documentation

transformed er destroyed. For controlled of contact persons for the person and for submitted under
bre h (a) of thissubstances completely destroyed under the Part

this subpart, the Agency will grant (4) Th chemical type and level of c[nIolied ubst c s t!1atI~
'*

allowances equal to 100 percent of production being transferred: documentation verifies were exported tovolume intended for destruction. For (5) The control period (s) to which the
those controlled substances destroyed at transfer applies; and an Article 5 Parti. Based on that
less than a 98 percent destruction (6) A signed statement by the person

anenment, die Adannisaatw wW luu -
efficiency,the Agency willgrant that this increased production is the exporter a notice authorizing the
allowances commensurate with that intended as an export to the Party. C nVersion f 8 SPecified quantity of-
percent of destruction efficiency that is Potential production allowances to
actually achieved. The grant of 5 82.11 Exports to Article 5 Parties. Production allowances in a specified
allowances will be effective on the date in accordance with the provisions of control year, and granting consumption
that the notice is issued. this section, any person may obtain allowances in the same amount for the

(3)lf the Administrator determines authorizations to convert potential same control year. The authonzations
that the request for consumption production allowances to production may be used to convert potential
allowances does not satisfactorily allowances by exporting classI production allowances to production
substantiate that the person transformed controlled substances (not including allowances as soon as the date on which
or destroyed controlled substances as transshipments.or used or recycled . the notice is issued.
claimed, or that production or controlled substances) to foreign states $82.12 Transfers.consumption allowances had notbeen listed in appendix E to this subpart *
expended, the Administrator willissue (Article 5 Parties). Authorizations (aHntuompanyuansfus. Any
a notice disallowing the request for

obtained under this section will be valid puson ( traderor *) ma(nee )sfn to
uan

additional consumption allowances.
only durin the control period in which any othafthe transferor,s consumption

erson Ftrans any
Within ten working days after receipt of the control $ed substance departed theamount a
notification. the person may file a notice United States. A request for allowances, production allowances,
of appeal, with supporting reasons, with authorizations under this section will be Potential production allowances, or
the Administrator. The Administrator

considered a r7er 6 82.10(a) as well.uest for consumption
authorizations to convert potential

may affirm or vacate the disallowance, allowances un Production allowances to production
If no appealis taken by the tenth day fa) The exporter must submit to the allowances, as follows:

after notification, the disallowance will Administrator a request for authority to (1)The transferor must submit to the
be final on that day. convert potential production allowance . Administrator a transfer claim settmg

(c) A person may also increase its to production allowances. That request f rth the followingr
consumption allowances by receiving must set forth the following: (i) The identities and addresses of the
production from another Party to the (1) The identities and addresses of the transferor and the transferee:
Protocol. A natf un listed in appendix C. exporter and the recipient of the (ii) The name and telephone numbers
Annet 1 of this subpart (Parties to the exports: of contact persons for the transferor and

.

Montreal Protocol) must agree to (2) The exporter's Employee the transferee;
transfer to the person for the current Identification Number; - (iii) The type of allowances or
control period some amount of (3) The names and telephone numbers authorizations being transferred,
productlon that the nation is permitted of contact persons for the exporter and including the names of the controlled
under the Montreal Protocol. A request for the recipient; substances for which allowances are to
for consumption allowances shall also (4) The quantity and the type of he transferred;
be considered a request for productinn controlled substances exported, its (iv)The group of controlled
allowances under $ B2.9(b). For trades source and date purchased: substances to which the allowances or
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. p6 Iiauthorizations being transferred allowances or authorizations to cover converted (except for conversions of h:
pertains; the transfer claim, or that the transferor authorizations to convert potential I.1

i (v)The amount of allowances or has failed to respond to one er more production allowances and conversions !M-
authorizations being transferred; Agency requests to supply information of potential production allowances); h4-'

! (vil The control period!s) for which needed to make a determination, the (vii) The amount of allowances or vr:
the allowances or authorizations are Adrninistrator will issue a notice authorizations to be added to the Ed 'l =
being transferred; disallowing the transfer. Within 10 convertor's unexpended allowances or [

'

(vii) Thu amount of unexpended working days after receipt of authorizations for the second controlled p
allowances or authonzations of the type notificauon, either party may file a substance, to be equal to the amount of ;

'

and for the control period bems nouce of appeal, with s'uppo'rting allowances for the first controlled ' - ^

transferred that the transferor holds reasons, with the Administrator.'The substance being converted multiplied by 'D '

under authority of this subpart as of the Administrator may affirm or vacate the the quotient of the ozone depletion -

date the claim is submitted to EPA; and disallowance. If no appeal is taken by factor of the first controlled substance
(viii) The amount of the one-percent the tenth working day after notification, divided by the ozone depletion factor of -

; offset applied to the unweighted amount the disallowance shall be final on that the second controlled substance, as |
.

|

traded that will be deducted from the day, listed in appendix A of this subpart; I
transferor's allowance balance (except (3) In the event that the Administrator (viii) The control penod(s) for which 3 .|

I
,

i for trades of potential production does not respond to a transfer claim the allowances or authorizations are
allowances, authorizations to convert, or within the three working days specified being converted; and ;j ,

| trades from transformers and destroyers in paragraph (b)(2) of this section, the (ix) The amount of unexpended -|-

| to producers or imponers for the transferor and transferee may proceed allowances or authorizations of the type d
purpose of allo,wance reimbursement), with the transfer. EPA will reduce the end for the control period being |,

(2) The Admimstrator will determine transferor's balance of unexpended converted that the convertor holds ,k |
whether the recgrds maintained by EP.A. allowances or authorizations by the under authority of this subpart as of the '

taking into acccant any previous amount to be transferred plus,in the date the claim is submitted to EPA. j

,

i

; transfers and any production, allowable case of transfers of production or (2) The Administrator will determine
,imports and expans of controlled

substances reported by the transferor' consumption allowances, one percent of whether the records maintained by EPA, |[,

that amount. However,if EPA taking into account any previous ;;,

mdicate that the transferor possesses, as ,

of the date the transfer claim is ultimately finds that the transferer did cunrsims, any transfers, and any '

processed, unexpended allowances or not have sufficient unexpended production, imports (not including4

allowances or authorizations to cover transhipments, or used and recycled *| |
authorizations sufficient to cover the the claim, the transferor and transferee catr lled substances), or exports (not

. ,

*
,

transfer claim (i.e., the amount to be
will be held liable for an violations of including transhipments, or used and ,,

j transferred plus, in the case of
| transferors of production or

the regulations of this su part that occur recycled controlled substances) of {
as a result of, or in conjunction with, the cmtr lled substances reported by the i jconsumption allowances, one percent of convertor, indicate that the convertor !~fe
I*%r p$1)ut nf conversions. Any Possesses, as of the date the conversion

4 that amount). Within three working
(: days of receiving a complete transfer person (" convertor") may convert claim is processed, tmexpended

,

allowances or authorizations sufficient 9 |i claim, the Administrator will tak"
consumption allowances, production 9 |

action to notify the transferor and allowances, potential production to cover the conversion claim (i.e., the
j transferee a,s follows: allowances, or authorizations to convert am unt to be converted plus,in the case

. |3

s j
j (i)If EPA s records show that the

transferor has sufficient unexpended potential production allowances to of conversions of production or |- t

allowances or authorizations to cover production allowances for one class I casumPtion allowances, one percent of f
|

,

the transfer claim or if review of controlled substance to the same type of that amount). Within three working
-{gallowance for another class I controlled days of receiving a complete conversion

available information is insufficient t claim, the Administrator will take
-|,make a determination, the substance within the group of controlled

''U" ' " ,s records show that they the mnnnor as foHows:
,

substances as the first as follows:Administrator will issue a notice (i)If EPA(1) The convertor must submit to the j,

mdicating that EPA does not object to Administrator a conversion claim annd r has sufficient unexpended
|

o,

the transfer and will reduce the aH wances or authorizadas to mnr iforth the followin
settinke identity and adb:ess of the

,

; transferor's balance of unexpended (i) T the conversion claim or if review of
,

allowances or authorizations by the available information is insufficient to > <convertor;
- amount to be transferred plus, in the (ii) The name and telephone number make a determination, the
| case of transfers of production or of a contact person for the convertor; Administrator willissue a notice

,

' consumption allowances, one percent of (iii) The type of allowances or indicating that EPA does not object to 3

that amount. When EPA issues a no authorizations being converted, the conversion and will reduce the .,

objection notice, the tranrferor and the including the names of the controlled convertor's balance of unexpended (
; transferee may proceed with the substances for which allowances are to allowances or authorizations by the i

transfer. However, if EPA ultimately be converted; amount to be converted plus, in the case p
! finds that the transferor did not have (iv) The group of controlled of conversions of production or j
a sufficient unexpended allowances or substances to which the allowances or consumption allowances, one percent of * t.
I authorizations to cover the claim, the authorizations being converted pertains; that arciount. When EPA issues a no '

j transferor and transferee will be held (v) The amount and type of objection notice, the convertor may -

4 liable for any violations of the allowances to be converted: proceed with the convenion. IIowever. ,

; regulations of this subpart that occur as (vi) The amount of allowances to be if EPA ultimately finds that the ,

i a result of, or in conjunction with, the subtracted from the convertor's convertor did not have sufficient }
| Impron'f EPA's records show that the

unexpended allowances for the first unexpended allowances or jer transfer,
(ii) l controlled substance, to be equal to 101 authorizations to cover the claim. the4

'

transferor has insufficient unexpended percent of the amount of allowances convertor will be held liable for any g
, , ;

i
-- ,
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violations of the regulations of this (c) Unless otherwise specified, repcm in their transformation or for use in
subpart that occur as a result of, or in required by this section must be mailed processes resulting in destruction;
conjunction with, the improper to the Administrator within 45 days of (iv) Dated records of the quantity of

conversion. the end of the applicable reporting each controlled substance used at each

(ii)!f EPA's records show that the period. facility as feedstocks or destroyed in the

convertor has insufficient unexpended (d) Records and copies of reports manufacture of a controlled substance ,

allowances or authorizations to cover required by this section must be or in the manufacture of any other

the conversion claim, or that the retained for three years. substance and any controlled substance

rem ertor has failed to respond to one [e) In reports required by this section, mtroduced into the production process
cr more Agency requests to supply quantities of controlled substances must of the same controlled substance at each
information needed to make a be stated in terms of kilograms, facility;

determination,the Administrator will (f) Every person (" producer") who (v) Dated records identifying the

issue a notice disallowing the products class I controlled substances quantity of each chemical not a

conversion. Within 10 working days during a control period must comply controlled substance produced within

after receipt of notification, the with the following recordkeeping and each facility also prooucmg one or more
controlled substances;

convertcr may file a notice of appeal, reporting requirements: (vi) Dated records of the quantity of
with supporting reasons, with the (1) Within 120 days of December 10

raw materials and feedstock chemicalsAdministrator. The Administrator may 1993, or within 120 days of the date that
afhrm or vacate the disallowance. If no a producer first produces a class I used at each facility for the production

appeal is taken by the tenth working day controlled substance, whichever is later, of controlled substances;(vii) Dated records of the shipments of
after notification, the disallowance shall every producer who has not already each controlled substance produced at
be final on that day. done so must submit to the

each p)lant;(vm The quantity of controlled(3) In the event that the Administrator Administrator a report describing:
does not respond to a conversion claim (i) The method by which the producer substances, the date received, and
within the three working days specified in practice measures daily quantities of names and addresses of the source of .
In paragraph (b)(2) of this section, the controlled substances produced; recyclable or recoverable matenals
convertor may proceed with the (ii) Conversion factors by which the containing controlled substances which
conversion. EPA will reduce the dail records as currently maintained
convertor's balance of unerpended can e converted into kilo sms of "#{iyRecor s f ate the controlled
allowances by the amount to be controlled substances pro uced' substance, and the estimated quantity of
converted plus,in the case of 2ncluding any constants or assumptions any spill or release of a controlled
conversions of production or used in making those calculations (e g.,

substance that e9uals or exceeds 100
consumption allowances, one percent of tank specifications, ambient

P "fCop e ofIRS certification that thethat amount. However,if EPA temperature or pressure, density of the gx
ultimately finds that the convertor did controlled substance); controlled substance will be
not have sufficient ur; expended (iii) Intemal accounting procedures transformed or the verification that it

,

ellowances or authorizations to cover for determinmg plant wide production; will be destroyed
the claims, the convertor will be held (iv) The quantity of any fugitive losses (3) For each quarter, each producer of
liable for any violations of tho accounted for in the production figures; a class I controlled substance must
regulations of this subpart that occur as and

(v) The estimated percent efficiency of provide the Administrator with a report.

containing the following information:a result of, or in conjunct 2on with, the
.

improper conversion. the productico process for the (i) The production by company in that
(c) 1nter-company transfers ond Inter. controlled substance- quarter of each controlled substance,

pollutant conversions. If a person Within 60 days of any change in the specifying the quantity of any controlled
requests an inter company transfer and measurement procedures or the substance used in processing, resulting
an inter-pollutant conversion information specified in the report in in its transformation by the producer;
simultaneously, the emount subtracted paragraph (b), the producer must submit (ii) The amount of production for use
from the convertor.transferor's a report specifying the revised data or in processes resulting in destruction of
unexpended allowances for the first procedures to the Administrator- controlled substances by the producer:
controlled substance will be equal to (2) Every poducer of a class I (iii) The levels of production
10t percent of the amount of allowances controlled substance during a control (expended allowances) for each
converted and transferred in the case of period must maintain the following controlled substance:
transfer-conversions of production or records: (iv) The producer's total of expended
consumption allowances. (1) Dated records of the quantity of and unexpended consumption

each controlled substance produced at allowances, potential production
$ 82.t 3 Record-keeping and reporting each facility; allowances, production allowances, and
""I*"C"''' (ii) Dated records of the quantity of authorizations to convert potential

ta) Unless otherwise specified, the controlled substances produced for use production allowances to production
recordkeeping and reporting in processes that result in their allowances, as of the end of that quarter;
requirements set forth in this section transformation or for use in processes (v) The quantity, the date received. 1

take effect on January 1,1994. that result in their destruction and and names and addresses of the sources
(b) Reports and records required by quantity sold for use in processes that of recyclable and recoverable materials |

this section may be used for purposes of result in their transformation or for use containing the controlled substances I

compliance determinations. These in processes that result in their which are recovered:
requirements are not intended as a destruction: (vi) The amount of controlled |

I

limitation on the use of other evidence (iii) Copies ofinvoices or receipts substance sold or transferred during the
I

.

admissible under the Federal Rules of documenting sale of controlled quarter to a person other than the
|Evidence, substance for use in processes resulting producer for use in processes resulting
|
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Ci 3 '

, in its transformation er eventual clas I centrolled substance must submit not produced by that person must
| E ;A,;!destmction; and to the Administrator a report containing maintain the following: :' '

| (vin Internal Revenue Service the fe!!owing information: (1) Dated records of the quantity and M 'j
,

r

Certificates in the case of (i) Summaries of the records required level of each controlled substance 79 [
transformation, or the purr.haser's in paragraphs (g)(1) (i) through (vii) of transformed or destroyed: C 3| [

d E
,

destruction verification in the caso cf this section for the previous quener: (2) Copies of the invoices or receipts a
destruction, showing that the purchaser (ii) The total quantity imported in documenting the sale or transfer of the
or recipient of a controlled substance Lilograms of eacn controlled substance controlled substance to the person: d
intends to either transform cr destroy for that quarter: (3)ln the case where those controlled

,

' ,

the controlled substance. (iii) The levels ofimport (expended substances are transformed, dated C,

. (4) For any person who fails to consumption allowances) of controlled records of the names, commercial use. 7
) maintain the records required by this substances far that quarter and totaled and quantities of the resulting

,.ij paragraph (f), or to submit the repon by chemical for the control-period-to- chemical (s)
; required by this paragraph (f), the date: (4)!n the case where those controlled ,

(iv) The im substances are transformed, dated 7 i
expended anforter's total sum of records of shipments to purchasers of S. I

Administrator may assume that the,

person has produced at full capacity unexpended * ii

[Qk
|dunng the period for which records consumption allowances by chemical as the resulting chemical (sh

were not kept, for purposes of of the end of that quarter: (5) Dated records of all shipments of |
determining whether the person has (v) The amount of controlled controlled substances received by the i et
violated the prohibitions et S 82 4. substances imported for use in person, and the identity of the producer ' @,

(g) Importers of class I controlled processes resulting in their or importer of'the controlled substances; y
substances during a control period must transformation or destruction: (6) Dated records ofinventories of k
comply with r rdleeping and (vi) The amount of controlled controlled substances at each plant on f p-
reporting requ ments specified in this substances sold or transferred during the first day of each quarter; and J ;

section. T the quarter to each person for use in (7) A copy of the person's IRS ,

j (1) Any imp 6rter of a classI processes resulting in their certification ofintent to transform or the -1 :

: controlled substance must maintain the transformation or eventual destruction; purchaser's destruction verification of |
!following records: (vii) Internal Revenue Service intent to destroy,in the case where4

; (i) The quantity of each controlled Certificates showing that the purchaser substances were purchased for {
i substance imported, either alone or in or recipient ofimported controlled transformation or destmction purposes. };

,

mixtures. Including the percentage of substances intends to transform those (j) Persons who destroy class I i.
eadi mixture which consists of a substances or destruction verifications controlled substances shall provide EPA
r,ontrolled substance; showing that purchaser or recipient with a one-time report stating the |

(ii) The quantity of controlled intends to destroy the controlled destruction unit's destruction efficiency '( 1

Isubstances other than transhipments or substances. and the methods used to record the j
used or recycled substances imported (h) Reporting Requirements-Exporters. volume destroyed and those used to ,)
for use in processes resulting in their For any exports of class I controlled determine destruction efficiency and the ,A

substances not reported under S 82.10 name of other relevant Federal or state $ ;] transformation or destruction and, quantity sold for use in processes that (additional consumption allowances) or regulations that may apply to the f
j result in their destruction or 5 82.11 (Exports to Parties), the exporter destruction process. Any changes to the [

tion which the controlled who exported a class I controlled unit's destruction efficiency or methods
3

i
" ( ii e substances must submit to the used to record volume destroyed and to +

( )Ye Eo t rough which Administrator the following information determine destruction efficiency must ;

the control $ed substances
i

assed. witlu,n 45 days after the end of the be reflected in a revision to this report
,

(v) The country from which th; control period in which the unreported to be submitted to EPA within 60 days t

imported controlled substances were exports left the United States: of the change. ]-
(1) The names and addresses of the (k) Persons who purchase and 4

orted.
im[vi) The commodity code for the exporter and the recipient of the subsequently destroy controlled class I ,

controlled substances shi ed ex orts: substances shall provide the producer or .

(vii) The importer number for the 2) The exporter's Employee importer from whom toe purchase !

;

shi ment: Identification Number: controlled substances to e destroyed

( iii) A copy of the bill oflading for (3) The type and quantity of each with a verification that controlled
the import; controlled substance exported and what substances will be used in processes

(ix) The invoice fcr the import; percentage,if any,of the controlled that result in their destruction. i

(x) The quantity of imports of used substance are recycled or used: (1) The verification shall include the * '

and recycled class I controlled (4)The date on which and the port following: f

substances and class Il controlled from which the controlled substances (i) Identity and address of the person }
substances: were exported from the United States or intending to destroy controlled a

(xi) The U.S. Customs entry form; its territories: substances:
(xii) Dated records documenting the (5) The country to which the (ii) Indication of whether those

sale or transfe.t of controlled substances controlled substances were exported controlled substances will be
!for use in process resulting in and completely destroyed, as defined in ,

transformation or destruction: and (6)The commodity code of the S 82.3, or less than completely
(xtii) Copies of IRS certifications that controlled substance shipped. destroyed, in which case the destruction

the controlled substance will be (i) Every person who has requested efficiency at which such substances will .

transformed or destruction verirications additional production allowances under be destroyed must be included: ,!

that it will be destroyed. S 82.9(c) or consumption allowances (iii) Period of time over which the f
(2) Report 2ng Requirements Imponers. under $ 82.10fb) or who transforms or person intends to destroy controlled 9

For each quarter, every impcrter of a destroys class I controlled substances substances: and

. _ _ - - - _ - _-- - - - - - -
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(iv) Signature of the verifying person. (m) A .y person who transforms or indicating that the controlled substance
,

(2)If. at any time any aspects of this destroys class I controlled substances is used or recycled. .

serification c'hange, the person must ust report the names and quantities of 7

submit a revised verification reflecting class I controlled substances (p) Every person who impons or 'i

such changes to the producer from transformed and destroyed for each exports used or recycled group II. class !j
I controlled substances or class !! 8 t

whom that person purchases controlled c ntrol period withm 45 days of the end controlled substances must report its '

substances intended for destruction. I* h co pe i
gn)E g ,nn o produces. . annual level within 45 days of the end {

(1) Persons who purchase class I imports, or exports class Il chemicah f the control period.
_|

controlled substances and who must report its quarterly level of (q) Every person who transships a (subsequently transform such controlled production, imports. and exports of controlled substance must maintain
'

g
substances shall provide the producer or these chemicals within 45 days of the records that indicate that the controlled ;importer with the IRS certification that end of each quarter. substance shipment originated in one
the controlled substances are to be used (o) Persons who import or export used country destined for another country. I

,

in processes resulting in their or recycled controlled substances must and does not enter interstate commerce -
transformation. label their bill oflading or invoice with the United States. -

,

Appendix A to Subpart A-Class 1 Controlled Substances I

(
ODP ;

A. Group 1:
CFC-t -Trichlorofluoromethanei

(CFC-11) . I

CF C1 -Dichlorodifluoromethane
.

... 1.0
2

.(CFC-12) , . . _
.

'

1.0C;F CirTrichlorotnfluoroethane I3

(CFC-113) -
C F.C1 -Dichlorotetraftuoroetharie

. . . 0.B !
2 2

(CFC-114) 1.0 ;

C F C1.Monochloropontafluorcethane2 3

(CFC-115) '0.6
C F C1-Monochloropentafluoroethane2 3

All isomers of the above chemica:s
IB. Group 11:

CF C1Br-Bromochlorodifluoromethane :.
2

1
(Halon 1211)

CF Br.Bromotnfluoromethano
. . . . . 30

1
3 '

(Halon-1301)
C F Br Dibromotetrafluoroethane

. - . . . . . 10.0
2 r

(Halon-2402)
All isomers of the above chemicals

... '60 j

C. Group ill:
CF C1-Chlorotnfluornmethano3,

(CFC-13) . 1.0 j
,

C:FC1c
4

(CFC-111) .
-

F C1c
- -- 1.0 f

C2 2
!

.

; (CFC-112) . '
1.0

C>FC1r
v(CFC-211) . - .. . . . . . . . . 1.0 |CFCic3 2 '

(CFC-212) . '
1.0

~ C FsCtr3

(CFC-213) .
C F.Cic

.. 1.0 .
3

(CFC-214) . 1.0 [C F C1,-33 4

(CFC-215)
C3F C1r

.- 1,0
.

(CFC-216) - [
C F,C1 - . . . . . .1.0 j

3
'

(CFC-217) 1.0 |Allisomers of the above chemrcals iD. Group IV:
!CC1,-Caton Tetrachloride .

1.1 8E. Group V: '
C H C1 1,1,1 Trichloroethane.2 3 3

(Methyt chioroform)
U.1 {

. . . . _

All1somers of the above chemical except1.1.2-trichioromethane
F. Group VI:

CH3Br--Bromomethano ',
(Methyt Bromde) 0.7 {

_ . ,

G. G,oup Vll.
'

,

._ _ ..
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1

t
a;

r et '
ODP

_-
CHrDR2... _.

1.00 $ ii CHF Br (HDFC-2281) .-.---..
- . . .

2

CH FDr . 0.74 ^
.

2

0.73 I*C HFDr.
. - .- 0.3-0.8

2

j C2HFBr,2

C2HF Br
_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5-1.8 d-3

..- '

C HF.Br .. ..
..

. . . . 0.4-1.6 |;
2 ,

i C H FBr
. . . . . . - . . .

0.7-1.2 p' ' *.*
2 2 3

. . - . . .. c.1-1.1! C2H F Bf2 2 2
C H F Br . .

. - - - . . . - . . . . 02-1.5 j2 2 3 . . . . . . . . . - - 0.7-1.6i C2H,FDr2 . . _ . . . . _ . . . - . . . . . . . - . .

C H,F;Br 0.1-1.7 i; 2

; C H.FBr.
. . . . . . . .

. . . . 02-1.1 i2
. . - . . 0.07-0.1 '

C3HFDr. . . . . . . . . . .
..-.. 0.3-1.5

,

C,HF Br3
. . . . . . . . . 02-1.9

2,

_

''

C,HF,Br4 . . .
0.3-1.8C HF.Dr, . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.5-2.2

3

C HF Dr2 ..3 3

C3HF.Dr ..
. . . . . - . . O F2.0 B

0.7-33C H FBR, ..
.-

. . . 0.1-1.9 P
3 2 y

j Ci 2H F BR. . ..-.. 02-2.1 N2
1 C,H F,Br>. . . . .

02-56 IE
2

C H F.Br2g... 03-7.5 'i 3
3 2

C3H FsBR .,..-..: 2

1 C3H,F'3R.1.
.. O bl.4 '

0.06-1.9i C,H F Br3 ;; ..
..3 2

! C H F Br
C H F.Br '

.-
0.1-3.1

3 i 2,...
0.1-2.5

3 3
. . . . 0.M4C,H.FDrs

2 a.
_ 0 03-0.3' C,H.F Br

0.1-1.0C H.F,Br ....
. . . . . . . . . ~ . - . .

0.07-4 8C,H FBr2 . . . .

0.04-0.4
3'

Ci 3H F Br - 007-082

C3H.FB .
0.02-0.7,

,

. Appendix B to Subpart A-Class il Contro!!ed Substances
i

ODP
CHFC1 -Dichloreftvorornetnane2

(HCFC-21) ... j
CHF C1.Chlorodifluoromer.ane

- [res ] J
2

ji (HCFC-22) . . . ~ . . . . . . 0.05 i
CH FC1.Chlorofluorornstrene2

(HCFC-31),

C2HFC1c
. . .

[res.)
(HCFC-121) , ,

C HF Cir
. . .

[res.] j
2 2,

1

(HCFC-122)
C2HF,C1 - - - _ [res.)

,

2'

(HCFC-123) -..
C Hr.C1- 0.02 *

2
'

, (HCFC-124) -.. 0 02i C H FC1r2 2 *
| (HCFC-131) .

C2H F C1 [res ]2 2 3

(HCFC-132b) .,

C2H F C1 [res.] a
2 3

(HCFC-133a)
H FC1r [res.]C2

,

3,

)(HCFC-141b) - . s

C2H F C1 0.12
3 2 i

((HCFC-142b) . .. 0.06 -

C3HFC1c
(HCFC-221)d

C HF Cir {res.) j
3 2;

(HCFC-222)
HF Cic

.-

. . . . [rea.]
C3< 3

(HCFC-223) I''*-I
.*

C HF.C1r j'

3

(HCFC-224) I'
*

C HF Cir ,;#

3 3

(HCFC.-225ca) y
i

'

. . ~ ,
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ODP

C3HFsC1, j

. (HCFC-225cb) . . - . . . . . . [reS ] -(
C,HF.C 1,

(HCFC-226) . . . . . . . . . [res }
C2HfC1r

fres ](HCFC-231) . . . . ..-..

C3Hf:CTe
. es.) ;(r(MCFC-232)

C,Hf>C1r
{hCFC-233) . . . . . . . . . . [res}

C1HfaC1r r

(hCFC-234) . . _ . . . . . . . . _ . . [res.)
C elf 3C1-

(HCFC-235) .. . . . . [ ras ]
C,HfC1e

tres1(HCFC-241) . ..-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

C,H>F C1y ;2

(HCFC-242) . ._ . . . . [res]
'

CsHi,C t r
(HCFC-243) - [res] i

C..Hf.C1
(HCFC-244) . [res-]

C H.FC1r3

(HCFC-251) . . . . . - . . . . - . . - . . . - . . . . . . . . . . ~ .. {res ]
C,H FaC1r

(HCFC-252) [res |
C3H.F3C1 e

(HCFC-253) .. [res }
C3HsFC1r

(HCFC-251) . . . . . - ~ . . . - . . [res]
C3H F C13 2

(HCFC.-262) . . . . . - .. [res ]
C3H,FC1

(HCFC-271) . -
. {res.)

A!! Isomers of the above chemicals
.

Appendix C to Subpart A-Annex 1-Parties to the Montreal Protocol:

Cepenna-
t.ed ,[anForeign state a end. ,

rnents
~

;

Algona -_ . v v
Antigua and Barbuda . v v v

v vArgentina ... .. .

Australia . ' v v
Austna . . . . V V r.

Dahamas. V V V - )--

Bahrain --- V V i

Ban @adesh . . . . . 7
Barbados - . . . . V ,

Belarus V i
Delgium .- .. - - -

--

-- V V 4

Benin . _ v3..
Bosnia and Herzegovina --.- V
Botswana /
Brazil - . . . . . . . . - - V V ..

Burnal v
* J ' ?/Bulgana -

'

Durkina Fama , V -
#

Ca noroon v v .

2 Canada- V V [,

Central African Republic .. ~ v ,

i Chile . . V V !.
'

CNna - V V
. - . . - - - _ .. /Costa Rica

* 'Cote Ivoere . V
'

Croatia - V
Cuba- V
Cyprus . V
Czech Republic .. - -- - .. V |

-

Denmark - V V >

.- -_- , / vDomiruca a
, ,

.- -. - . . - -
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h.i
Copee.a- fW>Londonal
,[,h J

*Fortgn state a nd-

rnents p. ( .
Dominican fieput>lic . V $ |
Ecuador. V v |Egypt . . - . - V v hi -
El Salvador .,,.. V N
Europan E C. V V E
F$ . V NJ"
Feniand v V Fd
France . V V E

.

Gamtna . v
Germany V V
Ghana v va

Greece v v
Grenada . V
Guatema!a .
Guinea .

. V e
- '

V V %Hungary . V y

hicoland . . . . . V V
India V V di
Indonesia . V V b
itan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V L'a

ireland .. $ ,. V V ' ' A'

lernel .g. V V
ltaly . . j... . . - . . V V
Jamaica . . . . . . . . . . . . . V V
Japan . . . . . . . . . . V V
Jordan . v i

'

Kenya . ..-.. V
Kinbatl .... . ~ . . V

i,

Korea. Republic of . . . . . V V
.

Ku*ait V '
'

Lebanon . . . . . . . . ..- V V
Ubya. . . . . V
Uechtenstein . V"

;,

Luxembourg V V I
,

| Malawl . . . - . . . . . . . . /
Malays:a . V V V '

e

Maldives .
Marta .,

. . . . . . . . V V |

/,

Marshall 16tands .
Mauntius .

. . - . . V V V
V V

Mexico . . . - . . . . . , . . . . V V'

Monaco V V. . . . , .

'
Namibia . . . . /
Netherlands . . . . . V V
New Zealand . . . . . . . . . . . . . V V V j
Nicaragua . ..-.. . . . . . . . . V- .

'

Niger .. ... . . . . . . . - . . . . . . ..-.. V
Nigeria . V,

Norway . ..- . - . . . V V V ,I'

Paivstan . . . - . . . . . . - . . , v v,

Panama _ .... .. V..
' Papua New Guinea . .. V V

Paraguay . . . . . V V
Peru . . . - . . V V
Pruhppines . -.. V V ,

Poland .. - - . - - V.

Portugal .... .. . . . - . . . . - . . . - . . . . - . . . . . . . V V <-
Roman.a- - . . . . . ~ v V >

Russian Federation . V V
Sar,t Kitts and Nevis /
Samos v
Saudi Aratua
6enegal.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V V
/ /

Soychelles . . . - . - V V>

Singapore . . . . . . - . . V V
Slovenia .
Solomon isdands

. . _ . . . - . . . . . . . V V,

'
. _ . . . . . _ . - . . - . . . .. V V

Spwn . .. .. .
. . . . . . . - . . V # .!South Afnca '

V W b'
Sr1 Lat#a . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . -

/ #'

|c^

Sudar) -.. # ;4..
,
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Copenha-
Foregn We 0

8|end-
D

,O

tr.ents
Swaz:iand .. -

vSweden
. . . . v v vSwtze^and . , . .

Synan Arab Repubhc .
. . .

. . . . v v
v7ansan:a

. . . ~ . . . . Y vThadand . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . v vTogo. . . . .

. . . . . . . _ . .
_. vTnrudad and Tobago . . . . . vTins:a .

Turkey .
. . . . . . . . . . v+ v_.

Tuvafu
... . . . . . v

Uganda ....... ... . . .
. . . . . . -

. . . . v
Ukranian SSR .

. . . .
. v

United A*ad Emirates ..-. .. v
Unrted Kirgdom

. . . . v
United States

. . . . . . . . . _
. . . . . v v,

Uruguay . v v
Uzbexistan

_ . . . . . . . v
. . . . _

Veneruela . v
Zamb.a .

. . . . v v
. . . . . vZ;mbabwe .

. . . . . . . . . v

Appendix C to Subpart A,1~ Annex 2- Category 1. Automobile and ~1 ruck Air combustion pisten engine (diesel orNations Complying With, but not Conditioning UnitMVhether semi-diesel).Parties to, the Protocol: Colomble Incorporated in Vehicles or Not) 8704-Motor vehicles for the transport
i oods.Mpendix D to Subpart A-h umt,.nized There are no separate code numbers E j

tariff Schedule for air conditionin units specially used 8704.10 (10,50}-Dumpers designed for
in automobiles an trucks. Although a off highway use.

Description of Products that Afay Con:ain code has been proposed for car air 8704.(21, 22, 23)-Other, with
Controlled Substances in Appendir A. Cass conditioners, it is not yet officially compression fgniuon internali Groups Iand II listed in the llarmonized Tariff combust 2on p2ston engine (diesel or

This Appendix is based on information Schedula (see category 2). The following semi-diesel).
provided by the Orone Secretariat of the codes apply to the vehicles potentially 8 704.(31, 37, 90)-0ther, with
United Nations Dr.oce Enviror. ment containing air conditioning units, com ression-igmtson internal

,

programme. The Appendix lists wailable
U.S harmontred tartfisched Is codos ficading/ Subheading and Article C m usti n Piston engine.

identifying headings anil subheadings for Description 8705-S ecial purpose motor vehicles,
other an those pnncipally designedAnnes D products that may contain 8701.(10, 20, 30, 90) 2-Tractors
for the transport of persons or goodscontrolled substances. 8702-Pbblic-transport type passenger (for example, wreckers, mobile cranes,

The Harmontred Tariff Schedule of the matcr vehicles. fire fighting vehicles, concrete mixers.United States uses a enumeration system to 8702.10-With compression-Ignition road sweepers, spraying vehicles,identify products Unported and exported to internal-combustion pis.an engine mobile * 4. shops, mobileand from the U.S. This system relics on a
(diesel or semi-diesel). radiological units),four digit heading. e four digit subheading 8702.90-Other.

and additional two digit statistical suff'.x to 8705.10-Crane lorrie's.
characterits products. The United States uses 8703-Motor cars and other notor 8705.20-Mobile drilling derricks.
the sufhx for its own statistical records and

vehic]es principally designed for the

analyses.This Appendix lists only headm68
transport of persons (other than those 8705.30-Fire fighting vehicles.

8705.90-Other. I
and subheadings. of heading 8702), including station

1
While so:ne can be readily associated with wagons and racing cars. Category 2. Domestic and Cornmercial

l
Refrigeration and AirConditioning/8703.10-Vehicles sper:iaP[- designedfor traveling on snow: go f carts andIIcat Pump Equipment

harmonized system codes.many products
# '

,

"' ,

he e com a aa he * re tation similar vehic es: includes subheading Domestic and commercial airp are known. It should be noted that the and MSE condidoning and refrigeration
specified HS classifications represent the 8703.(21,22,23,24)-Other vehicles, equipment fall primarily under -

; i
' '

most likely headings and subheadings which with spark-Ignitjon internal , headings 8415 and 8418.

13 Subheading and Articlegdion 1 I code gi nsh uld 87 1 32,3 er ve c es.i
only be used as a startma point; further with compression-ignition internal
ven$ cation is needed to ascertain whether or .

,

8415-Air conditioning machines,not the products actually contain controlled ' At this tur,e ietuele air cond;uoning uruts are > comprising a motor-driven fan and
,

Isubstances. considered components of vehicles or are class tied
mader the general category for air cond%ning and elements for changing the temperature

i RegardiolTajwan, see preamble discuanon VI tvingereuon equipment. 4 ehicles containing air and humidity,includin8 those
(Tinde Ror.tncuens) condusonees are therefore considered products machines in which the humidity

containmg controHed substances. Cannot be separately regulated,

j
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8415 20-Proposed mda for a r + Vamishes. 3305,90--Other hair preparations. |conditioning cia kind used for . Perfumes. 3 306.10 -Dentrifices.persons, in matc.r n hicles. . Preparations for use on hair. 3306.90-Other dental (this rc sy
.

'

8415.10.00-A/C window or wall types, * Preparations for en! and dental include breath sprays).self-contained. hygiene. 3307.10-Pre-shave, shaving cr8415.81.00-Other, except prts. * Shaving prepantions. aftershave preparations.incorporating a refrigeratmg unit and * Personal deodcrants, bath 3307.20-Personal deodorants anda valve for reversal cf the cooling / heat preparations. antiperspirants.
CYc!m . Prepared room deodcrirers. 3307.30-Perfumed bath salts and other~

8415.82.00-Other, incorporating a . Sosps. . bath preparations.
refrigerating unit: Self-contained * Lubricants. 3307.49 Other (this may include
machines and remote condem,er ty e . Polishes and creams. preparations for perfuming or
air conditioners (not for year -roun' e Explosives. deod rizing rooms, including
use); Year-round units (for heating * Insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, odoriferous preparations used duringand coolingh Air Conditioning disinfectants. religious rites, whether or not
era potator coils; Dehumidifiers: and * Arms and ammunition. perfumed or having disinfectant
other air conditioning machines . IIousehold products such as propedies).
incorporating a refrigerating unit. I otwear or leather polishes. 3307.90-Other (this may include

8415.83-Automotive air conditioners. . Oin rmsteHaneous products. depilatory products and other
8418-Refrigerators, freeters and other Headmg/ Subheading cnd Anicle perfume [y, cosmetic or toilet

.

,

refrigerating or freezing equipment, Descriptwn Preparat2cas, not elsewhere specified i

n's 3208-Paints and vamishes * (including 34$3 Lt,bric ting preparationsn r di n ac
heading 4415: parts thereof. enamels and lacquers) based en (mcluding cuttingoil preparations, ,

8418.10.00ACombined refrigerator- synthetic polymers of chemically bolt or nut release preparations, anti-
j

freezers, fitted with separate external m dified natural polymers, dispersed rust or anti-c*rosion preparationsdom or dissolved in a non-aqueous and mould 7 :sse preparations, based8418.21.00-Refrigerators, household medium. on lubrican 2 ad prepe. tions of a
type, compression type. 3208.10-Based on polyesters. kind used foi oil or grease

8418.22.00-Absorption type, electrical. 3208.20-Based en acryhc or vm, y! treatment of1 4e materials, leather,
8418.29.00-Other. Polymers. furskins or oth a materials, but3208.90-Other.8418.30 00-Free:ers of the chest type. excluding preparations containing, as
8418. 40--F;eerers of the trpright type. 3209-Paints and vamishes (including basic constituccts,70 percent or more
8418.50.0040--Other refrigerating or enamels and lacquers) based on by weight of petroleum oils or of oils

freezing chests, cabinets. display synthetic polymers or chemicalIY
obtained from bituminous minerc!s. |

counters, showcases and siindar m dified naturalpolymers, dispersed
refrigerating or freezing furniture. r dissolved in a an a ueous medium. 3402--Organic surface-active agents

(other than soap); surface-active
8418.61.00-Other refrigerating or 3209.10-Based on acry ic or vinyl -

preparations, washing preparations
freezing e uipment; heat pumps. p lymers,

and cleaning operations, whether or
8418.6 erIcemakin8 rnacbines-

dnnking watercoolers, elf contain'ed: 3210.00-Other paints and varm. hes
not containing soap, other than these.

s of34g1
so a fountain an beer ispensing (including enamels, lacquers and

3402 20 Preparations put up for retail

IeIngerati g
, distempers) and prepared water sale

igments f a kind used for finishing 340259-Other preparations containing[eather.i a so n qa
chillm' g units: reciprocating etroleum oils or oils obtained from .chilling units; and other refn, liquid. 3212.90-Dyes and other colorina ituminous minerals. !gerating
or freezing equipment (household or matter put up in forms or packings for 3403-Lubricating preparations - !retail sale. consisting of mixtures containin+ i

B4 9 910-Debumidifiers (other than er mn an He wa en- s cgessa or us, a e ca e '

those under 8415 or 8424 classified as 3304.30-Manicure or pedicure may be
.

machines and mechanical preparations. 2710.00-Preparations not elsewhere
appliances having individual 3305.10-Shampoos.

specified or included, containing by
functions. not specified or included 3305.20-Preparations for permanent weight 70 percent or more of

wavmg or straighteninelsewhere, L
3305.30-Hair lacquers. g- Introleum oils or of oils obtained

i

Category 3. Aerosol Products from bituminous minerals, these oils
being the basic constituents of the

An array of different products use codes my incbda coatings and a;ectronic .

34$ reparations 3.11-Lubricants containinEControlled substances as aerosol 5 and in equipment (e g. wectred motont comungs or
*

daanmg Cuids for aircraft maintenance, mold
aerosol applications. Not all aerosol role vem te g for production of plastic or oleum oils or oils obtained from
applications usa controlled substances * 'i"' *** "**!'t **'"'"4 othepettant ituminous minerals used fa- ,

tpotentaahy undes HS 3402L spray undercoatsowever. The codes given
, rpoienuauy ender paats and warrushes L spot prepar5flons from the treatment of

- ,e w
represent the most likely classifications removen. bras deanns. sareey spnys te s.. mac, textile materials, leather, fur skins or
for products containing controlled cansk amma repellant. nons horns le s , for use on other Insterials.
substances. The Product codes listed boeut weld im acuan dedopenJnzams, gm 3403E-Other preparass con .. ;

include.s removen, intru e alarms. ure innators. dusters (for etroleum oils or ons obta2ned (r
,

electronic and nom.Wartrome opphcanonst spray hituminous minerals.
. ,
8

shoe pohah and suede protectors.
*Othe categones a products that may contatn * Althoesh pamts do not generally use contam 3405-Polishes and creams,far .

controlled subeic.cw are hsted below. EPA is cor. trolled substances, same earmahas use crc 113 footwear, furnituze, Coon, coachwork. y|
t

currentJy workapf.to match them with erpropriate and 1.1.1, tnchlorethane as solmu 8less or metal scouring riastee enti
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powders and similar preparations 2106.90-Food preparations not products which are characterized by
excluding waxes of headmg 3404, elsewhere specified or included. some repetition of monomer units

although they may contain unreacted3405.10-Pohshes and creams for Category 4. Portable Fire Extinguishers monomers. Prepolymers are notfootwear or leather.
3405 20-Polishes for wooden furniture. Heading /Subheadmg and Anicle normally used as such but are intended

floors or other woodwork Description to be transfermed into higher molecular

3 %Ex[nlosives. .. 2424-Mechanical appliances (whether weight polymers by further
3EcB- nsectic: des rodenticides, or not hand operated) for projecting, polymerization. Therefore the term does

fungicides, herbicides, anti-sprouting dispersing, or spraving liquids or not cover finished products, such as di-
products and plant-growth regulators, powders; fire extin'guishers whether isobutylenes or mixed polyethylene
disinfectants and similar products, or not charged, spray guns and similar glycols with very low molecular weight.
put up in forms or packings for retail appliances; steam or sand blasting Examples are epoxides based with
sale or es preparations or articles (for machines and similar jet projecting epichlorohydrin, and polymeric
example, su4hur-treated bands, machines. . isocyanates."

P P" )
38 1 Insec i e's 8424.10-Fine extinpishns, whetha or Heading / Subheading and Article"

n t charged. Description3808.20-Fungicides.
3808 30-Herbicides. anti-sprouting Category 5. Insulation Boards, Panels 3901-Pre polymers based on ethylene

products andylant growth regulators. and Pipe Covers (in primary forms).3808 40-Disin,ectants. These goods have to be classified 3902-Pre-polymers based on ropylene3808 90-Other insecticides, fungicides. according to their composition and r ther olefins (in primary orms).380910-Fimshmg agents, dye carners presentation. For example,if theto accelerate the dyeing or fixing of insulation materials are made of 3903,3907,3909 , Pre-polymers based
dye-stuffs and otner products and polyurethane, polystpene, polyolefin on styrene (in pnmary forms),
pa arations (for example, dressings and phenolic plastics, then they may be epoxide and phenols.

S' Ptu 3 ' Appendix E to Subpart A-Arilcle 5xti a er,I r or ike ce e of,, , he ex e Partiesmdustnes, not elsewhere speci'ied or of the products at issue is necessary
cl with a basis of amylaceous before a classification can be given.' Algeria, Antigua and Barbuda,

3814--Organic composite solvents and Heading /Subheadmg and Article Argentina, Bahrain, Bangladesh,
thinners (not elsewhere specified or Description Barbados, Benin, Botswana, Brazil,

Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Centralincluded) and the prepared paint or 3917.21 to 3'917 39-Tubes, pipes and
^ #5'*" *E" "'' 'varnish removers. h fI *

3910-Silicones in primary forms. 392 1 o 92 9-Plates, sheets, film, Rica, Cote Ivoire, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus.
Other arms ng, foil and strip made of plastics, Dominica, Domimcan Re ubhc.,

93C ',rps guns an(for example, spn.a3 d pistols, noncellular and not reinforced, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salva or Fip,
Gambia, Chana, Grenada, Guatemala,trunveons), excluding those of laminated, supported or similarly

heading No. 93.07. Thus, aerosol combine with other materials.
Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Jamaica,

spray cans containing tear gas may be 3921.11 to 3921.90--Other plates. Jordan, Kenya, Kiribati, Le'uanon, Libya,
Malawi, Malasia, Maldives, Marshallc.assified under this subheading. sheets, film, foil and strip, made of Islands, Mauritius, Mexico, Namibia,0404 90-Products consisting of natural plastics.milk constituents, whether or not 3925.90-Builders' ware made of Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan,

containing added sugar or other plastics, not elsewhere specified or Panama, Pepua New Guinea, Paraguay,
sweetening matter, not elsewhere included. Peru, Philippines, Romania, Saint Kitts
specified or included. 3926.90-Articles made of plastics, not and Nevis, Samoa, Senegal, Seychelles,

1517.90-Edible mixtures or elsewhere specified or included. Slovenia, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Swaziland,
preparations of animal or vegetable Syrian Arab Republic. Tanzania,
fats or oils or of fractions of different Category 6. Pre Polymers Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago,
fats or oils of this hapter, other than According to the Explanatory Notes to Tunisia, Turkey, Tuvalu, Uganda,
edible fats or oils or their fractions of the Harmonized Commodity Description Uruguay, Venezuela, Zambia,
headmg No.15.16. and Coding System,"prepolymers eze Zimbabwe.

Appendtx F to Subpart A-Listing of Ozone Depleting Chemicals "

Controlled substance CDP AT L CLP BLP

A. Class i 1. Group 1:

CFC1rTnchloronuoromethane (CFC-11) .
CF C1rDichlorodinuoromethane (CFC-12) .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 60.0 1.0 0.00
2 1.0 120.0 1.5 0.00)

( C2F C1rTrichlorotnfluoroethane (CFC-113) . 0.8 90.0 1.11 0 003

C:F.ClrDichlorotetra9uoroethane (CFC-114) . 1.0 200 00 1.8 0.00
C:FrC1MonochloropentaMuoroethane (CFC-115) . 0.6 400.0 2.0 0.00

All isorners et the above chemicals [ reserved)
2 Group it.

CF CtBr Bromochlorod. fluo omethane (Halon-1211) . 30 12 0.06 0.132

e This category may incNde insulaung board far refngerators, freezers, beverage vendmg madmw.
budding panels and windows and doors. It also bua teverage dispensers. water coolers a : ! mters
includes ngid apphance insulauon br pipes, tarls, and h machines.
trucks. traders. comunes. train cars a ships.

- _ _ - - - - _ _ . _ _ - . _ - _ _ - - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - - _
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,

ccntrolled substanco OOP AT t. CLP BLP
1

- 18 .08 .03
CF Br Brorttr.flucrornetnane (Haio*1301) . 10 0 72 0.00 t 003

j - 107 . . _ . . .
'

Cf. Er2 Dibrometetratuoroett.ane (HalcrM402) . . . . 60 23 0.00 0 20 ~.
7

-28 .37 :

Allisomers of the abcve chormca:s ! reserved)
3. Group i!L

CF C1--Chlorcinfluorometar e (CFC-13) 10 120 0 E3 0 003

- 250 -1.83 .. .,

C2FCir(CFC-111) _.. .. . . _ . . 10 60 1.04 0.00
- 90 - 1.56 ....... . _ . . |

C3F Cic(CFC-112) . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . 1.0 60 0.90 0 00 1
2

- 90 - 1.35 . . . . ...

C3FC17 (CFC-211) . . . . . . . _ . . . . . ..-.. 10 100 1.76 0 00
- 500 -8 81

; C3F C1.-(CFCc212) .. . . . . .._ 10 100 1 60 0 002
' - 500 - 7.98 .

C/2Cis-(CFC-213) , . . _ . . . . . 1.0 100 1.41 0 00
- 500 - 7.06 . . . . . . .

Cf.C1c(CFC-214) .. .. . . . . . . - 1.0 100 1.20 0.00*

- 500 -601 . . . . . .

C3F C1 -(CFC-215) . . 10 100 0 96 0 005 3

. C,F.C1r(Ch216) 100 0 69 505
| V - 500 - 3.45 . _ . .

C/vC1-(CF 217) 1.3 100 0.37 0 00'

. - 500 - 1.87 . . . .

All homers of th above chemicals [ reserved)
4. Group IV:

| CC1.-Carbon Tetrachloride - 1.1 50.0 1.0 0 00
' 5. Group V: ' ;

C H Ctr1,1,1 Trichloroethane (Meth% chloroform) . 0.1 6.3 0.11 0.00
'

2 3,

All isomers of the above chemical except 1,1.2.trichloroethano [ reserved]!
, . ,

i 6. Group VE i
CH3Br-Bromomethane (Methy Bromide) - 0.7 ... [ reserved] | .j,

7. Group Vit i

CHFBRr __ 1.00 Lreserved] f
CHF Br(HBFC-2201) 0.74

'

reserved] -i 2

CH/Br . 0.73 reserved] Y
C2HFBr. - 0.3 - 0.8 reserved] 9,

C2HF Br3 0.5 - 1.8 . reserved]2

C HF Br : 0.4 - 1.6 Ireserved] |.2 3 a
C2HF.Br - 0.7 - 1.2 ! reserved] N

C2H FBr3 0.1 - 1.1 reserverJ]2

C2H/2 Bra- 0.2 - 1.3 reserved] ..

C H /3Br.
1 C2H3FBr .

. . . . _ _ 0.7 - 1.6 reserved] ,2

a 0.1 - 1.7 , reserved] |
j C2H F Br 0.2 - 1.1 ' reserved]3 2 ., .._.

C2H. Br . 0.07 - 0.1 ; reserved]
I C3HFBr. . 0.3 - 1.5 | reserved] J

C3HF Br3
C HF Br. .

. . . . 0.2 - 1.9 ' reserved] ( .

2
'

3 3 .- 0.3 - 1.8 reserved] '

| C3HF.Br3 0.5 - 2.2 reserved]
| C,HF Br2 0.9 - 2.0 reserved] i

3 1

C HF.Br - 0.7 - 3.3 . reserved]3

C3H FBR3 0.1 - 1.9 reserved]2

C3H/2BR. . . _ . . , 0.2 - 2.1 reserved]'

,'C3Hf3Br 0.2 - 5.6 [ reserved]
i C3H/.Br2 0.3 - 7.5 [ reserved] I
| C3Hf3BR 0.9 - 1.4 Ireserved] g
i C3H FBR. . . . 0.08 - 1.9 reserved]3
'

C3H/2Brs. 0.1 - 3.1 reserved)
C H F Br2 0.1 - 2.5 |. reserved] i3 3 3

C3H F.Br.. 0.3 - 4.4 | reserved] . . . -3,

C3H.FBr3 .. 0.03 - 0.3 reserved];

C H.F Br2 .. 0.1 - 1.0 reserved)3 2

C3H.F Br : 0.07 - 0.8 reserved] ..3

C3H FBra . .-. c 0.04 - 0.4 . . . . - _ treserved)3

C3H/2Dr - 0.07 - 0 8 [reservM]
| C3H.F D 0.02 - 0.7 Ireserved]

.,

j.

i B. C: ass it a

CHFC1 -DChlorofluoromethane (HCFC-21) _ [res ] 2.1 0.03 0.00 h! 2

CHF C1-Chloroddtuoromethane (HCFC-22) 0.05 15.3 0.14 0.00'

3

CH FC1-Chlorofluoromethane (HCFC-.31) [res.] 1.44 0.02 M
2

,

i

___ _ _.
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C;HFC1.-{HCFC-121) . [res.] O6 0.01 0 00
C;HF;C1 r-iHCFC-122) [res.) 1.4 0 02 0 00
CH 6C1 HHCFC-123) 0 02 16 0.016 0 00
C;HF.C1-(HCFC-124) . 0 02 66 0 04 0.00
C;Hf C1 -{HCFC-131) [res ] 40 0 06 0 001

C;H;F Cir(HCFC-132b) . . . . . [res } 42 0 05 0 002

C;H;F,C1-{HCFC-133a) [res ) 48 0 03 0 00
C.H ,FCi r(HCF C-141 b) 0.12 10 0 0 10 0 00
C;H F;CS-(HCFC-1420) 0.06 19.1 0.14 0.003

C3HFCir(HCFC-221) . reserved] 0 00
C3

C HF C1.-{HCFC-223) .
, reserved) 0.00HF C1r(HCFC-222) ,2

3 jreserved] 0.00
C3HF.C t r(HCFC-224) [ reserved] . . . 0 00
C3HF,C1r(HCFC-225ca) -

[res ] 1.5 0.01 0 00
- 1.7 . ._ ,

(HCFC-22SCb) . [res ] 5,1 0.04 0 00
C,HF.C1-(HCFC-226) . [ reserved) 0 00
C,HfC1v-(HCFC-231) [ reserved] 0 00
C,Hf;C1.-(HCFC-232) . freserved] . . . . . 0.00
C3H;FsCir(HCFC-233) . ' reserved] 0.00
C,H F.C1r(HOFC-234) . . reserved) 0.002

C,H;F.C1-(HCFC-235) [ reserved} 0 00
C.H;FC1.-(HCFC-241) [ reserved] 0.00
C H F:Cir(HCFC-242) . . . . . [ reserved) 0.003 3

H,F,C1 -{HCFC-243) . [ reserved) - 0.00C3 7
C Hf.C1-(HCFC-244) [ reserved) 0 003

Ci JC1r(HCFC-251) [ reserved] 0 00H
C,H/2C1r(HCFC-252) . [ reserved] O 00

Ci /iC1-(HCFC-253) [ reserved] 0.00H

C H FC1r(HCFC-261) [ reserved] 0.003 3

C HsF:C1-{HCFC-202) . . - . . [ reserved] 0.002

C,H.FC1-{HCFC-271) . . . . . . . . . . -. [ reserved] O 00

All isomers of the above eterrucals [ reserved}

|FR Doc. 93-29866 Fded 12-3-93. 4.29 pm]
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October 21, 1992

The Honorable Ja=en D. Watkins, I
Admiral, USN, Retired '

sacratary of Energy
Department cf Energy
Forrental Scilding
loco Independance Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Aasiral~ Watkins:
As you are well aware, URENCC is an internationai uraniu

enrich ent consertium that proposes to build and operate a
ec =ercial centrifuge uraniu: enrichment tacility in the United

its respensibilities under Rules X and X! cf
States. Pursuant to House of Representatives, the Subce= itteethe Rules of the U. S.en Oversight and Investigations has been conducting for some time(DOE) reported
an inquiry relative to the Department of Energy' sit will be per=issible to transfer Restricteddeter ination thatData to UR.UCO vithout a bilateral agreement authorizing such
ttansfer.

The Sube- M **ae it =cnitoring compliance with the
and atte=pting to assess whether URENCO'sAt:mic Energy Act

involverent with the prepcsed enrichment facility presents acf naticnal security and nuclear
proble '-~ *"e standpcint

proliferaticn.
cn January 2 4, 1992, the subco==ittee seatf was briefed, atThe briefing was conducted by

=y request, en the URENcc issus.Directer of ths office of SecurityJr.,
geerce L, McTadden,and Msrk schroeder, Deputy General Counsel for EnergyAffa!.rs, Ctner DCE officials also.
Resources and Legislation.Schroeder was added to the briefing taa
-articipated. Mr.
specifically because the subecm=ittee staf f had =ade it plain tothat the Subcommittee was particularly concernedthe Depart =ent the t;2rsco matter raised. The information
about tr.e :.egal issues like all infor=ation supplied to
supplied at this briefing vac,in the course of an official inquiry,f ,

Federal investigators
subject to the responsibilities and penaltian of Title is o
The U.S._ Code.-
-
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the Monerable Ja=on D. latkins,
|Admircl, USN, Retired

October 21, 1992
Page 2

t
1

!sericus concernsrevelations have rained the mostRecanttruthfulness of the representations cado to theabout thesubcommittas during this briofing and in its aftarmath.
At the January 24 briefing, Mr. Schrceder told theng written legal cpinienssubecm=ittaa staf f categcrically that

or docu=ents had been prepared by the DOE General Counscl's
of fice to support the toe's cetar=ination that a bilateralHe said thatfor eccperation would not be required.
necessary legal advice had been rendered crally to the SecretaryMr. Schroeder also told the staff that the
agreement

and Deputy Secretary. in writing. When the "d-~~''y
Dog's detor=inatien was never put
staff counsel expressed surtrise that an attorney would net

;

I

Mr. Schreeder furthersuch a decisien in any way,necerializa an occurrence was not unusual at DOE.volunteered that such
Interestingly, similar claims =ay have boon made to Generalstaf f that when he

McFadden. The General has told Subec==ittee
requested docu=nnts to prepare himself for the briefing, he vas
told by the Office of Caneral counsel tnat no documents were 1

favailable. '

Schroeder was telephoned by the Subco==ittee staff
he further indicated that the ce==unicationWhen Mr.

on January 27, 1992, State Department occurred
of the OcE's daterminatica to theorally and was never reduced to writing.

the
is thus with considerable consternation thatSchroeder's statements to theIt learned that Mr.subcc==ittee has

succe==ittee staff vare untrue and that Mr. Schroeder may havestatements were untrue at the time he made then.
known that his

over three contas after Mr. Schroeder met
with staf f and so e=phatically denied the existence of the legalIn May 1992 --

not from the
epiniens or analyses -- the subcemmittee learned, legal opinions had in fact beenthatdoe det fro = other sources, State Department notifiedOnly after the

had transmitted URENco docu=ents mentioning DOE sprepared by the DOE.
Actingthe Det that itlegal opinione to the subcommittee did Eric J. Fygi,a stack of draft legalsuddenly trans=it ifferent

General ctunsal of OOE,=emoranda en the CRENCC matter, a=ounting to Scme 23 dlearned of the eX1stehce of
Had the subcommittee not may reasonably infer,that4 e-3

frem other sources, onecontinued to pratand that the documents didkhesedecc=ents
the cor vould have atta=pted deception was a deliberatespeed with which DOEnot exist. That DOE's
decision is further suggested by the great it knew thatsend the dccuments onceiccating, identifying,was able to gatner and
othere had discleced their existence

-

only a few days the documents-and transsitting in a matter of

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The Honorable James O
Jatkin s ,

Admiral. CSN, Retired
October 21, 1992
Page 3

Moreover, the
whose vary existence it had previously denied.
Acting osnaral 00unsci's tran==ittal letter i=plicitlyacknowledges that the CCE trans=ittal was prompted by the Statei

in striking contradiction te !

Departrant's actions and ad=1ts,Mr. Echroedar's statements at the January 24 =eeting, that DOEI

had indeed prepared legal analyses. \
'

"I have been advised that, in its May 4, 1992 response

actually dated May 1) Ic your request |(the letter was the Depart =ent of State has !1992,of February 19,
subcommittee some documents that include

provided theto preliminary drafts of legal analyses !
,

reference
prepared in this effica. These =sterials were !

prepared early in the prccess whereby this Departmentof State considered legaland the capartmentthis office did prepare drafts ofquestiens=aterial through which it weigned certain of the
...

in the Departmentpreliminary legal analysis prepared
of State."

Untertunataly, the Acting General Counsel f ails to explainSubec==itteepreviously provided to the
why the analyses were neter why the Deputy General Counsel fer Energy Rescurces anduntruthfully told Subec=21ttee
Legislation, i.e., Mr. schreader,
start that suen analyses did not exist.

This emission is particularly troubleso=e given that reviewschreeder was personally
of the decu=ents indicates that Mr. Fer example, a ecpy of
involved in the creation of sc=e of the=," Legal Require =ents for Access byen the subject,

Ltd, to Operating Data Generated by the Louisiana Energya me=crandt:
Plant", was trans=itted fr:mURENCO,

Services Uranius EnrichmentGC-lo", to. Chuck Cles:ycki en January 24,1990.
"M. Schroeder, (that appears to
The transmittal included a handwritten ce= ment"in addition te the firstbe signed "MCS") which specifies that42 cf Cen=ittet Report), there
Holifield reference (the one at

p.(highlighted in red (cni
are three other page ref erences
pages 9 & 13), which we need."

A different version of a memorandum en the sa=e legal 91
is attached to a transmittal note dated January 15, 19to Eric rygt. Marc Johnsten, ins

'

subject CC-10",
frc= " Mark C. Schroeder, which includes the remarks ifand Chuck Cleszycki, ma have your Octments,T0dd, and " LotUrenco Restricted Data"'' Re :

on the attached."any,

a nete fer " Mark Schroeder" ficaOCnsistS cfYet another decu=ont, 1991,

Deputy General Counsel Pygi, dated January 4,very specific and detailed co==ents andin this =ecorandu=,seven typed pages of Urance opinion. "
advice on tne " Draft

_ _
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i
,

er delete, |Fygi suggasts specific sentan=ss Oc insert frats |Mr.recc== ends the addition of cartain =aterial in footnotes, l

reader decc not see the plain words of section 144
that "the discusses the merits of some ofuntil he or she reaches page8," advises that the use of adjectives bethe cententions advanced,and, generally, =akes manifest that he han gene overpared back,ths manuscript with a fino tooth c==h to advise and guide
Mr. Schroeder.

Review of the DOE and State Department documents establishes
the DOE legal analysms were transmitted to the StatethatDepartment and reviewed by state Department personnel.

Finally, decuments obtained by the subc ==ittee establisheven now, produced
streng reason to believe that the DOE has not,to the devalepnant of the URENCO legal
all the docu=nnts rulevant
opinion.

In recent weeks, Mr. Schroeder has proffered to staff,
during a September 15, 1992 =eeting on another matter, the clai=
that his January 24 representations vare " Misconstrued." At a

1992, the Mincrity Counselsecond unra*;ated meeting on octcber 2,
invited Mr. Schroeder to explain in what way he had been
" misconstrued". Mr. Schroeder replied, "I think that was

The correspondence that theclarified in the correspondance."
Subc =mittaa has received frc= the Department provides no

Under the circumstances. theseexplanation whatscover.
explanations are vnelly inadequate.

troubled by hev recent revelations =ay hear en the
; a= also

correspondence which you and I exchanged subsequent to thenacting in which subce= ittee staf f were misinformed
January 24that the DOE had prepared no legal analyses relative to theI wrote you on February 6,
ugrNcc issue. You will recall that

~

expressing ny surprise andshortly af ter the =ceting ,the Department would reach an interpretation on an1992,

issue under the Atesic Energy Act "without a formalcencern that
You replied that youimportant

legal opinion or any decisional =e=cranda."that the Department is " faithfullywere " wholly satisfied" You also '
serving the objectives of the Ato=ic Energy Act."for=ality is required"to suggest that such a
assertad that eveninformation aircady well-known te the recipiant
strixes se as illogical, if not absurd."

At the same time, youto repatriata

declined te provide a chronology of the DOE's decision =akingthat it "is not possible to
regarding URENco on the grounds ... the events ...."

with any confidencereconstruct

- - - - _ - - _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ --__
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AAmtral, USN, Retired |
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Needless te say, the recent turn of events can cnly cause meAccordingly, I request that you
the greatest possible concern.roepend fully and truthfully to the f ollowing questions and
requests for inf ormatien.

Please explain how, why, and at whose initiative or 8ddirection Oeputy Oeneral C0unScl Schroeder misinf er:(1) <

legal analyses existed when, quite |

the staff that no
obvioucly, they did. ,

Schroeder meet er talk in(2) With whom did Mr.
preparation for his briefing of Subecmmittee staff?

Deputy Cenoral counsel Fygi aware of the plan to
nicinfern surco-

4- ee staff that no written legal(3) was

analyses existed?
na=as and job titles of all persons

(4) Plomaa list thein researching and drafting the legalinvolved
analyses.

($) Please list the names and job titles of all persons
who reviewed the legal analysus,

please state whether the
(6) As te each legal analysis,for Energy Resources andDeputy ceneral counselassisted in its preparation,Legislation (a)(b) reviewed it, (c) saw it, or (d) was informed as to

its existence.

General McFadden Was
Plasco explain why and by whcno documents were available !cr his(7) misinformed that
review.

state precisely when you became aware,cf thewere you aware of their.(a) Please
existence of the docu=ents,at the time of your letters to me? If you
existence analyses at the time of yourwere, had you raad the any aspect of theletters to me? Is there Subcommittee that you
Depart =ent's assertions te the in light of thewould like to revise or correct For
new-mexnowledged axistence of these docunents?even "to suggest"

do you still believe thatlegal formality is "illocical, if notexample,
the need for the
absurd"?

procedures does the Department have in place tointer =stion supplied to congrassional(9) wbst

truthful or accurate? What inter =ationensure that

is supplied to pepartmental employees and ef ficialscommittees is

-. . -_ - . -
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1

participating in congressienal briefings relative to
their legal duty to provide truthful information?
What improvanants are cente=placed to ensure snat an
incident such as this does not recur? i

(lo) What direction are you supplying t= the Inspector !
-

General in regards te this matter?

In addition, please review carefully your records for any
discussing er in any way relating toand all items centaining,

the URENCO legal analysis and the co=unication of this
information to the State Department. Please include these
documents with your responsa, which will be appreciated and
expected by the close of business, Friday, November 6, 1992.

The Subcommittee staff Will be contacting the DOE to request
interviews with DOE personnel in connection Vith this inquiry. .

Your cooperatien in this regard vill be greatly appreciated.
If you have any questions about this natter, please contact

Subconsittee investigators Jeffrsy C. Crater or Jeffray L. Hodges !

-at 2:5-5365, or Sube===ittee Counsel Janina A. Jaruzelski at ,

225-4441. ,

ncerely,

John D. Dingell
Chairnen

Subce==ittee on
oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Thomas J. Bliley, Jr.cc:
Ranking Republ'ican Member ,

subcommittee en oversight and Investigations

The Honorable Lavrance 5. Eagleburger
;>

Acting Secretary of State i
capar ment of Statet

The' Honorable Ivan Salin
Chair =anNuclear Regulatory Commissicn

i

The Honorable John C. Layton <

!Inapector General
Department of Energy

,

e

1
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'o UNITED STATES

; -

^) NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION g! " ) ,,f
. r WASHINGTON, D. C. 20S55 <

,

% [ ,,
September 22, 1992

r

Docket No: 70-3070 .
.

Louisiana Energy Services, L.P.
ATTN: W. Howard Arnold

President
2121 K Street, N.W. 1

Suite 850
Washington, DC 20037

Gentlemen:

Since disposition of depleted uranium (DU) tails is an important . 1
decommissioning licensing issue for the proposed Claiborne Enrichment Center,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission performed an assessment of the issues
involved. Our evaluation assumes that the bulk of DU tails will eventually be
disposed of as a waste. We examined the acceptability of disposal of the LES .

'enrichment plant tails, as depleted UF,, in a licensed 10 CFR Part 61 disposal
facility as suggested by LES's " Depleted Uranium Hexafluoride Management
Study." We have completed our review of this proposal. Based on our ;

analysis, we have reached the-following conclusions.
,

0- 1
The preferred chemical form for final disposition of the DU tails is U'rtherregardless of U-235 concentration. Even if stored tails were later fu
processed and depleted of U-235, the bulk of DU tails must still- be disposed
of. Compared with UF , U 0 is the more stable physicochemical form and the4 3s -

more compatible, as regards to safety, with long-term disposition of tails.
Conversion of the DUF to DUF,, for final disposition is not acceptable because,6
its physicochemical, long-term stability is incompatible with final disposal :
under 10 CFR Part 61. 's

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) supporting 10 CFR Part 61Ldid not
contemplate large volumes of DU tails, _Our analysis,-using methodology. - ~!

similar to that used for.the Part 61 EIS,' concludes that near-surface disposal
of such large quantities of DU tails is not appropriate, both because of its !

potential radiological impact ar.d its. chemical toxicity. However, other; !
disposal- alternatives under 10 CFR Part 61 may be viable; e.g., deep mine "

disposal. Therefore, disposal options, other than near-surface di_sposal, .must
- be considered'for the DU tails. Disposal options must be accompanied with .

- supporting analyses. The ' analyses .should include funding ' provisions for i
1storage, tails conversion' to the _ oxide form,. final disposition and, if-

applicable, transportation _ costs.
'

Your ' analyses should also consider an appropriate schedule for conversion and '
disposal Since you are proposing to start proouction-'in phases, which may *

take several years, the conversion of DUF to 0U 0 , or other suitable waste33
form,;should start 10 to 15 years after initiating production, or after_.
generating 80,000 tons of tails, whichever is reached first. '!

,

b
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W. Howard Arnold -2-

In summary, demonstration of viable means of DU tails ultimate disposition and ;

provision for financial assurance are needed. It is recognized that the total j
volume of waste to be generated for the LES Claiborne Enrichment Center is *

part of a much larger national inventory. Therefore, LES DU tails disposition ,

may be addressed as part of the national inventory disposal scheme. ;

We would be pleased to discuss these matters further with you after you have |
considered them. If you have any questions, please contact Dr. Lidia A. '

Roche' at (301) 504-2695.
'

Sincerely,
l/O

;|- ~ ,/.' i ,
.

| ,

42,-
vdohn,.N. Hickey, Chief '

Fuel Cycle Safety Branch
Division of Industrial and '

Medical Safety
Office of Nuclear Material Safety ;

and Safeguards

cc: Attached list ,

!

,

,
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ATTACHED LIST
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i

Dr. W. Howard Arnold Mr. Michael Mariotte
President Executive Director
Louisiana Energy Services Nuclear Information and
2121 K Street, NW Resource Service
Suite 850 - 1424 16th Street, NW i
Washington, DC 20037 Suite 601 ;

Washington, DC 20036
Mr. Peter G. LeRoy
Licensing Manager Administrative Judge
Louisiana Energy Services Richard F. Cole
c/o Duke Engineering & Services, Inc. Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
P.O. Box 1004 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Charlotte, NC 28201-1004 Washington, DC 20555

.

Mr. J. Michael McGarry, III Administrative Judge
Winston & Strawn Frederick J. Shon
1400 L Street, NW Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Washington, DC 20005 U.S. Nuclear Regulatnry Commission

Washington, DC 20555
Mr. Ronald L. Wascom
Deputy Assistant Secretary Office of Commission Appellate !
Office of Air Quality and Adjudication

Radiation Protection U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comrnission
Louisiana Dept. of Enviros. Qua'ity Washington, DC 20555
P.O. Box 82135 >

Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2135 Morton B. Margulies, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board !

Ms. Diane Curran U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Harmon, Curran, Gallagher, & Washington, DC 20555

Spielberg |2001 S Street, NW Suite 430 i

Washington, DC 2009-1125 !

'Natalie M. Walker, Esq.
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, Inc.
400 Magazine Street, Suite 401 ;

New Orleans, LA 70130 j

I
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